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What’s New in Version V2R5 
 

Service Management:   

The Service Management software has been adapted to better align with the new DSI Storsight Multi-

Tenancy capabilities.   See the “VTL Conductor for IBM I – Service Management – V2R5” 

documentation. 

Conductor: 

This release is primarily a maintenance release that addresses improved automation processing for: 

media management, import, transfer and media duplication activities; general bug fixes; and 

improvements to user interface applications. 

Added a new *DELAY qualifier for Conductor Export and Duplicate job scheduling.  This allows the user 

to set a delay period (based on tape qualification time) that will determine when export or duplication 

jobs are scheduled. 

When tapes are associated with deduplicaton policies that perform replication, Conductor will not 

qualify a volume for export/duplication until the qualified tape has completed replication activities.   

This release removes code that would fail an import job if the imported tape’s size exceeded the 

library’s defined Maximum Capacity value for media.   The VTL software now handles this situation 

without producing exceptions or errors. 

What’s New in Version V2R4 
 

Conductor: 

A new build process results in a much smaller installation and software footprint. 

Improved communications management between the IBM host and the VTL Agent.  This improves 

performance and reliability when multiple Conductor clients will be accessing the same DSI VTL. 

Conductor has been qualified for use with the new DSI “Cloud” VTLs available to IBM cloud customers 

(iSCSI). 

An improved Job Management application provides more list filtering, the count of jobs in the current 

view, and an ability to dump a job report using the current view of the Job Management application.   

See section 5-Reviewing/Managing Conductor/VTL Job Activity for more information. 
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A *TRANSFER capability has been added to Conductor.  This allows for the replication-based migration 

of media inventories to new DSI VTL servers or for automated recovery of primary media inventories 

from replica servers.   It may be thought of as an export process for DSI-to-DSI migrations.   

Migrations may be performed at the BRMS-Network level or at the LPAR level, with media 

qualification at each level available.   Conductor will automatically perform all of the 

adjustments to the Conductor media database as well as perform all of the media property 

maintenance on the VTL and in BRMS that may be required to complete the media transfer: 

• removing existing replication configurations for the source media, where applicable. 

• automatically assigning source media to a new dedupe/replication policy for migration, 

where applicable.  

• converting the new replica tape on the new server to a primary tape upon replication 

completion. 

• assigning the new server’s deduplication policy to the new tape on the new VTL server. 

• automatically replicating the new server media to the new backup VTL, where 

applicable and when running in real time mode.  

• updating BRMS as necessary, where desired, to reflect the new location for migrated 

media.   

a. BRMS updates may occur in real time as tapes are migrated or be performed at 

the end of the migration process using BRMS commands. 

The *TRANSFER option may also be used to recover primary media inventories from replica 

servers should this become necessary. 

See section 3.8.9-Performing Automated Media Transfers or Recoveries for more information 

on using the *TRANSFER function. 

 

The *IMPORT function has been adapted to allow for automatic BRMS-Network level media 

qualification. 

BRMS-Network level imports may now be run from the *ALL relationship created by Conductor 

(via Option 6 – IBM i System Integration);  previously, network-level imports required the load 

of the DSISIS/IMPCTL table and the use of an alternate import management mechanism.  This 

alternative model remains available but, in most cases, may be superseded by the use of the 

*ALL relationship *IMPORT. 

See section 3.8.2-Importing BRMS Legacy Media via LPAR Relationships for more information 

on using the *ALL-LPAR *IMPORT functions. 
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A new command “DSI” is added to access the DSI Conductor Main Menu (the old “Conductor” command 

remains available). 

The media duplication engine has been improved to better support BRMS duplication of media sets 

produced in parallel-drive backups as well as duplication of individual tapes produced by a parallel 

backup. 

*IMPORT and automated media management activity may now auto-suspend, and auto-resume, based 

on the available storage on the primary VTL falling below and rising back above a specified minimum 

ratio of free storage.  See section 3.4.5-Configure Monitoring for more information on how to set the 

suspend threshold value for these functions. 

*IMPORT processing will now recognize media overruns during imports.  Overruns may occur when the 

source tape contains more data than allowed by the VTL’s “Maximum Capacity” value for a library.   

Previously, these tapes would indicate a normal completion status.   In V2R4, *IMPORT jobs that result 

in overruns will automatically delete the imported media at *IMPORT completion and place the 

*IMPORT job in *FAILED status with appropriate messaging as to how to recover the import within the 

job details. 

Corrected an issue where Conductor was in cases attempting to release unallocated storage, which 

produced dump reports on some systems. 

 

Service Management: 

Support for LT08 and 12,000GB maximum tape capacities for VTL 10.x servers. 

 

Authorization data for managed client LPARs is now automatically provided to Failover servers, where 

applicable, eliminating the need for the user to transfer this data automatically. 

Conductor’s *IMPORT and *TRANSFER abilities may now be enabled and disabled for managed clients 

via the Service Management application, allowing the service provider to easily enable or disable these 

functions for a managed client. 

• When enabled, managed clients will be able to register *SIR (dedupe) servers to their EV0, enabling 

imports to use the “import/dedupe” logical unit of work as well as support Conductor managing 

*TRANSFER activity, and provides temporary access to other supporting activities for these functions 

that are otherwise blocked from use by managed clients. 
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• Upon *IMPORTS and/or *TRANSFERS being disabled for a managed LPAR, any *SIR registrations will 

be automatically removed from the managed client configuration, and otherwise restricted 

functions/options are returned to a disabled state. 

Creation of replication policies via the service management application now utilizes stored, encrypted 

passwords for replica servers;  these passwords may be captured, encrypted, and stored using the 

“agentPWD” command provided with the DSI Agent software.   See the DSI VTL Agent documentation or 

your DSI support representative for more information.  

Virtual resource assignments are now executed using the VTL Target WWPN (instead of the LPAR client 

WWPN).   This allows for creation of Fibre Channel clients in a variety of ways, some of which cannot be 

completed using the VTL Console (e.g., Multipath where allowed, some logical library configs using 

multiple fibre paths). 

See the VTL Conductor for IBM i – Service Management - V2R5 document for more information. 

What’s New in Version V2R3 
 

The V2R3 release primarily adds new abilities to the Service Management application.   See the “VTL 

Conductor for IBM I - Service Management” user guide for more information.   

The following enhancements and bugfixes are specific to Conductor: 

Imports: 

• Modified BRMS-integrated import processes (when targeting virtual libraries with local device 
descriptions) to mount and dismount a tape after import to trigger deduplication/replication 
activities.    

 

o This replaces the "run policy" approach which queues all policy tapes.   This greatly 
increases deduplication queue efficiency during imports but requires that an eject-
triggered deduplication policy with a "change size" of 0 be utilized by the import job and 
that at least 2 virtual drives above max loads be available to each server/library for 
which Conductor is running imports to ensure Conductor can mount/dismount tapes. 
 

▪ Where possible, two extra drives per fibre path is the ideal. 
 

o Non-integrated imports will continue to use the “run policy” approach. 
 

• Adapted the import message handler to attempt to assign the deduplication policy to an 
imported tape up to three times before considering a failure (failure requires manual dedupe 
policy assignment and execution). 
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• Adapted the import message handler to attempt to trigger dedupes up to three times before 
failure (failure requires manual deduplication execution; this will happen should virtual drives 
not be available to Conductor during imports). 
 

• Prevent the issuance of the "Unable to change BRMS dupflag" message when import jobs fail or 
are canceled. 
 

• Properly set IMPCTL “processed” column status values on failed or canceled import jobs when 
using the library-level import options.  
 

• Corrected the import sequence indication on integrated LPAR import reports. 
 

• Added qualified tape counts to the bottom of the IMPAUDRPT reports (import pre- and post-run 
reports). 
 

DVMM: 

• Corrected a bug in auto-config that could shut down the config function without error 
notification before all network LPARs had been evaluated. 
 

• Adjusted the way DVMM determines which virtual library is the parent for media when 
calculating active media counts for shared BRMS classes.     

 

Miscellaneous: 

• Provided an optional method to re-route QSYSOPR-targeted messages to a queue other than 
QSYSOPR: 
 

• Create data area DSIMSGQ in library DSISYS of *CHAR type with length 20  
o CRTDTAARA DTAARA(DSISYS/DSIMSGQ) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(20) TEXT(‘Identifies 

the*MSGQ to replace QSYSOPR for DSI messages’) 
 

• Create an alternate message queue (DSI recommends DSISYS/DSYSOPR) and assign 
authorities as indicated: 
o CRTMSGQ MSGQ(DSISYS/DSYSOPR) TEXT('*MSGQ to accept Conductor messages 

targeted to QSYSOPR') MSGQFULL(*WRAP) 
o GRTOBJAUT OBJ(DSISYS/DSYSOPR) OBJTYPE(*MSGQ) USER(DSIUSER) 

AUT(*ALL)                                                   
 

• Place the alternate *MSGQ name in positions 1-10 of the data area and the library in 
position 11-20: 
o CHGDTAARA DTAARA(DSISYS/DSIMSGQ (1 10)) VALUE('DSYSOPR')    
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o CHGDTAARA DTAARA(DSISYS/DSIMSGQ (11 10)) VALUE('DSISYS') 
 

• When Conductor finds this data area and finds a valid *MSGQ name/library in the data area, 
messages targeted to QSYSOPR will instead be directed to the specified *MSGQ. 
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What’s New in Version V2R2 
 

Conductor: 

1. Adds the ability to monitor EVD/SIR node servers.  This enables:  

 

• Deduplication job information to be reviewed for these systems via the Conductor Job 

Management application.  

 

• Conductor’s duplication engine to better manage duplication/export jobs for node 

systems. 

 

• Improved control over VTL Cache storage usage during import processing on node 

systems.   

 

• Review of EVD/SIR Event Log information from the IBM host and optionally, the 

QSYSOPR *MSGQ.    

See section 3.4.2 Registering Deduplication (*SIR) Nodes to Primary VTL Server Nodes in this 

document or section 2.4.2 Registering Deduplication (*SIR) Nodes to Primary VTL Server Nodes 

from the VTL Conductor for IBM i – Service Management – V2R3.pdf document for more 

information. 

 

2. A new enterprise migration import automation process is available.   This migration method 

works outside of the BRMS environment; thus it requires no BRMS media information nor 

locally-configured Virtual Tape Library devices (e.g. TAPMLBxx) to execute, making it suitable for 

importation of active and/or expired media or for migrating media from non-BRMS 

environments.  See section 3.8 Managing Virtual Media for more information on all available 

automated migration methods. 

 

3. Automation support is now available for multiple scratch pools (Tracker) when integrated with 

Conductor.   In previous versions, only the *NOSHARE category could be maintained 

automatically.   See section 3.5.3 Configuring Managed Classes and Nominal Requirements for 

DVMM for more details. 

 

Tracker: 

1. Category reporting is now available from the Tracker “Media Category Rules” application.   This 

report produces a listing of all media categories, their usage, their current inventory counts, 
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retention and move policy information as well as calendarization dates for retention categories, 

when utilized.   See the Tracker – User Guide – V2R3.pdf document, section 3.6 Managing 

Media Category Rules for more information. 

 

2. The “Work with Media” application has been enhanced in two ways: 

 

a. New filtering options are presented allowing greater control over the media presented. 

 

b. A new “media information report” can be generated, producing media attribute 

information for the currently selected view/filter selections. 

See the Tracker for IBM i -  User Guide – V2R3.pdf document, section 4.1 Work with Media for 

more information. 

 

Service Management: 

1. Modified to allow for the selection of zoned but unassigned initiator ports available to the VTL 

server when configuring Server entities.  In previous versions the user was required to enter 

these WWPNs.  See the VTL Conductor for IBM i – Service Management – V2R3.pdf document, 

section 3.2.1 Creating a New Server Entity for more information. 

 

2. When performing resource assignments, the target WWPN will be auto selected based on the 

zoning for the initiator WWPN in use by the Server entity (VTL Client resource).  See the VTL 

Conductor for IBM i – Service Management – V2R3.pdf document, section 3.2.1 Creating a 

New Server Entity for more information. 

 

3. Virtual media may now be created/assigned to deduplication policies for managed virtual 

libraries directly from the Service Management application.   See the VTL Conductor for IBM i – 

Service Management – V2R3.pdf document, section 3.3.5 Creating Media for a Virtual Library 

from the Library Entity for more information. 

 

4. Dedupe node (EVD/SIR) integration is now enabled as per the Conductor section above.  

 

5. The new non-integrated Import method described in the Conductor section can be leveraged by 

Service Management users to automate the importation, deduplication, and replication of 

legacy media for all managed clients from the Service Management application. 

 

6. Various improvements for operations in EV0/EVD (enterprise) VTL configurations.  
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What’s New in Version V2R1 
 

PTF Q2C21005:  Permanent fix to enable automated import processing on all DSI systems. 

PTF Q2C21004:  Temporary Fix to enable automated import processing on node pair systems.   

PTF Q2C21003:  Enables IBM i relationships to be created for BRMS Network LPARs the Conductor host 

cannot access via DDM (e.g. when the DSIUSER ID cannot be distributed to these LPARs).   Conductor 

will default to shared media management from the Conductor host for LPARs it cannot communicate 

with.   See section 3.5 IBM i System Integration for more details. 

PTF Q2C21002:  Improvements to shared media management;  Conductor will consider the class usage 

of all LPARs sharing media when calculating each classes’ “nominal expired count” to maintain for the 

host LPAR. 

PTF Q2C21001:  Tracker enhancements to expiration processing; enables proper initialization of *NL 

tapes to support Vendor-supplied backup software requiring non-labeled tapes. 

 

The following enhancements have been made to V2R1 of Conductor: 

1. VTL Service Management capabilities have been added to the software inventory.  See the 

document “DSI Conductor – Service Management” for detailed information on the new Service 

Management application.  Within this document, “Service Managed LPAR” notes will identify 

operational/functional differences for service-managed Conductor instances vs. non-managed 

instances. 

 

Service management functions enable the user to: 

 

a. Capture host server/VTL resource plans for managed accounts/servers, 

 

b. Execute those plans to build and/or maintain an account/server’s VTL resources. 

 

c. Ensure that account resources cannot be shared or mismatched with other account 

configurations. 

 

d. Use the account/server configuration data to drive and produce VTL- and account-level 

configuration and storage utilization information not easily available otherwise. 

 

e. Provide service-managed IBM i LPARs running a Conductor-managed client with the 

ability to use DSI’s DVMM to manage their own media inventories.  This includes 
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creating virtual tapes, moving tapes to and from the secure Virtual Vault or moving 

tapes between compatible virtual libraries enabled via their configuration and 

automatic synchronization of the virtual library to the Media Manager state should 

inconsistencies be detected.  

 

i. Virtual tape creation may be software managed - fully automatically by 

Conductor – or user-managed via the BRMS or Tracker applications.    

 

ii. Movement is accomplished using the movement configurations of the 

applicable media management system (BRMS or DSI’s Media Tracker).  

 

f. Enable managed servers to perform automated, schedulable device-to-device 

duplications via Conductor’s duplication policy engine.  

While this product option is targeted towards IBM i Managed Service/Cloud Service providers, 

this software can be used in any large, complex IBM i environment to simplify and improve VTL  

resource and storage/capacity management activities. 

2. Improvements to Dynamic Virtual Media Management Processing. 

 

a. When managing media for remote LPARs in BRMS networks, Conductor now requires 

less frequent communication with the remote LPARs.  
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What’s New in Version V1R4 
 

The following enhancements have been made to V1R4 of Conductor: 

1. The following VTL Storage information is now available via the Conductor Device Management 

application.  See section 3.4 Virtual Device Management. 

 

a. VTL Software storage allocation, used allocation, and percentage of allocation used. 

b. Server OS storage allocation, used allocation, and percentage of allocation used. 

c. SIR storage allocation, SIR allocation used, and percentage of allocation used. 

d. Folder storage allocation, folder allocation used, and percentage of allocation used. 

e. Index storage allocation, index allocation used, and percentage of allocation used. 

f. Index cache free percentage. 

 

2. The following VTL Deduplication information is now available via the Conductor Device 

Management application.  See section 3.4 Virtual Device Management. 

 

a. The deduplication ratio for the entire VTL, including replicas. 

b. The deduplication ratio for virtual tapes created on the VTL. 

 

3. The following Virtual Tape Library information is now available via the Conductor Virtual Library 

Management application.   See section 3.4 Virtual Device Management. 

 

a. The amount of VIT (Virtual Index Tape) storage allocated and used. 

b. The amount of raw data written to the library. 

c. The amount of deduplication data written to the library (tapes in deduplication policies). 

d. The amount of unique data deduplicated from the deduplication data. 

e. The deduplication ratio for tapes written to this library. 

 

4. Library-level Import Processing is now available.  This function uses externally provided control 

data to drive the import process.  It is intended for specific cases including but not limited to 

those listed.  See section 3.7.1 Importing BRMS Legacy Media into Virtual Libraries. 

 

a. Where new IBM POWER hardware is replacing old IBM POWER hardware and import 

processing is to be undertaken prior to a BRMS network and LPARs for which data will 

be imported being available.   

b. When importing by control group is desired. 

c. When importing volumes that are not part of BRMS backup reports (e.g. BRMS media 

duplicated into a library/media, or for non-BRMS media). 
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Control data is provided by either: 

 

a. The DSI proprietary sizing calculator tool.   This tool can be used to identify which 

BRMS backups are to be imported, qualifiable by LPAR or LPAR/control group, 

producing a CSV file which can be uploaded into Conductor to drive the import 

process. 

b. Manually entering to-be-imported volume information into the DSISYS/IMPCTL 

table. 

 

5.  Efficiency enhancements have been applied to DVMM (Dynamic Virtual Media Management). 

 

6. *REMCOPY (remote copy) duplication policies have been eliminated.  These duplication types 

are not valid in deduplication VTLs. 
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What’s New in Version V1R3 
 

The following enhancements have been made in V1R3 of Conductor: 

1. LPAR/Library Relationship AutoConfig.  See section 3.5.1 LPAR/Library Relationship Auto-

Configuration. 

 

a. Conductor can now self-configure IBM i/Virtual Library relationships, initial media 

control values for LPARs/media classes (categories) and the applicable duplication policy 

groups for host and network LPARS using DSI virtual libraries, so long as those LPARs are 

part of the BRMS network, where applicable.  

  

b. After the initial configuration is completed and as new LPARs are added to the network, 

Conductor can quickly identify and self-configure the LPARs and their media and 

duplication controls using the AutoConfig option. 

 

2. Deduplication support for media automation.  See section 3.5.4 Configuring Managed Classes 

and Nominal Requirements for DVMM. 

    

a. Media inventory management automation now allows for media to be automatically 

added to a specific deduplication policy when tapes are created.  This attribute is 

maintained at the LPAR/class level.  

 

b. Conductor’s Job Management application will monitor deduplication and replication 

activity and provide users access to media deduplication and replication job activity and 

statistics from within the IBM i environment. 

 

3. Auto-Import of Active Legacy Media into DSI Virtual Tape is enabled in V1R3.  See section 3.5.5 

Auto-Import of Legacy Media. 

 

a. When legacy media library devices are connected to the VTL directly (“VTL-attached 

devices”), Conductor can identify active BRMS volumes on one or more VTL-attached 

devices and automatically import those volumes into the new virtual library 

environment. 

 

b. Each job will Import all active media for an LPAR or all active media for an LPAR/class to 

the virtual library associated with the LPAR imports are requested for. 

 

c. Imported media can be automatically added to dedupe policies and 

deduplicated/replicated upon import, as per policy. 
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d. BRMS media information for imported volumes is updated automatically. 

i. Media Class re-assignment, where applicable. 

ii. Location re-assignment is performed, where applicable. 

iii. Existing volume-level movement data is removed. 

iv. Media origin is reset to the new home location. 

 

4. Policy-Managed Remote Exports of Replica Media is now enabled.  See section 4.1.5 – Creating 

an *ARCHIVE policy. 

 

a. Replica media may be exported to physical tape via a back-end library attached to the 

replica VTL server via a local Conductor policy.  Previously, exports could only be 

completed from the local VTL host server. 

 

5. Virtual Replica Inventory Tracking and Inquiry.  See section 5 – Reviewing/Managing 

Conductor/VTL Job Activity. 

 

a. Conductor tracks replicas of all tapes delivered to managed VTL devices. The Conductor 

Job Management application provides quick and easy access to the most recent 

deduplication, replication, and replica-received job data for each replicated volume in 

managed libraries. 

 

6. Media Inventory Automation improvements. 

 

a. Conductor will automatically detect changes in daily media usage by LPAR/class and 

automatically adjust nominal expired counts to meet increasing or decreasing media 

usage requirements, ensuring a minimum 200% expired media cushion per LPAR/class 

and that expired backup media is always available as media usage changes over time. 

 

b. Media Services execute much more quickly than in V1R2. 

 

c. Media Services will validate BRMS library/home location configurations are valid and 

match Conductor’s understanding of the BRMS configuration before running media 

services for a device.  Changes made to BRMS home location configurations after 

Conductor configuration had been completed caused media management issues in 

V1R2. 

 

d. Conductor now explicitly prohibits the use of the *HOME location for library 

configurations.  BRMS does not support the use of *HOME when using library devices 
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but does not prevent a user from creating such a configuration.   This could cause 

trouble with media inventory management functions in V1R2. 

 

7. DSISYS – Conductor Services 

 

a. When a virtual library is added to the managed library configuration while Conductor’s 

services are running, Conductor will automatically start the appropriate services to 

support the new library.  Previously the DSISYS subsystem would have to be manually 

ended and restarted to start services for newly configured virtual libraries. 
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Preface 
 

Modern virtual tape technology provides new capabilities for securing and managing critical enterprise 

data. Using DSI’s Conductor software can augment these new capabilities via DSI’s industry-unique data, 

media, and virtual device management opportunities. 

For IBM i Managed Service Providers, Conductor offers an industry-unique configuration application that 

provides intelligent management of the enterprise as well as enabling local management of virtual 

media by IBM i clients, where desired. 

This document describes how to leverage your virtual tape library or libraries, Conductor software and 

your media management software (IBM’s BRMS or DSI’s Tracker) to create improved DR and/or data 

security strategies enabled by the DSI virtual tape device and Conductor.    

Conductor helps Virtual Tape Library customers achieve their modern goals simply, reliably, and 

automatically, right from the IBM i host. 

Product Introduction 
 

Modern backup and data security systems have been automated for decades now.   With the advent of 

virtual media storage capabilities, the opportunity to extend this automation to the rest of the data 

security environment has been realized via Conductor. 

Whether the IBM i environment is a single LPAR or a large, distributed BRMS network, Conductor is in 

effect a 24/7/365 employee that has a singular task – to manage the organization’s virtual media 

inventory and duplication requirements reliably, accurately, comprehensively, and automatically. 

The DSI VTL and Conductor offer a variety of new opportunities to the IBM i BRMS/Tracker 

administrator, such as: 

• Automatically identifying, importing, deduplicating and replicating legacy media from one or 

more legacy backup devices and automatically adjusting BRMS media data to reflect applicable 

changes (e.g. location, class, etc.). 

 

• Automatically converting expired BRMS legacy media volume serial numbers into the DSI Virtual 

library system, when desired. 

 

• Allowing the admin to fully- or semi-automate virtual media creation directly from the IBM host, 

the former eliminating the need to monitor inventory levels, without the use of external 

software tools to build and maintain local or remote virtual media inventories.  Where 

applicable, media for the enterprise can be managed from a single point in the BRMS network. 
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• Ensuring BRMS media database integrity in environments creating virtual replica tapes on 

network devices or receiving replicas from external sources.  Conductor ensures BRMS always 

references the original source volume and not a replica. 

 

• Enabling the most efficient usage of a device’s finite storage by using an incremental approach 

to inventory management that ensures storage is not over-utilized. 

 

• Automatically securing live media in the virtual vault and returning media to its home library at 

expiration or moving virtual media between libraries, each driven by media management system 

move instructions or BRMS/Tracker manual location changes to guide movement. 

 

• When using DVMM in automatic mode, Conductor automatically ensures that expired virtual 

media is always available to BRMS/Tracker when using DVMM to manage inventories, providing 

a safety net for backup systems. 

 

• Ensuring monitored virtual tape libraries across the network always reflect the state of the 

media manager inventory.  Should human or system error result in inconsistent inventory states, 

Conductor will automatically correct discrepancies in favor of the media manager’s last valid 

state. 

 

• Creating automated, schedulable, policy-driven actions to manage virtual media duplication, 

consolidation, and/or archival activities, all managed and executed from a single point in the 

network. 

 

• More efficiently managing retained physical archival data/media. 

 

Conductor offers an industry-unique capability called Dynamic Virtual Media Management (DVMM).  

DVMM can automatically perform virtually all tasks associated with managing virtual media inventories, 

including inventory creation and maintenance, media movement and media archival activities.  It even 

solves problems the admin does not know exist. 

 

From small stand-alone environments through large BRMS networks, Conductor makes managing media 

simpler and more reliable than it has ever been.   See section 3.5 IBM i System Integration for more 

information. 

 

Conductor can be installed in two configurations: 
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• as a stand-alone product responsible for managing activities for its IBM i host, backing HA 

and/or DR hosts, and the hosts’ virtual library or libraries (single-LPAR mode for BRMS/Tracker), 

or 

 

• when combined with the Enterprise option in BRMS network environments, Conductor can 

manage activities for all partitions/virtual libraries in a BRMS network from as few as one IBM i 

host LPAR. 
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System Requirements 

Hardware Requirements 

 

• An IBM PowerX or other compatible server/partition running IBM i version V7R2M0 or higher. 

 

• One or more IBM-compatible DSI Virtual Tape Library Devices 

o VTL Agent version 2.03.019 or higher 

o Virtual Libraries of type TS3500* emulation (L22, L32) 

▪ LTOx, TS11xx supported (LTO recommended) 

• A compatible physical media library or libraries (optional) 

o Libraries may be VTL-attached, host-attached, or both 

Software Requirements 

 

• Conductor software 

• Media Management Software  

o IBM BRMS (Backup, Recovery and Media Services) 

▪ BRMS Networking Supported via Conductor’s Enterprise option (BRMS 

Advanced Features required for Conductor Enterprise integration) 

▪ Conductor Enterprise Option (optional) 

o DSI Media Tracker  

• The Service Management option requires the following IBM products to be installed: 

o 5770TS1 – IBM Transform Services for i (*BASE) 

o 5770TS1 – Transforms – AFP to PDF Transform (option 1) 

 

Licensing Requirements 

 

The Conductor application is installed with four product options: 

1. *BASE – feature 5001 -     DSI Conductor for IBM i  

2. Option 1 – feature 5002 - DSI Conductor Enterprise Integration (BRMS Network Integration) 

3. Option 2 – feature 5003 - DSI Tracker Media Manager 

4. Option 3 – feature 5004 - DSI VTL Service Management 

 

Each applicable product requires a valid *KEYED, *REGISTERED license key.  Keys are term limited.  
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1. Integration Considerations 
 

1.1 Planning for Conductor 

 

Before installation and configuration of the Conductor software, DSI recommends that existing 

backup/recovery and media management strategies be reevaluated in the virtual library/Conductor 

context.   Those new to VTL usage or to DSI may find that the new capabilities offered via the DSI VTL 

and Conductor may offer opportunities to improve upon their current strategies.    

 

It is recommended a thorough review of this manual be undertaken in order to understand the new 

capabilities offered by the DSI VTL and Conductor software and evaluate them in the local context to 

determine how these capabilities can be leveraged to improve DR and data archival plans.  

 

1.1.1 Configuring Media Environments for Conductor Automation (BRMS/Tracker) 

 

For Conductor automation to function properly, please ensure the following: 

1. Virtual Library device names are unique and consistently used across the network, where 

applicable. 

 

2. Home locations for devices match the device name and are used consistently across the 

network, where applicable. 

 

3. Extraneous legacy devices matching new virtual device names are eliminated.   

 

4. When using Conductor to migrate existing BRMS expired volume serial numbers into new 

virtual tapes in the DSI virtual library, one of the following three approaches applies.  

Complete these steps before enabling DVMM and starting the DSI subsystems: 

 

a. Alter the device name of the new DSI Virtual library to match the device name of 

the library being replaced.  In this case Conductor can re-create existing expired 

volume serial numbers directly: 

 

i. Alter devices and media classes 

 

1. Ensure the new virtual tape library or libraries have been named 

using the device name(s) of the legacy devices. 

2. If using existing media classes to organize this media, ensure media 

class densities are appropriate for the density of the new virtual 
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library or libraries.  Otherwise change the media class assignments 

to new classes as necessary. 

 

b. Alter the BRMS media database 

 

i. Change the location of expired volume serial numbers from the legacy 

device home location to the new virtual library home location or locations. 

ii. If using existing media classes to organize this media, ensure media class 

densities are appropriate for the density of the new virtual library or 

libraries.  Otherwise change the media class assignments to new classes, as 

necessary. 

 

5. Ensure that each to-be-managed class (BRMS) or Tracker category is properly configured in 

the DVMM settings for the applicable LPAR/Library relationship(s) (see sections 3.4 through 

3.5). 

 

6. Ensure move management policies/rules in effect are changed to move the tape to the 

VAULT. 

 

a. The VAULT location will be created automatically upon issuing the INZBRM *DEVICE 

command (BRMS).  Tracker comes with a VAULT location by default. 

 

b. If not moving virtual tapes, eliminate Move Policies from applicable Media 

Policies/media information (BRMS).  

 

1.1.1.1 Creating New Inventories with Conductor (BRMS/Tracker) 

 

When deploying a new virtual library to a partition that will be utilizing a new media inventory, 

Conductor can be configured to automatically build the inventory for one or more partitions/classes on-

the-fly.  This mitigates the need for the admin to spend time planning and executing the media 

requirements and setup activities required to initialize a new environment.  It also can dramatically cut 

the time and effort required to prepare your new VTL for use. 

As expired media counts fall below a configured nominal count (or when they start below this count), 

Conductor will automatically bring the expired, home location media inventory up to the configured 

nominal count.  DSI recommends an initial nominal count value of 300% of your expected maximum 

daily usage for each class used for output.    

When necessary, DVMM will create new virtual media, register that media with BRMS and initialize the 

media as it is created.  Conductor can manage media from a single LPAR in the network;  by providing 
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Conductor access to remote LPARs, those LPARs can be media-managed discretely using a non-shared 

approach. 

Using this approach, media inventories will eventually reach a state of equilibrium as per retention; this 

method ensures the most efficient use of the VTL’s finite storage.   When equilibrium is reached, 

Conductor will continue to monitor and adjust inventories as may become necessary.    

 

 

1.1.1.2 Migrating an Existing Media Database to DSI Virtual using Conductor (BRMS) 

 

In cases it may be desirable to maintain the current BRMS configurations; the end goal may simply be to 

replace the current library hardware with the new DSI virtual library and to use the current inventory 

information to build new DSI media inventories. 

In these cases, Conductor works a little differently than in the above case.    

When relationships are auto configured and active media is detected by Conductor for the LPAR/class 

being migrated, DVMM will set the initial nominal count of expired media to maintain to 300% of the 

maximum detected daily usage in an available state.    This gives plenty of headroom for systems doing 

restricted-state saves or when Conductor’s subsystems aren’t active (perhaps as a result of its host 

doing a restricted-state save). 

When the DSISYS subsystem is started and DVMM is active, DVMM will evaluate available inventories.  

When it finds the existing virtual inventory for a class does not meet the defined nominal requirement it 

will begin adding media using expired legacy barcodes for the appropriate class/location, in quantities 

that will restore the nominal expired count.  When media sharing is in use Conductor will recreate all 

expired media for sharing LPARs when properly configured. 

At such a time as legacy barcodes are exhausted, if applicable, DVMM will then create new volume 

serials as indicated in the above section as necessary to maintain proper inventory levels. 

This incremental method ensures that conversions of existing libraries do not create any more media 

than is required to support the needs of BRMS/Tracker, thus using VTL storage as efficiently as is 

possible. 

 

1.1.1.3   Initializing and Converting Inventories Simultaneously 
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Should circumstances dictate, Conductor can perform both library initializations and migrations 

simultaneously, within an LPAR and/or across LPARs.   

 

1.1.2 Conductor, Media Management, and IBM i Restricted States 

 

Conductor’s DVMM cannot create media for a partition during times when a) the Conductor host 

partition is running in a restricted state/the DSISYS subsystem is down or b) when the target partition 

using discrete management methods (e.g. non-shared media) is running in a restricted state.  

To ensure adequate inventories in such cases, Conductor will evaluate inventories (by LPAR/class) and 

determine the maximum number of active volumes used on any given day.   It will then adjust the 

maximum daily count by a user-configured multiplier to ensure some number of days of expired media 

is always available, ensuring excess media capacity for restricted-state systems. 

In cases where significant changes to backup media requirements are made after Conductor has begun 

managing inventories, for example when adding additional drives to a backup in quantities that will  

result in BRMS exceeding the currently configured inventory cushion, it is recommend the media  

controls for the LPAR/class be manually adjusted in advance of the first execution of the altered backup 

to ensure sufficient expired media is available.  

As media usage changes, Conductor will automatically adjust its nominal count to meet the current 

needs of the LPAR/class or shared class, based on the current active inventory. 

When Conductor is running and managed LPARS are not backed-up while TCP-restricted (e.g., Save-

while-active), Conductor can manage non-shared inventories as necessary in real time, providing at least 

one virtual library drive is available on the managed LPAR for Conductor use.  

 

1.1.3 Use of APPEND in Save Activities 

 

Using the BRMS or IBM append option when writing backups will result in additional storage required to 

maintain expired versions of backups on appended media.  This can increase storage needs dramatically 

in cases, varying with the size of the media in use, the size of the backup and the number of drives used.  

When storage costs are a concern, DSI recommends that appending not be used for significant backup 

activity.  

 

1.1.4 Conductor Duplication Automation Qualification Requirements 
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Conductor qualifies active volumes found in the library home location where volumes are dismounted.   

Mounted volumes are ignored until they are dismounted; all members of tape sets are ignored if any 

member is mounted.  Be sure backup activities *UNLOAD tapes when backups are completed. 

It is recommended that once a tape is loaded, it remains loaded until all backup activities have 

completed for that tape.  If using multiple control groups or backup commands and Conductor is 

managing duplication activity, *LEAVE processing should be applied to each but the last control 

group/command.  Otherwise, Conductor may attempt to post-process the tape before the backup has 

completed.   

 

1.1.4.1 Media Policies (BRMS) / Category Rules (Tracker) 

 

Conductor automated duplication processing requires that BRMS Media Policies for applicable backup 

activities have the “Mark Volume for Duplication” value set to *YES (BRMS). 

Conductor will release the “Mark Volume for Duplication” setting on virtual media as it completes post-

processing. 

Any existing software that may be processing media based on the “Mark Volumes for Duplication” 

setting should be disabled to avoid conflicts with Conductor automation. 

Tracker uses Conductor duplication policies to qualify volumes for duplication.  When Tracker finds a 

newly written tape in a retention category and where that category is identified in an active duplication 

policy, volumes will be qualified for duplication. 

 

1.1.4.2 Move Policies (BRMS) / Move Rules (Tracker) 

 

When using the duplication capabilities of Conductor, BRMS move policies for virtual media must be set 

to “Move marked for duplication” = *NO.   This prevents BRMS from moving a virtual volume that is 

either currently being processed by or has had an export job scheduled by Conductor.  Conductor will 

release the duplication mark once it completes the last duplication job for the volume, enabling BRMS to 

move the volume after that time. 

Ensure move policies are referenced specifically in media policies or in backup commands when using 

DVMM to create and manage media.  One thing Conductor can’t do is predict the media policy that will 

access new virtual media; DVMM-created media will have a default *NONE value for the move policy. 

For Tracker, no special considerations apply.  Tracker will not attempt to move media with pending or 

active job activity. 
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It is recommended that when using BRMS to manage media moves in a network environment, 

movement be executed from an LPAR that is not the Conductor host. 

 

1.1.4.3 Home Locations (BRMS/Tracker) 

 

In media library scenarios BRMS requires home location names be associated with library devices.   Use 

of the *HOME location is not permitted by Conductor. 

When using the shared media management approach (i.e. Conductor is not granted access to the 

remote LPARs), Conductor will assume each network LPAR sharing the library uses the same device 

name and home location as does the Conductor host LPAR, and that those device names and home 

locations match (e.g. device TAPMLB01 is associated with home location TAPMLB01).  If this is not the 

case and adjustments to existing naming are not possible, please contact DSI Support for an effective 

solution.  

Tracker uses the library device name as the home location.   No special consideration applies. 

 

1.1.5 Move Management Considerations 

 

Using the DSI Virtual Vault to house live media provides an extra layer of security for backup data.   

Media in the vault is analogous to physical media having been ejected. 

BRMS/Tracker and Conductor require a special location named “VAULT” to manage media movement 

and synchronization activities for virtual media.   

Once the VTL has been attached to the host, you can use the INZBRM (*DEVICE) command to 

automatically create the VAULT location.  Alternatively, manually create this location with the *ORIGIN 

return location.  Use the VAULT location in move policies and manual move requests from BRMS when 

moving tapes to the virtual vault.   

When using move management with Tracker, see the product documentation regarding configuring 

Move Rules and Move Locations. 

 

1.1.5.1 Using DVMM to Automate Virtual Media Movement 

 

Conductor and DVMM manage your virtual media movement for you according to movement activities 

undertaken by the media management system or by manual changes to the media information location.   
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When BRMS move policies or manual location changes indicate a currently vaulted tape is to be 

returned to its library, DVMM moves the volume to the library automatically.   

When BRMS move policies or manual location changes indicate the media is to move into another 

compatible library, DVMM does the move for you.  There is no need for the Administrator to go 

anywhere near the VTL software to manage media movement. 

DVMM will even auto-correct movement errors; for example, a replica tape being loaded into a network 

device, or a move of a virtual tape to a non-compatible virtual library, to a non-managed virtual library 

or to a non-virtual library location.   In each case, BRMS is left out of sync, indicating an incorrect BRMS 

location while the tape is in the vault.  DVMM will ensure the tape is returned to its last valid 

state/location and that BRMS is updated. 

Move policies for virtual tapes should utilize the “Verify Moves” value of “*NO” indicating that BRMS 

will verify movement has occurred. 

 

1.1.6 Logical Library Barcode Settings/Ranges 

 

Barcode suffixes (media type codes) are required for Conductor integration.  Be sure that the VTL 

Console software indicates that “use barcode suffixes” is selected on the tape information tab of the 

library properties dialogue before creating media via Conductor.  The images below present examples of 

this setting in both the legacy VTL Console management software and the new Storsight management 

application. 
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Figure 1:  VTL Library Properties; Barcode Suffix setting (VTL Console, Storsight) 
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1.1.7 The VTL Console/Storsight and DVMM 

 

When DVMM is enabled, resist the urge to manage tapes from the VTL Console or Storsight applicatons; 

instead, use the BRMS/Tracker location value from the Conductor host to move a tape to or from the 

VAULT, or between managed virtual libraries.   Varying with the Conductor service interval, moves 

sourced from the media management system are processed in short time. 

When changing tape locations from the VTL Console/Storsight with DVMM enabled, Conductor will see 

the “move” as an error and return the tape back to the BRMS- or Tracker-recorded location.  

 

1.2 BRMS Considerations 

 

Confirm each of the following BRMS configuration requirements.  These reviews/steps should be 

completed in advance of installing and configuring the Conductor software. 

 

1.2.1 Media Movement with STRMNTBRM w/ or MOVMEDBRM  

 

When Conductor’s automated media duplication is enabled, BRMS media movement activities may 

require rescheduling to a time later than the expected completion time of daily post-save export 

activities to ensure all daily movement of media is executed in a timely way.   This includes VTL-executed 

deduplication and replication activity. 

 

1.2.2 BRMS Moves of VTL-Managed Physical Media 

 

A media and move policy for physical tapes must be created for each virtual library that will “own” 

physical media if movement via BRMS for back-end library, non-matched exports is desired. See section 

1.4 – Physical Media Export Options for more information. 

 

Note:  When MOVMEDBRM moves a VTL-managed physical volume out of its home location, BRMS may 

issue error messages to QSYSOPR indicating a failure of the system to actually eject the tape, as BRMS 

will not have a path to the VTL-attached library media.   BRMS will issue “CPF67A1 - Cartridge XXXXXX 

not found”, followed by “CPF67D2 - Cartridge Command was not successful” messages when attempting 

to move tapes for VTL-managed physical media.  These messages can be ignored. 
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1.2.3 Changing BRMS Library/Home Location Configurations 

 

Should the home location for a managed library be changed after Conductor has begun managing a 

library, each relationship for the applicable virtual library will need to be deleted and recreated, 

including DVMM settings and duplication policies.   It is recommended that once Conductor 

relationships are configured that no changes be made to the home location for managed libraries on any 

LPAR. 

For LPARS managed but not sharing media or a device that is known to the Conductor host, Media 

Services will validate its understanding of the BRMS library configuration before each execution.  If it 

detects a change has been made to a BRMS library home location, Media Services will not run for that 

partition.  QSYSOPR messages will be issued indicating this condition. 

To correct the above, either change BRMS back to the previous home location configuration or delete 

and re-create the Conductor relationships for the applicable library. 

 

1.2.4 Automatically Initializing Tapes Upon Expiration 

 

BRMS media class settings allow for the automatic initialization of expired media.  This option should be 

enabled for virtual media classes to ensure the most efficient usage of VTL storage.    

 

1.3 BRMS Networking Considerations  

 

In networked environments, ensure the following steps are reviewed/completed on each 

server/partition for which Conductor will be managing virtual media.   

 

1.3.1 Media Sharing 

 

Conductor’s DVMM manages media inventories at the class level, ensuring that LPARs always have 

expired class media available for save/backup activities.  

Conductor works in shared mode with respect to media management: 

• Shared mode:   In BRMS networks, Conductor will evaluate the class usage of monitored classes 

across the entire network, ensuring expired media is available is available for acquisition by the 

LPARs.  New media is always initially created under the ownership of the Conductor host LPAR.   
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See section 3.5.3 – Configuring Managed Classes and Nominal Requirements for DVMM for more 

information on Conductor media inventory automation. 

  

1.3.3.1 Media Sharing and Deduplication/Replication Policies 

 

When there are differing deduplication policies in effect for classes written from different LPARs, media 

sharing must be evaluated.   Since the deduplication policy for a tape is attached to the volume, not the 

class or LPAR, borrowing media may result in improper deduplication policies being executed for shared 

volumes.  In these cases, it may be beneficial to utilize different shared classes in shared environments; 

one class for tapes to be replicated, one for tapes to not be replicated.   Ensure media policies and/or 

backup commands are updated to point to the correct class as replication needs dictate.  

 

1.3.2 LPAR/BRMS Names 

 

There are three main scenarios regarding Conductor configuration, BRMS networks and HA/DR LPARs.  

Each is discussed below. 

1. When Conductor is managing backing DR LPARs that are in the same BRMS network as the 

production LPARs being backed and when Conductor will be replicated between production and 

DR servers, the use of BRMS names to differentiate LPARs is highly recommended.  This ensures 

Conductor will create a unique relationship for each potential Conductor host LPAR, and each 

node LPAR, enabling discrete media and duplication controls for all relationships (LPARS) in the 

network.   However, this is not required. 

 

2. When not using BRMS names for HA/DR LPARS in a common BRMS network, Conductor will 

maintain one relationship for production and HA/DR LPARs sharing a common virtual library.  

When HA/DR LPARs utilize different virtual targets than does the production LPAR, Conductor 

will create a unique relationship for managing the activity for the alternate library or libraries.    

 

3. When a common BRMS network is used for Prod and HA/DR. different virtual libraries are used 

on either side and Conductor will be replicated between production and HA/DR, relationship 

serialization may be required.   
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In each of the first two cases, all relationships may be active simultaneously without consequence; in 

fact, that is recommended all defined relationships be enabled so that Conductor may maintain current 

information and monitoring for all network virtual libraries. 

See section 3.5 - IBM i System Integration for information on relationship configuration. 

See section 3.6 – Conductor Relationship Serial Numbers and High-Availability/DR for information on 

when relationship serialization is required and how to serialize Conductor relationships. 

 

1.3.3 Conductor Local Location Name/BRMS Name Settings 

 

If the BRMS name of a node LPAR is changed, this will render any existing relationships, media controls 

and duplication policies for the old BRMS name meaningless.   Delete any existing relationships defined 

for LPARs associated with the library and use the F6 option to recreate the new relationship(s); adjust 

media controls as necessary (duplicate entries from the previous BRMS name relationship) and re-create 

duplication policies, where applicable. 

 

1.3.4 BRMS Networking User ID Requirements   

 

Conductor, when installed, will create the DSIUSER ID on the host LPAR.   This ID is associated with all 

Conductor job activity.   Initially, the UserID will be created as *USER type and an initial menu of 

*SIGNOFF.  Should Conductor be performing remote duplications for network LPARs, this ID will need to 

be created on each LPAR for which Conductor will be performing remote duplications to enable BRMS 

communications for the DSIUSER ID.   Depending on the local security configuration, these userIDs may 

require adaptation to meet the local security requirements. 

 

1.3.5 BRMS Synchronization Interval 

 

Conductor works best when BRMS is set to synchronize changes at the minimal interval of 30 seconds.  

DSI recommends the BRMS system policies on each BRMS partition be set to a “Shared inventory delay” 

of 30 seconds.  Ensure each network partition utilizes the same interval.   

If this is not possible, Conductor may take longer than necessary to initialize media for remote LPARS 

when creating new media. 

To check or adjust this value: 

1. WRKPCYBRM *SYS 
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2. Select “Display or Change system policy”. 

3. Review the “Shared inventory delay” value. 

 

1.3.6 Remote Duplication/Non-Matched Physical Export Requirements 

 

If Conductor will be performing “remote duplications” - duplicating media owned by other partitions 

sharing a library with the Conductor host via *DUPLICATE or *CONSOL policies– or if using VTL-attached 

physical libraries to export to non-matched physical media from node LPARs and it is desired to maintain 

content information for the physical media in Conductor, ensure that the Conductor host BRMS system 

and any BRMS LPAR hosting a replica-target from which non-matched physical exports may be executed 

is set as follows: 

 

1. WRKPCYBRM TYPE(*SYS) 

2. Press the Enter key.  

3. Select Option 4 (Change Network Group) 

4. Press F11 and change “Local Receives” to *LIB 

 

This is necessary to ensure library-level media content data required to support the indicated activities is 

replicated to the Conductor host’s BRMS database. 

 

1.3.7 BRMS Network Virtual Library Configurations 

  

Conductor requires that all virtual libraries to be managed by Conductor be device-configured (shared) 

to the Conductor host.  These may be Fibre Channel or iSCSI connection types. 

 

 

1.4 Physical Media Export Options 

 

Conductor can be used with physical libraries in three different configurations:  

1. where libraries are device-configured to the host server/partition. 

2. where libraries are attached directly to a VTL device (local or remote).  

3. where libraries are attached to both hosts simultaneously. 

 

Note: When creating Media Policies for Conductor-managed physical media, be sure to not use the 

“Versions” expiration option.  Conductor requires one of the date-based methods (or *PERM). 
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1.4.1 Device-Configured Target Media Libraries 

 

Conductor can use BRMS duplication commands to achieve media duplication, media stacking and/or 

media consolidation activities.  These activities can be directed to any compatible media library device 

defined to the host system.   

The Conductor host LPAR carries the load of duplication jobs when executing BRMS-managed policies. 

  

 

1.4.2 VTL-Attached Target Media Libraries 

 

In cases where the target media library or libraries are attached to the VTL appliance, Conductor takes 

advantage of the VTL’s ability to copy and/or stack tapes onto physical media.  Conductor can manage 

export jobs for source volumes from the production VTL or from replica copies located on a replica 

target VTL. 

 

There are some distinct advantages to using the VTL-attached physical library policies over the device-

attached policies: 

• The IBM host is not involved in these jobs/activities, saving the IBM host from the 

duplication job load. 

• Media duplication activities can take place during IBM host downtime, which is not possible 

in the device-attached model. 

• The ability to consolidate virtual volumes written to shared virtual libraries from different 

IBM servers/partitions allows for very efficient utilization of physical media. 

 

1.4.3 Configuring BRMS Physical Media Locations for Conductor 

 

BRMS media home locations for physical media must be managed according to physical library 

configuration and the intended use of the media.  Follow the guidelines below.  More information on 

the *ARCHIVE, *STACK, *DUPLICATE and *CONSOL policy types can be found in section 4.1.28– Policy 

Group Types. 

1. When the library is device-attached to the IBM host, media to be used by the host should use 

the physical library home location.  

 

a. Direct save/restore/duplicate/read from the IBM host  

b. Conductor’s *DUPLICATE or *CONSOL policy target media 
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2. When the library is VTL-attached, non-matched media to be managed by VTL export processes 

should use the virtual library home location.  VTL-managed physical media appears to “belong” 

to the virtual library that the physical media is servicing.   

 

a. *ARCHIVE media (matched or non-matched) 

b. *STACK media 

 

3. When physical libraries are shared to both the IBM and VTL hosts, a mixture of media locations 

can be used following the rules above. 

If a VTL-attached physical library is not zoned to the IBM host, use the ADDMLMDSI command to 

automatically load physical media from IE slots.  See section 7-Conductor Commands for more 

information.  
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2. Conductor Software Installation & Operation 
 

In addition to the software library and its contents, Conductor will create three user-related objects on 

the host server(s): 

 

User ID:   DSIUSER (*USER type, *JOBCTL special authority, no *SIGNON ability) 

Message Queue:  QUSRSYS/DSIUSER 

Directory Entry:  A basic directory entry is created to enable SMTP functions, where applicable. 

 

 

 In BRMS installations, the DSIUSER ID will be granted *CHANGE access to the QUSRBRM/QA1AMM *file 

object. Two types of changes are made to BRMS media records that do not use BRMS’ public interfaces: 

 

1. When Conductor has completed post-save export or stack processing activities for a virtual 

volume, it will release the duplication flag in the volume’s BRMS media record. 

 

2. When managing non-matched physical media from VTL-attached policies, Conductor will assign 

creation dates, expiration dates, next move dates, next move locations and expiration status 

values in the applicable BRMS media record(s) as per the applicable BRMS media/move policies. 

 

 

2.1 Obtaining the Conductor software 

 

Conductor is distributed via the DSI FTP site using your existing customer credentials.   

 

Product     Option  *SAVF (FTP download) 

DSI Conductor V2R5M0   All options DSISYS250.SAVF 

 

PTFs will also be available from the same site as they become available. 

2.2 Installing Conductor 

 

2.2.1 Upgrading Conductor from an Earlier Version 

 

When upgrading an existing Conductor installation, please ensure the following steps are taken prior to 

starting the upgrade.   Once these conditions have been satisfied, follow the steps in the “Installing” 

sections below appropriate for the installation. 

Version upgrades from V1Rx to V2 will require new licensing. 
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1. End the DSISYS and if applicable, the DSIMON subsystems.  For DSISYS, use the *CNTRLD option 

with a 60-second maximum delay.   For the DSIMON subsystem, *IMMED can be used. 

 

2. Wait for the subsystem(s) to end before continuing. 

 

3. Confirm no locks are held on the DSI library using the command WRKOBJLCK QSYS/DSISYS *LIB.  

If any users are in the application or the subsystems are running do not run the upgrade. 

 

4. Save the current version: 

 

a. For V1R4 or lower: 

i. Create one *SAVF for each installed product option.    

1. For example, if the *BASE and option 1 products from V1R4 are installed 

the following files might be created: 

a. CRTSAVF <your lib>/DSISYSBASE  

b. CRTSAVF <your lib>/DSISYSOPT1.  

ii. Perform a SAVLICPGM for each installed product to the *SAVF(s) created in the 

previous step: 

Conductor:  SAVLICPGM LICPGM(2CB8D11) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(*BASE) 

SAVF(<your SAVF library>/<your *BASE SAVF>) 

BRMS Networking integration: SAVLICPGM LICPGM(2CB8D11) DEV(*SAVF) 

OPTION(1) SAVF(<your SAVF library>/<your Enterprise SAVF>) 

Tracker Option:  SAVLICPGM LICPGM(2CB8D11) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(2) 

SAVF(<your SAVF library>/<your Tracker SAVF>) 

b. For V2R1 or higher  

i. Create a single *SAVF. 

ii. SAVLICPGM LICPGM(2CB8D11) DEV(*SAVF) OPTION(*BASE) SAVF(<your SAVF 

library>/<your SAVF>).   

  

5. Once each of the above has been confirmed, continue with the installation instructions below to 

upgrade DSI Conductor. 

 

6. Should there be an error during the upgrade process, perform the following: 

a. RMVLICPGM LICPGM(2CB8D11) 

b. Use the appropriate RSTLICPGM command for the SAVFs the current version was saved 

into, in order (*BASE, the either BRMS Networking or Tracker, when applicable). 
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2.2.2 Installing/Upgrading from downloaded *SAVF media 

 

• Upload the DSISYS250.SAVF file (downloaded from your DSI FTP site) into an empty *SAVF 

object on your IBM server.   Ideally, use the DSISYS250 name for your *SAVF (you can select 

another name if desired). 

 

o use CRTSAVF (<your *SAVF library>/<your *SAVF name>) to create the target *SAVF into 

which to upload the downloaded software. 

 

• Once the *SAVF exists on the host, issue the following command: 

 

o RSTLICPGM LICPGM(2CB8D11) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(<your *SAVF library>/<your *SAVF 

name>) 

 

2.3 Managing Conductor Subsystems 

 

Two subsystems support Conductor activities:  DSISYS and DSIMON.  Do not start these subsystems until 

the VTL software configuration steps described in sections 3.2 through 3.5 in the next section have been 

completed.  When performing upgrades, Conductor will restart the DSISYS subsystem automatically. 

 

2.3.1 Subsystem DSISYS 

 

DSISYS jobs manage communications between the IBM server and VTL devices/logical libraries, job 

queueing and scheduling functions for Conductor, automated media management services for each 

managed library and processes messages received from VTL devices.   

 

A variety of job types will execute from the DSISYS subsystem: 

 

• COMMSVC jobs manage communications between the IBM host and each configured, active 

virtual library.  One COMMSVC job will be submitted for each active virtual library. 

• JOBSVC jobs manage job scheduling and job queueing activities for virtual libraries.  One JOBSVC 

job will be submitted for each active virtual device. 

• One MEDSVC job per virtual device manages synchronization between BRMS/Tracker and 

*PRIMARY virtual libraries.  MEDSVC will submit MEDRUN jobs, one for each managed library on 

a device.    

• One MSGSVC job will execute to process messages returned from the virtual libraries. 

• Conductor-created *DUPLICATE and *CONSOL jobs will run in this subsystem. 

• Reporting jobs run in this subsystem. 

• Auto-Import jobs run in this subsystem. 
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• Media duplication jobs run in this subsystem. 

 

 

2.4.1.1 Managing the DSISYS Subsystem  

 

Start the DSISYS subsystem using the following command.  Be sure to complete the configuration steps 

in sections 3.2 through 3.5 before starting the subsystem the first time. 

 

QSYS/STRSBS DSISYS/DSISYS  

 

When using DVMM to manage virtual media creation, it is recommended that the DVMM setting be 

turned off until configuration activities have been completed, reviewed, and adjusted where necessary.  

DVMM is enabled and disabled via option 1 – Conductor Configuration. 

 

The DSISYS subsystem should be started at IPL (after TCP/IP is started to avoid communications error 

messages).  The DSISYS subsystem should always be running when the host is not in a restricted state.    

 

It is recommended that this subsystem be ended using the *CNTRLD option as indicated below to allow 

Conductor to clear its message queues upon shutdown.   

 

When using Conductor’s Duplication Capabilities, the DSISYS subsystem should always be terminated 

using the *CNTRLD option.  Always check for active *DUPLICATION, *CONSOL or *IMPSVC jobs before 

ending the subsystem in an ad hoc way.  These jobs should be allowed to complete before a subsystem 

termination is requested.  If it is not possible to delay the subsystem end, these jobs will be terminated 

with the subsystem termination and will require restart or resubmission upon the restart of the 

subsystem. 

 

To terminate the DSISYS subsystem, schedule a job or jobs as appropriate to terminate in a controlled 

manner before a scheduled IPL implementing an *IMMED termination; end the subsystems *CNTRLD in 

advance of any Ad hoc IPL or prior to a restricted-state request where “ENDSBS SBS(*ALL)” is using the 

*IMMED option.   

 

Use the following command adjusting the delay time as per the applicable service delay interval (see 

section 3.4.4 Configure Monitoring).  In the command below, a 300-second is applied; this maximum 

delay should offer plenty of time for the DSISYS subsystem to shut down normally, assuming none of the 

duplication job types listed above are running: 

 

QSYS/ENDSBS SBS(DSISYS) OPTION(*CNTRLD) DELAY(300) ENDSBSOPT(*NOJOBLOG) 
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When started, the DSISYS subsystem jobs will perform catch-up and other processing; it may take up to 

10 minutes before automated media management activities begin after a subsystem restart, varying 

with the amount of time the subsystem has been down. 

 

2.4.2 Subsystem DSIMON 

 

The DSIMON subsystem houses the triggering service that identifies virtual volumes to process via 

media duplication automation.   This subsystem need be started only when utilizing the automated 

duplication capabilities of Conductor.     

 

2.4.2.1 Managing the DSIMON Subsystem 

 

Typically, the DSIMON subsystem should be running any time Conductor duplication policies are active 

and the IBM host is not in a restricted state.   

 

The processing interval for the TRIGSVC job that runs in this subsystem is set to five minutes.  To 

terminate the DSIMON subsystem, use the following command and allow up to five minutes for the 

subsystem to self-terminate:   

 

QSYS/ENDSBS SBS(DSIMON) OPTION(*CNTRLD) DELAY(180)  ENDSBSOPT(*NOJOBLOG) 

 

Note:  If the TRIGSVC job within the DSIMON subsystem is in *SIGW status, the DSIMON subsystem can 

be ended *IMMED. 

 

To restart the subsystem, use the following command: 

QSYS/STRSBS SBS(DSISYS/DSIMON)  
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3. Configuring and Using the Conductor Software 
 

Once the Conductor software has been restored to the host LPAR, licenses have been applied and any 

media management system adjustments required to support your new data security strategy have been 

made, Conductor is ready for configuration.   

 

To access the Conductor Software menu, enter the command DSI (or CONDUCTOR) from the command 

line.   The DSI and CONDUCTOR commands are added to your QGPL library when the product is 

installed. 

 

3.1 The Conductor Main Menu 

 

 

   
Figure 2:  The Conductor Main Menu 
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Conductor Configuration presents the operating parameters application.  These parameters control 

how Conductor manages its internal data as well as communications with users. 

 

Media Management Integration allows the selection of the MMS system (BRMS, Tracker) to integrate 

with Conductor.   Conductor must be integrated with a media manager. 

 

VTL Server Management provides the ability to import virtual tape server configurations, to identify  the 

virtual libraries to be managed by Conductor, and to set management parameters for virtual libraries. 

 

VTL Service Management provides the ability to manage accounts/servers and their VTL resources 

directly from the IBM i host, limiting clients to resources to which they’ve been associated.   This feature 

is licensed separately from Conductor. 

 

IBM i System Integration allows the user to manage media and duplication automation configurations 

for LPARs, their library or libraries and the classes in use by the LPAR. 

 

Job Management allows for management and/or review of Conductor- and VTL-sourced job activity. 

 

Physical Media Inquiries/Reports allows users utilizing VTL-attached physical libraries to make inquiries 

as to physical media usage and content and provides an import/unstack function for physical media via a 

VTL-attached physical library. 

 

VTL Event Log Message Queue allows the user to review Event Log messages from their configured 

VTL(s). 

 

3.2 Conductor Configuration 

 

The first step in setting up the Conductor instance is to provide a few systems operating defaults.  Use 

option 1 - Conductor Configuration to provide values for the properties displayed on the interface 

presented in the following image: 
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Figure 3:  Software Operating Properties 

 

Field Descriptions/Values: 

Local Location Name:  The local location name (DSPNETA) of the partition Conductor is currently 

executing from.  This value will be defaulted to the local location name of the host LPAR.  

BRMS LPAR Name:  The BRMS name for the host partition.  This may or may not match the Local 

Location Name if BRMS alternate naming is in use.  For Tracker, this value should match the Local 

Location Name value.  This value will be defaulted to the BRMS name of the host LPAR when applicable. 

Log File Retention:  The number of days to retain system log information.  Log information is not directly 

accessible to the end user but is helpful to DSI when using X-RAY data to interpret potential system 

issues. 

Purge Job Archive:  The number of days to retain or display *COMPLETED job information.    Job data for 

export jobs are retained until the source virtual or target volumes (physical) are re-used; job information 
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for these jobs is suppressed from the Job Management displays once they age past this value.   All other 

*COMPLETED jobs are purged when they reach the entered age limit. 

Max Concurrent MMS duplication jobs (BRMS):  For some activities Conductor may utilize the 

DUPMEDBRM command.    This value indicates the maximum number of these DUPMEDBRM jobs the 

host server can (or should) run at one time.  When not applicable, set the value to ‘1’.  This value should 

not exceed the number of available drives available on the target device. 

Max Concurrent MMS consolidation jobs (BRMS):  This value will determine how many *CONSOL jobs 

and/or *DUPLICATE with APPEND jobs can run simultaneously.  By keeping this value at 1, the software 

will generate the fewest number of consolidated tapes, but processing takes longer.   By increasing this 

value multiple tapes can be used by larger consolidations to save processing time.  When not applicable, 

set this value to ‘1’.    

Report Media/Software Alerts:  Conductor may or may not deliver informational messages to the 

QSYSOPR message queue as it encounters various conditions while processing.  To have these 

informational messages delivered to QSYSOPR, enable this option. 

Note:  This option must be set to ‘Y’ to utilize Conductor’s “Physical Media Usage Report” (a replacement 

for BRMS media movement reports for matched-volume exports). 

Note:  To route Conductor QSYSOPR messaging to a *MSGQ other than QSYSOPR, perform the following 

steps: 

• Create data area DSIMSGQ in library DSISYS of *CHAR type with length 20  
o CRTDTAARA DTAARA(DSISYS/DSIMSGQ) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(20) TEXT(‘Identifies 

the*MSGQ to replace QSYSOPR for DSI messages’) 
 

• Create an alternate message queue (DSI recommends DSISYS/DSYSOPR) and assign 
authorities as indicated: 
o CRTMSGQ MSGQ(DSISYS/DSYSOPR) TEXT('*MSGQ to accept Conductor messages 

targeted to QSYSOPR') MSGQFULL(*WRAP) 
o GRTOBJAUT OBJ(DSISYS/DSYSOPR) OBJTYPE(*MSGQ) USER(DSIUSER) 

AUT(*ALL)                                                   
 

• Place the alternate *MSGQ name in positions 1-10 of the data area and the library in 
position 11-20: 
o CHGDTAARA DTAARA(DSISYS/DSIMSGQ (1 10)) VALUE('DSYSOPR')    
o CHGDTAARA DTAARA(DSISYS/DSIMSGQ (11 10)) VALUE('DSISYS') 

 

• When Conductor finds this data area and finds a valid *MSGQ name/library in the data area, 
messages targeted to QSYSOPR will instead be directed to the specified *MSGQ. 
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Media/Software SMTP Alerts:  Conductor may deliver media management emails when activities such 

as tape creation, tape deletion, tape maintenance issues or software issues are detected.   Ensure this 

value is set to ‘Y’ and at least one valid email address is entered to enable this feature. 

Dynamic Virtual Media Management (DVMM):  This option is defaulted to ‘N’ (no).  To enable 

Conductor’s automated media management capabilities, change this value to ‘Y’ (yes).    

Note:  Be sure to leave this value in the default “N” (No) position while performing the initial 

configuration of Conductor.   DVMM should not be started until configuration activities have been 

completed. 

Enable VTL Service Management:  This option is defaulted to ‘N’ (no).  To enable Conductor’s Service 

Management capabilities, ensure the option is licensed and set this value to ‘Y’. 

Conductor OutQ:  These values identify where to deliver reports produced by Conductor’s service jobs 

and/or exception logs. 

Once satisfied with these entries, press ENTER and, in a few moments, a message indicating system 

initialization is complete will be presented.   Use F3 to return to the main menu. 

Review figure 3 above.   In this case:  

1. log file retentions are set to 7 days. 

2. job information is kept for 7 days. 

3. up to one (1) *DUPLCICATE job may be active at any one time.  

4. up to one (1) *CONSOL-type or *DUPLICATE w/APPEND job may run at any one time.  

5. information messages will be delivered to QSYSOPR. 

6. email delivery of usage information to the indicated email address is disabled.  

7. DVMM is not enabled. 

8. Service Management is not enabled. 

9. System-produced reports are routed to *OUTQ “DSISYS/DSIOUTQ”. 

 

3.3 Media Management Integration 

 

Use option 2-Media Management Integration from the main menu to select the Media Management 

software product to which Conductor will be integrated.  Conductor integrates with IBM’s BRMS and 

DSI’s Tracker.   

 

Note:  Only one product can be enabled for use.   

 

The initial view of this interface is displayed in the image below: 
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Figure 4:  MMS Integration Selection(s) 

 

Press ENTER after entering option ‘2’ on the BRMS list entry; the “Act” (Active) column will change to ‘Y’, 

indicating BRMS processing is enabled and eligible for relationship configuration (see section 3.5, 

Defining VTL/MMS/System Relationships).  

 

The display presented in the next image shows the MMS selection after having used option ‘2’ to enable 

the desired MMS (BRMS) and having pressed ENTER: 
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Figure 5:  Post-Activation view of the selected MMS 

 

When BRMS is enabled, the F6=Refresh BRMS Information command key is presented.  This key may be 

used to update Conductor’s understanding of the BRMS environment, for example after having added a 

media class.  This is not necessary upon the initial selection of BRMS as it is run automatically. 

 

3.4 VTL Server Management 

 

Using option 3-VTL Server Management from the Conductor System Management menu starts an 

application that manages VTL server configurations.  

 

Conductor qualifies VTL devices by their usage type.   There are two classes of VTL that can be 

configured in Conductor: 

 

• *PRIMARY – a virtual library device used for backup purposes by the host server or by a node in 

a networked environment, or a replica target server for deduplication hosts, or both. 
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o *PRIMARY VTLs in enterprise node configurations may also have *SIR types registered.   

See section 3.4.2 Registering Deduplication Nodes to Primary VTL Nodes for more 

information. 

 

• *MONITOR – a virtual device that is not a direct participant in host or network backup/archival 

activities but where server monitoring from the IBM host is desirable. 

 

Select option 3-VTL Server Management from the Conductor main menu, then follow the steps below 

to add your VTL server(s) to the Conductor software configuration. 

 

Note:  In Active/Passive Failover systems, only the Active VTL servers need be registered and managed 

via Conductor.  Failover servers are accessed automatically by Conductor when applicable. 

 

3.4.1 Adding a Virtual Library Server to your Conductor Software 

 

The initial “Manage Virtual Tape Servers” interface is presented in this image:  
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Figure 6:  The VTL Server Management panel 

 

To add your *PRIMARY device(s), enter ‘1’ into the list option field and press ENTER; the user interface 

shown in the next image is presented (displayed with required entries already made).   After entering 

the correct values for your installation, press ENTER. 
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Figure 7:  VTL Device information panel 

Field Descriptions/Values: 

VTL ID:  This is a system-generated value that will be assigned to the device upon successful 

configuration of the device. 

 

VTL Usage:  Identifies the type of server being configured.  A list of valid entries from which this 

selection can be made is displayed when F4 is pressed with the cursor in this field. 

 

• *PRIMARY – a library device used for backup or replica purposes. 

• *MONITOR – a library device not directly involved in backup/archival activities, but where 

monitoring of the device status is desired. 

 

VTL IP:  The IP address of the server to be managed (IPv4). 
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Once the values have been entered, press ENTER.   The UI will appear as shown in the below image as it 

confirms communication to the hostname/IP entered: 

 

 
  

Figure 8:  Auto-configuring a VTL Server 

Should the software be unable to communicate successfully with a server at the indicated IP, an error 

message will be displayed after TCP/IP times out.  

 

Upon confirming communications, the UI as shown in the next image is presented while the software 

imports and processes device configuration data: 
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Figure 9:  Importing VTL information to Conductor 

 

Once successfully configured the UI will appear as shown in the following image: 
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Figure 10:  Result of a successful configuration 

 

To add additional *PRIMARY or *MONITOR devices, repeat the above steps.   If deduplication servers 

will be registered to *PRIMARY VTL Nodes, it is best to register them before adding new VTL servers to 

the configuration.  See the next section for instructions for registering deduplication servers. 

 

Once each of your server has been imported, advance to the “Selecting Virtual Libraries to Manage” 

section below. 

 

Once device configuration and system relationships have been defined (see section 3.5, Defining 

VTL/MMS/System Relationships) and after the DSISYS subsystem has been successfully started, the 

current usage statistics of the VTL device and VTL software information can be reviewed via option “5 – 

View” as shown in the next image. 
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SERVICE MANAGED LPARs:  Device statistics and information are not available to Service-Managed 

Conductor instances. 

 

Note:  Storage values and the VTL Dedupe Ratio may not be presented immediately; they are refreshed 

periodically after the start of the DSISYS subsystem. 

 

 
 

   
Figure 11:  VTL Information Display 

 

3.4.2 Registering Deduplication (*SIR) Nodes to *PRIMARY VTL Server Nodes 

 

After successful import of a VTL node in an enterprise node configuration, it may be desirable to register 

the deduplication (*SIR) nodes supporting the VTL node.   This provides the following advantages: 
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1. Deduplication job and statistical information is made available to the Conductor Job 

Management application. 

 

2. When using Conductor’s duplication engine to perform media duplications or exports, 

Conductor is better able to manage jobs when deduplication information is available. 

 

3. This enables improved storage management when running concurrent imports. 

 

4. The VTL event log information from the deduplication nodes can be reviewed from Conductor. 

 

a. Where desired, event log messages may be routed to the QSYSOPR *MSGQ. 

 

When the environment consists of deduplication nodes with active/passive failover capability, only the 

active nodes need be registered with Conductor.   Conductor will recognize FO states and manage itself 

accordingly. 

 

To register a deduplication node to its parent VTL, following the instructions below: 

 

From the VTL Server Management panel in figure 10, select option 3-Register SIR Node on the applicable 

*PRIMARY VTL Node.  The panel displayed in the following image appears.  

 

Enter the IP address of the deduplication node that will be registered and press Enter.  Conductor will 

attempt to communicate with the server and when successful, Conductor will auto-configure the *SIR 

entries required to maintain communications with the deduplication server. 
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Figure 12:  Registering a Deduplication Node to its VTL Node 

An example of a configuration with completed *SIR registrations is represented in figure 13 below.   IN 

this example, VTL ID 1 (EV0A) has had two *SIR servers associated (EVDA and EVDB). 
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Figure 13:  Completed *SIR registration 

 

3.4.3 Selecting Virtual Libraries to Manage 

 

For *PRIMARY servers, the libraries to integrate into Conductor must be identified to the Conductor 

software.   

 

For *MONITOR servers, a virtual library must be selected through which message monitoring will be 

performed. 

 

This option is not valid for *SIR servers. 

 

Use option 6-Virtual Libraries on each device to review and select from available virtual libraries 

configured on the device.  Conductor-compatible libraries will appear in GREEN; non-compatible 
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libraries will appear in RED (if your display is set to use a custom color scheme, these colors may or may 

not be represented).    

 

SERVICE MANAGED LPARs:  If the Conductor instance is a service-managed instance, only the library 

device(s) associated with the managed service configuration will be presented. 

 

Only IBM-compatible libraries can be enabled for *PRIMARY devices.   If an attempt is made to use 

option 2-Enable on a non-compatible library, an error message will be issued.  For *MONITOR devices, 

any library may be selected through which to monitor. 

 

Use option 2-Enable to permit the library integration/monitoring with Conductor software.   

 

Enter the IBM device name in the location provided and press Enter.   

 

Entering the library device name should only be performed if the library is going to be media- and/or 

duplication-managed by Conductor.   In other cases (e.g. monitoring a replica library or a *MONITOR 

device), the Device Name entry may be left blank.  

 

Note:  to use the self-configuring capability of Conductor, each virtual library must share a unique device 

name across the network.  Any extraneous devices that match new virtual library device names should be 

renamed or removed. 

 

Note:  To subdivide a BRMS network via multiple Conductor instances, only enable libraries and provide 

device IDs for the devices to be monitored from the applicable host.  Auto-Config will only match to the 

entered library devices. 

 

In the image example below, option 2 has been applied to virtual library with ID 170 and associated to 

IBM device name TAPMLB01.  Enabling the library allows Conductor to monitor its activity;  providing a 

device name allows Conductor to manage media and duplication activities as well.  

 

Anywhere these virtual libraries are in use on the BRMS network, they must be referred to with the 

indicated device name.  Any legacy devices using these names should be renamed or deleted. 
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Figure 14:  Displaying/selecting available libraries 

 

Repeat these steps for each *PRIMARY and *MONITOR device to be added.   For *MONITOR devices 

enable only one library through which Conductor will receive status/information updates for that 

device. 

 

If you have more than one virtual device configured, the “VTL ID” entry at the top of the UI can be used 

to point this UI to another VTL device. 

 

Note:  If you use the VTL Console software to change the name of the virtual library(ies) after the device 

configuration has been imported into Conductor follow this procedure to update the library names in 

Conductor any time after the DSISYS subsystem has been started (optional): 

 

1. Use the “3-Disable” option on each library to be renamed. 

2. Use the “2-Enable” option on each library disabled in step 1. 
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3. Delete and re-create any IBM I relationships associated with this device name. 

 

 

 

3.4.4 Confirming Physical Library Configuration 

 

Use option 7-Physical Libraries on each device which has an attached physical library to confirm one or 

more library devices were imported into the configuration.    

 

This option is only valid for *PRIMARY servers. 

 

The UI presented in the following image appears. 

 

Note:  This step can be ignored if no physical libraries are attached to the VTL Device. 

 

  
Figure 15:  VTL-attached Physical Library Configuration 

 

Use option 5-View to review the details of a physical library configuration: 
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Figure 16:  Physical Library Configuration Details 

 

3.4.5 Configure Monitoring 

 

Each of the integrated *PRIMARY or *MONITOR servers communicate back to the Conductor software 

via TCP/IP through one active library per device.   This “monitoring” library will default to the first library 

activated on each device.    

 

For *SIR servers, the monitoring library is always 0 and cannot be changed from this value (blank).  

 

To change this selection or to review/change which information from the VTL device is passed on to the 

IBM host, use option 9-Monitoring Options from the “Manage Virtual Tape Devices” UI, shown in the 

next image. 

 

SERVICE MANAGED LPARs:  Service managed clients do not have access to this option unless they’ve 

been temporarily enabled for *IMPORT or *TRANSFER activity; monitoring from managed clients does 

not occur. 
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Figure 17:  Change/Review Monitoring Options 

 

After selecting option 9-Monitoring Options on a device the UI presented in the following image will 

appear: 
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Figure 18:  Device monitoring options 

Field Descriptions/Values: 

 

Monitor via Virtual Library ID:  

This entry determines which of the virtual library communication services will be monitored for VTL 

system messages.  Only one library per device may be selected for monitoring.  The value defaults to the 

first library enabled.  Should the currently assigned library be disabled, Conductor will self-select a 

library to replace it when other libraries are active. 

This value will always be 0 (zero/blank) for *SIR servers. 

The next section of the UI allows you to identify which of the “VTL Event Log” messages (see the VTL 

Console software/manual) will be presented to your QSYSOPR message queue.   It is recommended that 

ERROR and CRITICAL messages be delivered to the *SYSOPR queue.   

 

Note:  Message delivery of all but significant system messages can be disabled via menu option 1 – 

Conductor Configuration.   Messages are delivered to DSI *MSGQs regardless of this setting. 

 

Message Monitoring Options: 
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0 – Log to DSI Message Queue only 

1 – Send a copy (informational) to the QSYSOPR queue 

2 – Send a copy (inquiry) to the QSYSOPR message queue  

 

DSI recommends leaving the “Storage Space “option to 0; the next two settings will ensure that the 

system operator is notified should the disk usage on the applicable VTL exceed customer-specified 

levels. 

 

All VTL event log messages are logged into the message queue DSISYS/DSIMSGQ, which can be reviewed 

via option 11 – VTL Event Log Message Queue of the Conductor System Management menu.  Inquiry 

messages delivered to QSYSOPR (and their responses, where applicable) can be reviewed by using the 

DSPMSG DSISYS/DSIRPYQ command. 

 

Check Storage Space frequency: This value identifies how often the VTL will return storage space 

statistics to Conductor. 

 

Storage Critical Threshold:  This value indicates when to send an *INQ message to the QSYSOPR 

message queue indicating a critical storage condition.  This determination is based upon the percentage 

of storage space remaining available to the VTL device. 

 

Note:  For *IMPORT processing, this value can be adjusted to reflect the minimum free space that must 

be left available for backup purposes while *IMPORT jobs are running.   This value will usually be higher 

than used once *IMPORT processing has completed.   

 

Note:  For automated media management and standard capacity reporting, this value may be left at it’s 

default (15% free space required) or adjusted as preferred.   When the available capacity falls below this 

ratio, automated media management functions will self-suspend until the minimum ratio is exceeded. 

 

Service Delay Interval:  The delay interval for DSISYS service jobs.   10-15 seconds is recommended. 

 

TCP/IP error retry interval:  The delay interval for TCP/IP connection retries after a TCP/IP connection 

failure.  This value defaults to 60 seconds. 

 

 

3.5 IBM i System Integration 

 

This section describes how Conductor manages relationships between LPARS, virtual libraries, class 

media and duplication management requirements as well as how to configure those relationships. 
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Relationships are required for fully- or semi-automated media creation, media library synchronization. 

Import, transfer, and duplication activities undertaken by Conductor.   

 

In stand-alone BRMS or Tracker environments, there will generally only be one relationship for the 

production LPAR.  In HA/DR environments, additional licenses will be required to support HA and/or DR 

sites that may support Conductor operation on alternate servers. 

 

In BRMS networks a relationship will be configured for each LPAR/virtual library for which Conductor will 

be performing automated media maintenance and/or media duplication activities.  This includes 

potential HA/DR LPARs on the BRMS network backing each production LPAR when those HA/DR 

resources are on the same BRMS network as the production resources. 

 

When configuring HA/DR relationships for LPARs running on a different BRMS network than do the 

production LPARs, special handling of relationship serial numbers may be required if the Conductor 

software will be replicated between production and backing servers.   This will allow a shared Conductor 

instance to reconfigure itself for operation on either site automatically.  See section 3.6 – Conductor 

Relationship Serial Numbers and High-Availability/DR for more information on serializing relationships. 

 

Note:  Recall that when auto-configuring relationships, Conductor will assume shared media usage for 

LPARs to which it has not been granted communications access; it will default to discrete (non-shared) 

management of LPARs that it can communicate with.   Discrete management would be required for any 

LPAR utilizing a virtual library that is not device-configured on the Conductor host or where non-shared 

media management is desired for the LPAR in an otherwise shared media environment. 

 

3.5.1 LPAR/Library Relationship Auto-Configuration  

 

Use the “F6-Auto Configure” key from option 6 – IBM i System Integration from the main menu to begin 

auto-configuration steps.  The F6=Auto Config option is presented in the following image. 

It is strongly recommended that DVMM be disabled when configuring initial relationships.  For this 

reason, its default setting is off.   This ensures the admin has an opportunity to review the auto-

configured data and make any desired adjustments before DVMM begins managing the inventory.  Use 

Option 1 –Conductor Configuration to alter the DVMM setting. 

In the example below,  auto configure has detected three LPARs and two libraries.   TAPMLB01 is shared 

for use by LPARs C20853DW and D20853DW;  TAPMLB02 is shared for use by C20853DW and 

E20853DW.  Not shown are entries for TAPMLB01/E20853DW (removed, as the E LPAR does not use 

TAPMLB01) and TAPMLB02/D20853DW (the D LPAR does not use TAPMLB02).   The C LPAR is associated 

to both as it is the Conductor host.  While the C LPAR does not directly write to TAPMLB02, the 
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configuration shown is required for Conductor to manage E-LPAR activity (Media managmeent, 

exports/duplications): 

 

Figure 19:  IBM i Systems Integration 

 

When in a stand-alone BRMS or Tracker environment, AutoConfig will execute in-line and produce 

results immediately. 

When executed in a BRMS network configuration, this process will be submitted to batch with results 

reviewable via F5=Refresh. 

In either case, *SYSOPR messages are issued when configuration issues are encountered and to 

summarize the configuration activity in either the interactive or batch cases.   

Once auto-configure has taken place, the created entities may be adjusted as required to meet specific 

needs.   Processes for completing these steps are outlined in the following sections. 
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For example, some of the following circumstances may apply: 

• Some auto-configured relationships may not require Conductor management.  These can be 

disabled or deleted (re-executing AutoConfig will bring them back again should requirements 

change). 

 

• Initial media management controls for each relationship should always be reviewed after new 

configurations are created.  Media management configurations will be maintained via the 

Conductor host LPAR relationship for each library. 

 

o In new media environments, DVMM will set “nominal expired counts” to zero, indicating 

it will not create new media.   The administrator should apply initial nominal counts 

where applicable to allow Conductor to begin building the new virtual inventory. 

 

o Classes not in use by an LPAR and classes for which fully- or semi-auto media creation 

will not be utilized may be deleted from DVMM configurations. 

 

o When applicable, adjust the default-assigned deduplication ID to match the appropriate 

deduplication policy for the LPAR/class. 

 

Follow the guidelines in the next sections to learn how to alter auto or manually configured  

relationships or to adjust media control data as per local requirements. 

Note:  When Conductor detects shared library usage, it will automatically create *ALL LPAR relationships 

for the shared virtual library or libraries.  This enables duplication policies to have *ALL LPAR scope, 

meaning one policy can manage media duplication of specific classes (or all classes) written from any 

LPAR using the library.  This also enables BRMS-Network scoped usage of *IMPORT and *TRANSFER 

activity.  See section 4 – Automated Media Duplication Management for more information. 

 

3.5.1.1  AutoConfig Usage – HA/DR Scenarios  

 

If the Conductor application will be supporting both sides of an HA/DR environment on the same BRMS 

network (e.g. Conductor is replicated between the production and HA/DR servers),  Conductor will setup 

relationships for both the production (HA) and DR servers/libraries.  When different libraries are in use 

on either side, relationship serialization may be required to enable Conductor to automatically disable 

management for the alternate side 
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3.5.1.2 Auto-Configured Media Controls 

 

When Conductor auto-configures an LPAR/Library for which active media exists in the BRMS database, 

Conductor will, for each active class (BRMS), determine the maximum daily usage for the class and use 

that value to calculate a starting “nominal count” to maintain for that LPAR/class.    Conductor will 

maintain an initial 200% overage based on current usage. 

For example, if class ULTRIUM7 is in use by the LPAR and has used a maximum of two volumes per day, 

Conductor will set the “nominal count” to six tapes for the ULTRIUM7 class on the LPAR.   Conductor will 

then ensure that at least six expired tapes of class ULTRIUM7 are always available to the LPAR.   Should 

usage change over time, Conductor will automatically increase or decrease this value as per the usage 

change.    

In cases where there is no media usage from which to make this calculation, Conductor will leave 

nominal counts at zero.  The admin may estimate the initial daily usage number and enter that value.  

Once backups start running, Conductor will adjust this value as needs dictate.   See section 3.6 below for 

more information on managing media controls. 

 

3.5.2 IBM i System, LPAR and Virtual Library Relationship Management  

 

If Auto-Config was used to create relationships, skip this section and move to section 3.5.3 Configuring 

Managed Classes and Nominal Requirements for DVMM. 

Use option 6-IBM i System Integration to identify and maintain the relationships between your IBM i 

server(s)/partition(s), the virtual libraries to be managed by Conductor and the LPARS/media classes to 

be associated with virtual libraries. 

 

To modify or review a relationship, use option 2 or 5. 
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Figure 20:  Creating a new relationship 

The following options are available: 
  

• 1-Add      Create a new relationship manually. 

• 2-Change    Change the properties of an existing relationship. 

• 4-Delete    Remove a relationship. 

• 5-View   View the properties of an existing relationship. 

• 6-Auto-Import  Automatically ID and import active legacy media. 

• 7-DVMM Configuration  Setup media management options for the relationship. 

• 9-Duplication Policies Access duplication policies specific to the selected LPAR/library. 
 

The F4 key can be used to display a list of LPARs from which a selection can limit the list content. 

Upon entering option “1” and pressing ENTER the UI presented in the next image is displayed. 
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Figure 21:  User Interface for relationship creation 

Field Descriptions/Values: 

Note:  Prompt-able fields are designated with an “*”: 

 

Conductor host serial number:  This value identifies the serial number of the host server the 

relationship may to be executed from.  *ANY is valid here when the relationship can be managed from 

any host server. Auto-configured relationships will default this value to *ANY. 

IBM i partition name*:  The BRMS name (or LPAR name if Tracker) of the partition that a relationship is 

being created for.  A directly named relationship MUST be created for each partition/virtual 

library/system that is to be managed. These named relationships are required to support automated 

media management and duplication activities. 
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When sharing libraries in a BRMS environment, Conductor will allow the creation of a relationship for 

the shared library using the *ALL value for the LPAR name.   This special relationship can be used to 

create duplication policies that apply to media created from *ALL LPARs sharing the library.  This allows 

a single duplication policy to qualify tapes from multiple LPARs.   

 

Assume class ULTRIUM7 is used on each LPAR sharing a library, and duplication requirements are 

identical for media written from  each LPAR.   In this case, setting up a single duplication policy under 

the *ALL LPAR relationship to qualify volumes of the library/class from any LPAR is enabled.  This is more 

efficient than creating one policy under each LPAR.    

 

Both *ALL and host-specific relationships/policy groups can co-exist, allowing for both enterprise and 

server/partition-specific policy definition and execution, where necessary.   

 

Note:  *ALL LPAR relationships and duplication policy groups will be automatically created by AutoConfig 

when a shared library is detected;  this will occur with the creation of the second LPAR relationship for a 

library.   Use option 6 – Duplication Policy Maintenance to create, review or maintain *ALL relationships. 

 

Virtual Device ID*:  This is the system-generated value for the device that manages the virtual library to 

be selected.   A *PRIMARY device must be selected. 

 

Virtual Library ID*:  This is the ID of the virtual library to utilize for this relationship.   This value should 

represent the library identified in the “System i device ID” and/or “Home Location” value. 

 

Partition Library Device Name:  The device name of the virtual library on the relationship partition.    

 

For remote libraries, Conductor will attempt to validate the library and retrieve the home location 

associated with the library.   Once configured, media services will validate all configurations before 

allowing those services to execute, preventing changes made to BRMS “behind Conductor’s back” from 

impacting Conductor.  Should it detect a mismatch between the recorded configuration and the actual 

configuration, *SYSOPR messages will be issued and media services will not run for effected 

relationships. 
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For Tracker installations, this value will default to the value entered for the device. 

 

Only *ACTIVE virtual tapes found in this location/library and marked for duplication will be evaluated for 

duplication automation policies.   

 

Note:  When a local device name for a virtual library is entered here, the *DUPLICATE and *CONSOL 

policy group types are enabled for the relationship.  Configuring devices for each of your virtual libraries 

on the Conductor host increases operational flexibility. 

 

Enable this relationship (Y/N):  Enter Y or N to identify whether this relationship is “active” or 

“inactive”.  Once configured, all automation activity for the described relationship can be suspended by 

setting this value to ‘N’. 

 

Shares host-managed media (Y/N):  This value indicates how Conductor will manage media for the LPAR 

being configured, and is set automatically based on Conductor’s ability to access the LPAR using the 

DSIUSER ID.   

 

• If DSIUSER cannot access the remote LPAR, this value will be set to “Y”, indicating the LPAR 

shares media with the Conductor host, and media will be managed via the Conductor host.    

 

• If DSIUSER can access the remote LPAR, this value will be set to “N”, indicating that Conductor 

will manage media for the LPAR discretely, as if it was a stand-alone BRMS instance. 

 

Enable Physical Tape Library:  If a physical library is attached to VTL device and this relationship expects 

to use the physical library for exports, enter Y; otherwise enter N.   

 

Note:   When enabling an attached physical library, the *ARCHIVE and *STACK policy groups will be 

created for the relationship. 

 

Physical Library virtual ID*:  This identifies the ID of a physical library attached to the *PRIMARY VTL 

device.  This value is required if “Enable Physical Tape Library” is set to “Y”.  The value entered will 

become the default and can be overridden in policies and from the Ad hoc UI, when applicable. 

 

Media Policy*:  This identifies the default media policy for the exported volume (BRMS) or the default 

media category to apply to the exported physical media (Tracker).  In the BRMS case this identifies the 

media class to be used for the export.    

 

This value acts as a default for policy item creation applications. This value can be overridden in those 

policies when created.  While it is optional, it is recommended this value be provided whenever using 

VTL-attached libraries and non-matched export types to simplify policy item creation. 
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The Media Policy value, along with the two properties that follow describe how Conductor will create 

BRMS media information when identifying/utilizing target volumes not yet found in the BRMS inventory. 

 

Media Class for new volumes*:   In most cases, *MEDPCY will be the value entered here indicating 

Conductor will use the media class assigned to the entered media policy when creating new media 

information.   This value can be used to override the Media Policy value.  This is a default value that can 

be overridden in the policy Items configuration UI.  This value is optional but recommended when using 

VTL-attached libraries.  It is not used for Tracker integration. 

 

Move policy for new volumes*:  See Media Class for new volumes. 

 

When all values have been entered, press the ENTER key to validate and save your relationship data.    

 

Figure 19 shows an example of a relationship where Conductor is configured to manage partition 

G20853DW when Conductor is running on a server with serial number *ANY, using the device 

TAPMLB01, a virtual library device with an ID of “1” and a library within that device (corresponding to 

device TAPMLB01) identified via virtual library ID “36”.   Back-end exports are allowable for this 

partition/library via any physical library, with the default for policy creation being the physical library 

with virtual ID 18.   In this case, the shared value is “N”, indicting either the LPAR is a single-instance 

LPAR with media managed directly, or it may be a remote LPAR that is having media managed discretely 

from other LPARs in the network. 
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Figure 22:  A completed library relationship (BRMS) 

 

3.5.3 Configuring Managed Classes and Nominal Requirements for DVMM 

 

In the example relationship list shown in the image below, relationships have been created for three 

LPARs in a BRMS network: 

• The B LPAR is the Conductor software host library. 

 

• Virtual library TAPMLB01 is a shared virtual library used by the C and D LPAR.   These LPARs 

share media inventory.   Media inventories for these two LPARs will be managed via the C LPAR 

configuration. 
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• Virtual library TAPMLB02 is configured to the E LPAR; this LPAR does not share media with 

LPARs C & D; however, to support media management the library must use *SHARED media 

classes so that Conductor can maintain inventories via the C LPAR.  

 

• As this VTL device does utilize a back-end physical tape library for archival/export purposes 

physical exports are enabled, in this case for the relationships associated with tapes to be 

exported. 

 

 
Figure 23:  Configured Relationships View 

 

From the relationship list panel, use option 7-DVMM Configuration to access the media configuration 

application. 

Conductor’s automated library reconciliation will do everything on its own but create tapes.  DVMM 

needs to know for which virtual media classes Conductor should manage media creation.  This can mean 
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initializing systems, re-creating policy-removed volumes at expiration or automatically ensuring expired 

media is available to the media manager.   Conductor also needs to know the nominal expired tape 

requirements for each media class.  These entries are made at the Partition/Library level. 

 A sample configuration is displayed in the image below.  This sample configuration represents a BRMS 

model.   For Tracker integration, Media Categories replace the Media Class entry.    

Note:  Media inventory controls (Nominal Expired Count) can only be provided for the Conductor host 

relationship when managing media for shared LPARs.  This value must be left at 0 (blank) for 

relationships sharing media, as the Conductor host will perform media management for the sharing 

portion of the network. 

Note:  The Dedupe Policy ID specified for non-host LPARs sharing media will only apply to media 

recreated from BRMS inventory (e.g. legacy media migrations).  New media will be created via the 

Conductor host LPAR relationship using the Dedupe Policy ID from that relationship. 

Note:  When configuring entries for Tracker integration, ensure that only media categories to be used as 

scratch pools are provided.  Adding “retention classes” is not required.  See the Tracker for IBM i – User 

Guide – V2R5.pdf document for more information on using media categories in Tracker. 
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Figure 24: Sample DVMM media class configuration 

Options: 

1-Add:  Manually add a new class/category for DVMM to manage on the indicated LPAR for the 

indicated home location. 

2-Change:   Alter the Expired Cushion, Nominal Count or when applicable, the deduplication policy ID to 

associate to newly created class media. 

4-Delete:  Remove a managed class from the DVMM configuration. 

6 – Add Virtual Media:  For BRMS classes managed semi-automatically (e.g. new virtual media is 

automatically created on the VTL as a result of media information being added to the media database) 

this option opens up an ADDMEDBRM command panel pre-loaded with the media class, the media 

home location and the system name that will own the media.  Once media information has been saved 
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to the BRMS database, DVMM will create virtual media for those volume serial numbers and assign the 

media to the applicable deduplication policy, where applicable and indicated. 

 

The “Expired Cushion (Days)” and “Nominal Expired Count” values work together to manage 

inventories when automation is desired.   When using manual media creation, these values are 

irrelevant. 

The Expired Cushion (Days) allows for the configuration of the number of excess days of media the 

system will automatically maintain.  

SERVICE MANAGED LPARS:  the “Expired Cushion” days value will have an upper limit defined by the 

Service Management configuration for this LPAR.  The value entered may range anywhere from 1 to the 

upper limit (the default value).  Attempts to increase the limit beyond the configured maximum will 

result in the value being set to the configured maximum. 

The Nominal Expired Count represents either the initial setting for daily media requirements for the 

class or the system-derived daily max usage count for the class multiplied by the Cushion value.  Once 

DVMM has started, this value will be set automatically based on the maximum daily usage of tapes from 

this location/class, including usage from LPARs sharing media, where applicable. 

This value can be changed to create a one-time adjustment to the daily usage.   For example, in advance 

of adding a new drive to a backup or adding additional data to a system, this value can be used to 

perform a one-time bump in the expired inventory maintained by Conductor.  This will result in 

additional tapes being created if the number is increased to a value above the current expired inventory 

count.   Conductor will then reset this value based on the actual daily usage.  When the additional drives 

or data result in an increase in daily tape usage, Conductor will adapt automatically. 

If the “nominal expired count” for any class is set to 0 (blank), then Conductor will not, on its own, 

create new media for that class (remember, this value must be 0 for relationships using shared media 

that are not the host relationship).   However, in this state, Conductor will re-create media when 

qualifying media information exists in the BRMS media inventory, that media does not exist in the VTL, 

and DVMM is enabled. 

Use option 6 on an entry to open a formatted ADDMEDBRM command for the class, location, and 

system.  Enter a starting barcode number within the defined range of the virtual library, the number of 

volumes to create and press Enter.  In short time DVMM will create  and initialize the new media. 

This ability can be used to create new media for LPARs sharing media managed via the Conductor host.  

In this case, media will be created and immediately assigned to the LPAR from which the request was 

made, allowing the admin to bump the available inventory for a shared LPAR directly without using the 

Conductor host. 
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When using nominal counts and where Conductor is working in a new virtual environment, it will 

automatically create the first tapes for each class, register the tapes with BRMS and initialize them 

automatically.  As BRMS uses media, new volumes will be added to maintain the nominal count of 

expired, home location virtual volumes.   Eventually, equilibrium will be reached based on retention.  At 

this point, Conductor will continue to monitor inventories and add new media as required to maintain 

the nominal count cushion. 

If Conductor is migrating an existing media environment or working in an environment is has initialized, 

should expired media counts fall below the indicated levels for any reason, DVMM can use these values 

to ensure that new tapes will be made available automatically as may be required, preventing backup 

failures automatically. 

Over time, Conductor will analyze daily media usage by class/LPAR and adjust the nominal count to 

meet changing requirements, when applicable.   

These entries also allow the creation and initialization of media directly from BRMS.  See section 3.7 – 

Managing Virtual Media. 

 

3.6  Conductor Relationship Serial Numbers and High-Availability/DR  

 

In cases where: 

 

• HA/DR resources will use different virtual libraries than do the production resources 

• Production and HA/DR LPARs are part of the same BRMS network 

• Conductor will be replicated between Production and HA/DR servers 

• Virtual libraries from both prod and DR are Conductor-configured  

 

relationship serialization is recommended.  This allows Conductor to automatically reconfigure itself at 

startup to ensure only the relationships relevant to the applicable resources are enabled. 

 

Serialization allows the Conductor software to automatically detect when it has started on a new serial 

number and reconfigure itself for operation on that serial number by disabling relationships not 

associated to the current serial number and enabling those that are.    

 

When the above conditions are not all met, discrete Conductor installations will manage each side of the 

BRMS network and serialization is not required. 

 

3.6.1 Serializing Relationships  
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Conductor relationships default the value of the serial number to *ANY, indicating that the relationship 

may be managed from any server in the BRMS network.   This enables Conductor to be migrated 

between LPARs on the same network so long as the library device configurations remain consistent on 

each LPAR. 

 

To change a relationship serial number, use option 6 – IBM i System Integration option, and then use 

option 2 – Change on the relationship or relationships to be altered, as shown in the image below: 

 

 
Figure 25: Preparing to serialize a relationship 

Enter ‘2’ on the option line for the relationship(s) to be altered.   The following display appears: 
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Figure 26: Assigning a serial number to a relationship 

 

Change the serial number to the value of the current host.  This value can only be changed to the serial 

number of the current host.  All data associated with the relationship will be adjusted.  This includes 

DVMM controls, media duplication groups and any defined duplication policies within those groups.  

 

Note:  Serialization can only be assigned when Conductor is running on the host for which a relationship 

is being serialized.   Perform serialization for HA/DR LPARs when Conductor is started on the HA/DR LPAR 

the first time.   These relationships should be left disabled on the production side until this event has 

occurred. 

 

3.6.2 Reversing Serialization 
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Serialized relationships can revert to *ANY serial relationships.  This may become required should the 

HA/DR BRMS network be reconfigured as part of the production BRMS network.  In these cases, follow 

the instructions in the above section to change the serial number value from a serialized value to *ANY. 

 

3.7 Configuration Complete  

 

Once each of the configuration steps have been completed for each partition and logical library to be 

managed by Conductor, the DSISYS subsystem can be started, and Conductor will begin managing your 

device(s) and media. 

Use option 1 – Conductor Configuration to enable DVMM now.    

Where applicable, you may configure media duplication policy items after starting the subsystem.    See 

section 4-Automated Media Duplication Management. 

Note:  When configuring a DSI VTL and Conductor for the first time, it is a good idea to shut down and 

restart the Agent software running on the VTL before starting the DSISYS subsystem.  See VTL 

documentation for more information on managing the Agent software. 

 

3.8 Managing Virtual Media  

 

There are a variety of ways to import, create and manage virtual media.   Use the information below to 

choose the method that works best in your environment.  Each assumes that your software is 

configured, that the DSISYS subsystem is active and DVMM is enabled, where applicable. 

 

When defining starting/ending barcode ranges for logical libraries, be sure to follow the guidelines as 

indicated in section 1.1.6 Logical Library Barcode Ranges. 

 

3.8.1 Enterprise Legacy Media Migration into DSI Virtual Tape Libraries 

 

Enterprise migration refers to Conductor’s ability to import media for one or many LPARs using the same 

job/process.   Conductor offers two automated enterprise methods for migrating, deduplicating and 

optionally replicating legacy media into DSI virtual tape libraries from legacy devices that have been 

zoned to the VTL server as “back-end” libraries.   These devices may be virtual or physical tape libraries, 

or some combination of both.   The following subsections describe the two enterprise models. 

 

Conductor also offers an LPAR-based import method for BRMS users (see section 3.8.2 Importing BRMS 

Legacy Media via LPAR Relationships). 
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Regardless of method, Conductor import processing will use the current “Storage Critical Threshold” 

value to self-suspend the IMPSVC or IMPSVC2 processes when Conductor detects the free space on the 

ingesting VTL has fallen below the ratio represented by this threshold setting.   When the free ratio 

returns to above the threshold ratio, imports will wake up an continue.    This allows the user to reserve 

a specific amount of “landing space” for backups while imports are running. 

 

To review the current threshold setting, use Conductor menu option 3, then option 9-Monitoring 

Options on the list entry for the server into which media will be imported.   This value may be changed 

in real time, which import processes are running, if necessary.   When import processing has completed, 

this value should be returned to the “normal” threshold desired to indicate a low-storage situation 

exists on the VTL. 

 

The two forms of enterprise migrations are: 

 

1. Integrated Imports – BRMS integration 

2. Non-Integrated Imports – no BRMS integration 

 

 

Migrations from BRMS-managed inventories may utilize either enterprise method. 

 

Migrations from non-BRMS managed inventories require the use of the second method. 

 

Conductor Service Management users will find the second method the most appropriate as media can 

be imported for any virtual library/LPAR without a device connection to the Conductor host. 

 

For BRMS users, there are advantages and disadvantages to each method.   The differences are 

described in the following sections. 

 

3.8.1.1 The DSISYS/IMPCTL Table 

 

The DSISYS/IMPCTL table is utilized by both enterprise migration models.  Providing the data for this 

table is the responsibility of the administrator when using the enterprise import methods.  The columns 

for this table with notes on usage for each model is presented here. 

Column Name Type Length Notes 

   

 

SYSTEM_CODE A 8 Optional for BRMS integrated imports;  Not used for non-integrated imports. 

   

If provided, this column will be sorted in descending order.   
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GROUP A 10 Optional for BRMS integrated imports; Not used for non-integrated imports. 

   

This column, if provided, will be sorted ascending withing the descending 
sort above. 

   
 

VOL_SER_NBR A 6 The Volume Serial Number or Cartridge ID of the media to be imported. 

   

 

PROCESSED A 1 
Flag to indicate whether this volume has been imported.  System-
maintained. 

   
N=Not yet imported 

   
Y=Imported  

   
E=Error with Last Import 

   

 

STR_TIME Z 26 IBM TimeStamp (Z):  The time the import job was started for this tape. 

   
defaulted if not provided 

   

 

END_TIME Z 26 IBM Timestamp (Z):  The time the import job completed for this tape. 

   
defaulted if not provided 

   

 

TGT_DEVICE A 10 

For BRMS-integrated imports, the IBM device name of the virtual library into 
which the tape was imported. 

 

As import jobs run and complete, the audit field of the IMPCTL table will be updated with the 

appropriate processing flag, job start and end times, and when using integrated imports, the IBM device 

name into which media was imported. 

 

3.8.1.2 Enterprise Migration – BRMS Integrated Import 

 

This migration method uses current BRMS media information and user-provided control data to identify  

which unexpired BRMS media will be qualified for import.  Upon job submission, the import process will 

automatically qualify, import, deduplicate and optionally replicate each of the selected media.    

In addition, this method will automatically:  

• load media into the target library from the IBM perspective, which will automatically change the 

BRMS home location as appropriate. 

• Clear any pending move data and/or reset media origin data for imported media, as necessary. 

• Change media class assignments as tapes are imported (optionally). 
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Virtual libraries into which media are to be imported must be device-configured on the Conductor host 

LPAR.   An IBM device name must be associated to the virtual library configuration and that library must 

be set to “enabled” (see section 3.4.3 Selecting Virtual Libraries to Manage). 

The scope of the import jobs may cross BRMS-Network LPAR boundaries.  It is recommended that media 

classes for tapes to be imported be set to shared usage prior to the import (if not already set to shared 

usage).  Media classes may be temporarily changed to allow sharing before running the import to enable 

this option in a non-shared environment.   

Media belonging to non-shared classes and owned by an LPAR other than the host LPAR will import, 

deduplicate and replicate without issue; however, the automatic BRMS media data maintenance will 

likely not occur resulting in manual BRMS location changes to the media inventory data being required 

after media is imported.  This may be overcome by either designating the media class(es) as shared 

during the import period or by adding the DSIUSER ID to the remote LPAR and enabling DDM 

communications between the Conductor host and remote LPARs. 

This method allows for a single long-running import job to manage media migrations or for multiple, 

prioritized jobs to be created based on volume qualification as described below. 

The following SQL is provided as a starting point to illustrate how the end-user may load the IMPCTL 

control file from the current BRMS media information, with common limiting qualifiers presented: 

insert into DSISYS/IMPCTL (SYSTEM_CODE, GROUP, VOL_SER_NBR)   // control columns 

select TMSYID, TMFILG, TMCVSR                                  // LPAR, File Group, Volume 

from   QUSRBRM/QA1AMM                                         // BRMS Media table 

where  TMCEND = 'N'                                              // not expired 

and    TMCEXP >= '1200101'                                       // min expire data (CYYMMDD) 

// additional qualifiers  

and   TMCVLT in ('home location')                  // limit to specific locations                           

and   TMSYID in ('LPAR/BRMS NAMES')                             // limit LPARs  

and   TMFILG in ('CONTROL GROUP NAMES')                        // limit file/control groups  

and   TMCCLS in ('MEDIA CLASS NAMES')                           // limit media classes 

 

Media qualification happens in the following manner:  First, the back-end library or libraries are 

inventoried.   This inventory is matched to the unprocessed volumes found in the IMCTL file and that are 

NOT found in the VTL server into which media will be imported.   This result is then compared against 

the BRMS media tables along with the additional qualifiers found in the following instructions to 

determine which media will be imported. 

 

The first step in executing the BRMS-integrated migration is to provide the required IMPCTL data as 

described above.  Once this table has been loaded with the desired control information, the following 

steps will describe how to use Conductor to create and manage import job activity. 
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1. From the Conductor main menu, select option 3 – VTL Server Management. 

 

2. From the resulting panel, use option 6-Virtual Libraries for the server into which the media will 

be imported.  This will present the list of virtual libraries available on the selected VTL server. 

 

3. Ensure the library into which media will be imported is enabled and has a valid IBM device name 

identified for the library (see section 3.4.3 Selecting Virtual Libraries to Manage). 

 

4. Ensure the DSISYS subsystem is running and will remain running for the duration of the imports. 

 

5. Use option 7-Integrated Import on the Virtual Library into which media will be imported.  An 

example of this selection is made in the image below, indicating media will be imported into a 

library known as “TAPMLB01’ to the Conductor host. 
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Figure 27: Selecting the Import Target Library 
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6. Press Enter.  The window in the following image will appear: 

 

Figure 28: BRMS-Integrated Enterprise Import Qualification 

 

7. Provide values as described here: 

 

From BRMS LPAR Name:  Provide this value if you wish to restrict the import job to tapes 

owned by a specific LPAR.  Each LPAR with tapes to be imported will require its own job be 

submitted.   Leave the value as *ALL to ensure media from any LPAR may be qualified for the 

import job. 

 

From BRMS Control Group:  Used to limit qualification for LPAR-qualified imports.   If sub-

qualification by LPAR/Control- or File-Group name is desired, enter both the LPAR Name and the 
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Control Group/File Group name.  If no control- or file-group prioritization is required, leave this 

value as *ALL. 

 

To Media Class:  Conductor can change media classes of imported media when desired.   To 

leave media class values as they are, leave this value as *FROMCLS.   To change all the media 

qualified for this job, enter a valid media class name in this field.   F4 can be used to select the 

target class from a list. 

 

Deduplication Policy:   Provide the Virtual ID of the deduplication policy into which tapes will be 

assigned.  The F4 key can be used to select from a list of available deduplication policies. 

 

Max Concurrent Jobs:  This number identifies the maximum number import jobs that may be 

run at one time.   See the section  3.8.3 Calculating the Maximum Number of Simultaneous 

Import Jobs on determining this value for your target VTL. 

 

Import Sequence:   Determines the sequence of imports, by expiration date. 

 

8. Once the desired values have been provided, press Enter.   The values will be edited.   Any errors 

will be presented and require correction.   Assuming no errors are found, an “IMPSVC2” job will 

be submitted to the DSISYS *JOBQ.   Only one “IMPSVC2” job can run at once.  As additional jobs 

are created these jobs will queue up awaiting the previously submitted job to complete. 

 

9.  If using prioritized imports, repeat step 7 providing alternate values as per the prioritization 

requirements. 

Conductor’s Job Management application may be used to monitor the individual import/deduplication 

jobs that are created by the IMPSVC2 job.   See section 5-Reviewing/Managing Conductor/VTL Job 

Activity for more information on job monitoring. 

Each import job submitted will produce a pre-run qualification report and a post-run audit report, 

directed to the *OUTQ of the user submitting the job.   See section 3.8.4 Auditing Import Runs for 

information about these reports. 

 

3.8.1.3 Enterprise Migrations – no BRMS Integration  

 

This migration method can be used to migrate media without interacting with BRMS.  It is useful for 

cases where it is desired to import unexpired and expired BRMS media, for cases where no BRMS data 

or system is available to drive import activities, or in Service-Managed environments.   Upon job 
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submission, the import process will automatically qualify, import, deduplicate and optionally replicate 

each of the qualified media.    

Unlike the integrated enterprise model, this import will limit its activities to VTL processing.   All changes 

to the media management system in use are performed manually by the end-user.  For example, it will 

be necessary to manually add imported media to the library inventory (e.g. ADDTAPCTG *INSERT) 

and/or it may be necessary to change the BRMS location for imported media manually after running this 

import process. 

Virtual libraries into which media are to be imported must be set to “enabled” (see section 3.4.3 

Selecting Virtual Libraries to Manage). 

The DSISYS subsystem must be active for the entire import period. 

Virtual libraries into which media are to be imported may or may not be device configured on the 

Conductor host;  this method does not interact with the virtual tape library thru the IBM device.    

This method allows for a single import job to manage media migrations based on the unprocessed data 

in the DSISYS/IMPCTL file.  The end-user may control what data is available to the import process via this 

table, thus control the set of media to be imported for individual runs. 

In this case, loading the DSISYS/IMPCTL table is a simple task.   For BRMS users, the SQL in the preceding 

section is a good starting point.  For non-BRMS users, either manually update the IMPCTL file contents 

providing only the Volume Serial Number for volumes to import, or use the following SQL as a starting 

point if the desired volume data is available electronically: 

insert into DSISYS/IMPCTL (VOL_SER_NBR)      // control column 

select <volume ID>                                    // the tape(s) to load 

from   <your library>/<your media data table>)     // source media table 

 

Media qualification happens in the following manner:  First, the back-end library or libraries are 

inventoried.   This inventory is matched to the unprocessed volumes found in the IMCTL file and that are 

NOT found in the VTL server into which media will be imported.   This result is the qualification for the 

import job. 

 

The first step in executing the BRMS-integrated migration is to provide the required IMPCTL data as 

described above.  Once this table has been loaded with the desired control information, the following 

steps will describe how to use Conductor to create and manage import job activity. 

 

1. From the Conductor main menu, select option 3 – VTL Server Management. 
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2. From the resulting panel, use option 6-Virtual Libraries for the server into which the media 

will be imported.  This will present the list of virtual libraries available on the selected VTL 

server. 

 

3. Ensure the library into which media will be imported is enabled. 

 

4. Ensure the DSISYS subsystem is running and will remain running for the duration of the 

imports. 

 

5. Use option 8-Non-Integrated Import on the Virtual Library into which media will be 

imported.  An example of this selection is made in the image below.   

 

 

Figure 29:  Non-integrated Import Selection 
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6. Press Enter.  The window in the following image will appear: 

 
 

Figure 30: Non-integrated Import Processing Selections 

 

7. Provide values as described here: 

 

Deduplication Policy:   Provide the Virtual ID of the deduplication policy into which tapes will be 

assigned.  The F4 key can be used to select from a list of available deduplication policies. 

 

Max Concurrent Jobs:  This number identifies the maximum number import jobs that may be 

run at one time.   See the section  3.8.3 Calculating the Maximum Number of Simultaneous 

Import Jobs on determining this value for your target VTL. 
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8. Once the desired values have been provided, press Enter.   The values will be edited.   Any 

errors will be presented and require correction.   Assuming no errors are found, an 

“IMPSVC2” job will be submitted to the DSISYS *JOBQ.   Only one “IMPSVC2” job can run at 

once.  As additional jobs are created these jobs will queue up awaiting the previously 

submitted job to complete. 

 

9.  If using prioritized imports, repeat step 7 providing alternate values as per the prioritization 

requirements. 

 

Conductor’s Job Management application may be used to monitor the individual import/deduplication 

jobs that are created by the IMPSVC2 job.   See section 5-Reviewing/Managing Conductor/VTL Job 

Activity for more information on job monitoring. 

Each import job submitted will produce a pre-run qualification report and a post-run audit report, 

directed to the *OUT of the requesting user.   See section 3.8.4 Auditing Import Runs for information 

about these reports. 

 

 

3.8.2 Importing BRMS Legacy Media via LPAR Relationships 

 

Fully automated Imports of BRMS legacy media including deduplication, replication and reclassification 

can be performed by using option 6 from the “IBM i Systems Integration” panel (see figure 17).    This 

import model qualifies active BRMS media using the BRMS media table and the qualifiers selected for 

the import as described below.   Import jobs process media belonging to the LPAR the import request is 

made from and are imported into the library represented in the LPAR relationship. 

As media is imported Conductor will adjust BRMS media inventory data to reflect new media locations, 

classes, and origins, where applicable, as well as clear any pending legacy move information that may be 

applicable to the legacy media. 

This import model integrates with BRMS media information to enable imports with sub-qualifications 

available as described in the following sections. 

Conductor import processing will use the current “Storage Critical Threshold” value to self-suspend the 

IMPSVC or IMPSVC2 processes when Conductor detects the free space on the ingesting VTL has fallen 

below the ratio represented by this threshold setting.   When the free ratio returns to above the 

threshold ratio, imports will wake up an continue.    This allows the user to reserve a specific amount of 

“landing space” for backups while imports are running. 
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To review the current threshold setting, use Conductor menu option 3, then option 9-Monitoring 

Options on the list entry for the server into which media will be imported.   This value may be changed 

in real time, which import processes are running, if necessary.   When import processing has completed, 

this value should be returned to the “normal” threshold desired to indicate a low-storage situation 

exists on the VTL. 

 

3.8.2.1 System Requirements for LPAR-based Imports 

 

To successfully complete LPAR-level imports, the following conditions must be met: 

• The media source library or libraries (virtual and/or physical) must be zoned to the target VTL 

device and added to the VTL physical library configuration.    

 

• When importing from multiple backend attached libraries, Conductor should have exclusive 

access to the libraries.  Library activities that may result in Agent re-inventorying a library can 

cause import process to fail and require re-submission, for example, opening and closing a door 

on a physical device or adding/removing media to a virtual library.  When Conductor is 

importing from a single backend device this is not a concern. 

 

• Target Virtual libraries should be configured using their final IBM device names.  If this is not 

possible at import time, media home locations must be changed manually when the IBM device 

name/home locations are altered after imports complete. 

 

• Upon configuring the target VTL(s) into the Conductor software, ensure that each virtual and 

each physical library to be used has been identified properly in the Conductor/VTL physical 

device configuration(s). 

 

• Virtual libraries must be enabled in Conductor before starting the services (subsystem DSISYS). 

 

• LPARs for which media is to be imported must be Conductor-configured via “IBM i System 

Integration” (see section 3.5, “IBM i System Integration” for more information). 

 

• Conductor’s services must be running to start and execute an import process.   

 

• When importing media for LPARs other than the Conductor host LPAR, the media classes to 

which the imported media belong should be set to shared usage.   If the classes for remote-

owned tapes are not set to shared, BRMS may fail to perform location maintenance as the 

newly imported tapes are added to the virtual library. 
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• A clear understanding of the VTL Cache (Landing Space) capacity of the VTL into which tapes 

may be imported is necessary to determine the maximum number of import jobs that can be 

run safely.   See section 3.8.3 Calculating the Maximum Number of Simultaneous Import Jobs 

for more information on determining this value. 

 

 

3.8.2.2 Network or LPAR-Level Import Processing 

 

To initiate an automated network or LPAR-level import process select option 6-IBM i System Integration 

from the Conductor main menu, then use option 6-Auto Import on the relationship defining the LPAR 

and target library into which media will be imported.  If option 6 is used on an *ALL relationship, media 

for all LPARs sharing the indicated library may be qualified for import.  When using option 6 on an LPAR 

relationship, only media owned by that LPAR may be qualified.    

In the figure that follows, selections have been made to initiate a media import into TAPMLB01 for 

media owned by LPAR C20853DW.    
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Figure 31: Import Selections, LPAR Level 

Use the following recommendations for each value to be entered: 

From BRMS Location:  This identifies the current BRMS home location from which media is to be 

selected.   If this value is set to *ALL, all active LPAR-owned media found on attached library devices will 

be qualified for import.   This value can be changed to a specific location to perform controlled imports 

location-by-location, where desired. 

From Media Class:  This identifies from which class active media is to be selected.   If this value is set to 

*ALL, all active LPAR-owned media found on attached library devices will be qualified for import.   This 

value can be changed to a specific class to perform imports class-by-class. 

To Media Class:  This value tells Conductor whether to reclassify imported media.   When set to 

*FROMCLS, the existing class values for imported media will not change.   When a new class assignment 

is desired, identify the class to which imported media should be re-assigned.   
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Note:  If media to be imported will be re-used for output operations, be sure that the target class is 

compatible with the virtual library into which media will be imported. 

Dedupe Policy ID:  This value identifies the deduplication policy ID to which imported media will be 

assigned.  Enter the VID of the policy to use or use F4 to select from a list. 

Max Concurrent Jobs:  This value allows the user to define the maximum number of import jobs that 

may be submitted to the VTL simultaneously.  See section 3.8.3 Calculating the Maximum Number of 

Simultaneous Import Jobs to determine this number for your VTL. 

Import Sequence:  This value allows the user to determine whether to import the oldest volumes first or 

the newest volumes first based on the volumes’ expiration date.    

Min Expire Date: This value enables the process to be limited to volumes expiring on or after a specific 

date. 

Once the desired values have been provided, press Enter to submit the import management job 

“IMPSVC”.   It will execute in the DSISYS subsystem.   While multiple jobs can be submitted, they will run 

in a serial mode, one-at-a-time until all qualified media has been processed. 

Conductor’s Job Management application may be used to monitor the individual import/deduplication 

jobs that are created by the IMPSVC job.   See section 5-Reviewing/Managing Conductor/VTL Job 

Activity for more information on job monitoring. 

A pre-run qualification report and a post-run audit report will be provided by each job submitted, 

directed to the *OUTQ of the requesting user.  See section 3.8.4 Auditing Import Runs for information 

about these reports. 

 

3.8.3 Calculating the Maximum Number of Simultaneous Import Jobs to Use for Imports 

 

A clear understanding of the VTL Cache (Landing Space) capacity of the VTL into which tapes may be 

imported is necessary.  Import jobs should be created in such a way as to not potentially import 

more data at one time than can be supported by the VTL Cache.   Use the following approach to 

determine how many import jobs may be submitted at once. 

1. Determine the current Landing Space (TB) available to the VTL.  This is the storage available for 

new data being ingested into the VTL server.  For this example, assume 50TB. 

 

a. To locate this value, Use Conductor main menu option 3-VTL Server Management.  From 

the resulting panel, use option 5-View on the entry for the target server. Under “Current 
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Storage Statistics”, check the “Dev:” entry for the “GB Free” value.   This is the currently 

available landing space.  Divide by 1024 to convert this value to TB, when applicable. 

 

2. If the target virtual library is using compression, multiple the above result by a reasonable 

compression factor.   Assuming compression is enabled and a factor of 1.5:1, adjust the value 

from step 1:  50TB * 1.5 = 75TB of usable landing space. 

 

3. If backups will be run during the import period, deduct from the result of step 1 the maximum 

amount of Landing space required to support backup activities, considering compression where 

applicable.  For this example, assume 10TB is required to support backup activities; thus 75TB – 

10TB = 65TB. 

 

4. If the target VTL server is in an enterprise node configuration (an EV0) and the SIR (EVD) node(s) 

for the VTL server have not been registered with Conductor, divide the result from step 3 by 2, 

otherwise retain the step 3 value.  This value represents the maximum Landing Space to be used 

by import processing.   For this example, we will assume the adjustment is not necessary, so the 

result of this step remains 65TB.  

 

5. Divide the above result by either the maximum compressed capacity of physical media to be 

imported (e.g. an LTO6 allows ~ 6.25TB of compressed storage), or if importing from virtual 

media, the maximum amount of data that can be written to the source virtual tape.   For this 

example,  use the 6.25TB value, resulting in 65TB / 6.25TB = 10.4, then truncate to 10.  This 

represents the maximum number of imports that can be supported by the available landing 

space. 

 

6. Determine the number of deduplication drives available (or maximum concurrent dedupe 

processes the VTL supports), then divide by 2.  For this example, assume there are 16 

deduplication drives available.  16 / 2 = 8.    

 

a. To locate the number of deduplication drives configured for your server, open the DSI 

VTL Console software, open the branch for the target server, and select the “Virtual 

Tape Drives” option within the “Virtual Tape Library System” branch.  Review the 

“Virtual Drives” tab and count how many of the drives listed are “SIR” drives.  In most 

cases, all drives listed will be SIR drives. 

 

7. If backups will be running during imports, subtract from the step 5 result the maximum number 

of concurrent drives to be used for backups * 2, else use the step 5 value.  In this example 

assume a maximum of 2 drives are in use concurrently by backups, so 8 (from step 5) – 4 (2*2 

from this step) = 4. 
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8. The lower of the values from Step 5 and step 7 is your maximum import load.  In this example, 4 

concurrent imports would be the appropriate value to use. 

 

a. Note if your source device has fewer drives available than the results of these 

calculations, the drive count is the applicable concurrent limit. 

 

Note: Overloading the VTL Cache will result in failed import jobs that will have to be reprocessed upon 

completion of the first import iteration. 

 

3.8.4 Auditing Import Runs 

 

When using enterprise imports, the DSISYS/IMPCTL file will be maintained to indicate job status, job 

start and end times,  and the target device columns for volumes that have been processed.  This table 

can be queried during or after imports to evaluate the status of active or completed imports activities. 

All import models produce two versions of the “IMPAUDRPT – Virtual Media Import Audit Report”.   

These reports will be delivered to the printer device or *OUTQ associated with the *USRPRF submitting 

the import job(s).  

The pre-run inventory report will identify the media qualified to be imported by the job.  This report is 

produced after inventorying the back-end library or libraries and qualifying media to import.  In cases 

where large back-end media inventories must be processed, it may take a few to more than a few 

minutes for this report to be available.  The format of this report is identical to the format of the post-

run audit discussed below. 

The post-run audit of the job will be produced at job completion.   Each report will identify the tapes 

qualified for import, their import status, and where available, the ingestion/deduplication rate for the 

tape.  As this report is produced when the import job completes, there may be volumes pending import 

reported on this audit.   

Should any problems occur during the import run, the post-run audit will indicate processing was not 

successful at the top of the first page and bottom of the last page of the report; tapes that failed to 

process will identified with *FAILED status;  media skipped due to error conditions will indicate 

*SKIPPED. 

Should errors abort an import run, the run may be re-submitted to complete imports for remaining 

volumes once the abort cause has been addressed. 
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Figure 32: Import Audit Report Example 

 

The Conductor Job Maintenance application will provide access to information on the individual tapes 

selected for import as they are processed.   One job per tape is created; each job can be reviewed from 

this application.   See section 5. Reviewing/Managing Conductor/VTL Job Activity for more information. 

 

3.8.5 DVMM Requirements for Recreating Inventories from Expired Volume Information 

 

DVMM can be used to create new DSI media inventories from expired legacy media information.   To do 

so, the following conditions must be met: 

1. The Media Class(es) associated with volume serial numbers to be re-created must use a DENSITY 

value that is compatible with the new virtual library emulation.    Changing the density of media 

class definitions is much simpler than changing the class assignments for media.  Either 

approach will work. 

 

2. Confirm all LPAR relationships properly identify the media classes to be the targets of import 

activity for the LPAR and that the deduplication policy ID for each class matches the desired 

policy. 

 

3. The volume serial numbers of media to be re-created must fall within the defined barcode range 

for the virtual library.  Be careful here!  The VTL server uses the 0-Z collating sequence, where 

IBM i uses A-9.   Be sure the VTL is defined with a barcode range that encompasses all possible 

IBM volume serial numbers to be recreated.  DSI recommends using numerically incrementing 

ranges (e.g. AA0000->AA9999) instead of alpha-ranges (e.g. AA0000->AAZZZZ), although the 

latter may be used.   
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4. The home location of the expired media to be re-created must be the home location of the new 

virtual library it will be created into.   Either the home locations of existing media must be 

changed to the new library home location, the new virtual library must take over the legacy 

device’s home location or the new virtual library can be renamed to match the legacy device, 

taking over its home location indirectly.    

When all the above are true, Conductor will consider the expired inventory as missing from the VTL and 

DVMM’s auto-synchronization will “recreate” the virtual media it believes to be missing, as per the 

settings described below.  

Media can be re-created all-at-once or on-demand as DVMM determines additional tapes are necessary: 

• To recreate the entire inventory at one time, ensure managed media classes have a “Nom 

Count” value of 0 (zero) before enabling DVMM.  DVMM will recreate media in batches until the 

entire qualified inventory has been recreated.  This may take multiple iterations, depending on 

the number of expired media to recreate. 

 

• To allow DVMM to maintain the inventory as needed, ensure media classes have a “Nom Count” 

value > 0.   Ideally, it should be initially set to three times the number of daily tapes used by the 

LPAR/Class.  When creating media, Conductor will use existing expired volume serial numbers 

until they are exhausted, at which point it will create new volume serial numbers when creating 

tapes. 

 

o Note the nom-count value may not be changed from 0 on LPAR relationships for remote 

LPARs using shared media managed by the Conductor host.   Only “all-at-once” imports 

can be performed for these LPARs.  

 

3.8.6 Creating Media In BRMS-integrated Systems 

 

Service Managed LPARs:  Media creation may be inhibited by your service provider. 

There are a variety of ways to create media for BRMS-managed libraries: 

1. When DVMM is enabled and virtual library relationships have been configured with nominal 

counts for active media classes, there is nothing to do.  Conductor and DVMM will automatically 

create media as needed as per configuration.  To create new media for a new class, simply add 

the class to the DVMM configuration for applicable LPARs. 

 

2. When DVMM is not set to auto-create or migrate inventories for a class (where class nominal 

counts = 0) , DVMM can automatically create new media from new BRMS media information.  
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Use the ADDMEDBRM command to add the specified number of uninitialized volumes to your 

monitored class/library home location; where applicable, assign media by LPAR name.  Ensure 

the media is added as expired media.   Conductor will create, load, and initialize your new media 

automatically.   A pre-formatted ADDMEDBRM command is available via option 6 on the DVMM 

maintenance application. 

 

a. Each virtual library has a defined allowable volume range.  Be sure to use a starting 

volume serial number and the number of volumes to create that are compatible with 

the library-defined range;  remember, the VTL server uses a 0-9 collating sequence, 

while IBM uses A-9.   Ensure the volume serial to be created falls within the VTL server 

sequence. 

 

3. Media can still be created via the VTL Console, then use BRMS’ ADDMLMBRM /ADDMEDBRM 

command to register and initialize the media from the partition for which the media is being 

created. 

 

4. When DVMM is disabled or when creating media for non-managed classes, all media 

management responsibility falls on the Admin.  Creating, registering, initializing, and moving 

media, where applicable, must all be accomplished manually using the normal procedures 

(create media on the VTL, import media via BRMS). 

 

5. New media can be created via the import of physical tapes into the virtual library.   This can be 

done either via the VTL Console, Auto-Import or via the Conductor Physical Media Import 

application. 

 

a. If importing via the VTL Console,  once the media has been successfully imported use 

the IBM ADDMLMBRM command to process the media into the BRMS inventory. 

 

b. When importing via the Conductor Import application, media can automatically be 

added to BRMS via job configuration, where desired. 

 

3.8.7 Creating Media in Tracker-integrated Systems 

 

Service Managed LPARs:  Media creation may be inhibited by your service provider. 

There are multiple ways to create media for BRMS-managed libraries: 

1. When DVMM is active and managed media categories are assigned to the virtual library 

relationship, Conductor will automatically create media until library equilibrium is reached, plus 

the nominal expired volume count.   
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2. Use the VTL Console software to create the number of volumes required; Conductor will auto-

initialize the new media for you; Tracker will self-register the media.  This can be done while 

DVMM is active. 

 

3. If Conductor is managing the Tracker virtual library, the Tracker Media management application 

can be used to create media directly (and delete media as well).  See the Tracker manual for 

more information. 

 

4. New virtual media can be created by importing from physical tape. 

 

3.8.8 Deleting Virtual Media (BRMS) 

 

When Conductor’s DVMM is enabled, follow these steps to remove virtual media from BRMS 

systems/classes managed by Conductor: 

1. Remove the media information for the to-be-deleted volumes from BRMS.  If this step is 

performed from a remote system in a managed network, wait for the Conductor host BRMS 

instance to be updated with the media inventory changes from the node before continuing. 

 

2. Use the VTL Console or Storsight software to delete the desired volumes once the media 

information no longer resides on the Conductor host BRMS instance. 

If you fail to remove the media information Conductor may re-create the media where expired and in 

the home location of the library (if the class is managed).  if you accidentally delete the wrong volumes 

from a managed class,  DVMM will correct your error and recreate any valid, expired media when it is 

domiciled in the home location. 

When not using Conductor’s DVMM, media can be deleted directly via the VTL GUI.  It is recommended 

the media information be removed from the media management system to ensure the media is not 

recreated with the activation of DVMM. 

 

3.8.9 Performing Automated Media Transfers or Recoveries 

 

Conductor V2R5 offers a *TRANSFER ability that allows for the migration of media to a new DSI virtual 

tape server using a replication basis.  This would most likely be used when replacing current DSI VTL 

Servers with new DSI VTL Servers to migrate legacy media to the new server(s). 
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This ability may also be used to restore a media inventory from a replica server.  This would most likely 

be used after a critical failure/recovery of or replacement of the primary media server(s). 

The *TRANSFER job type should only be used on Conductor systems integrated with VTL software 

version 9.x or higher.  Using this capability on earlier versions of the software may produce 

incomplete results, requiring manual processing to clean up and adapt media properties. 

The following instructions assume the user has a basic understanding of registering VTL and SIR servers 

with the Conductor software, enabling virtual libraries to be monitored by Conductor, assigning device 

names to virtual libraries in Conductor, and managing LPAR/Virtual Library relationships.   See sections 

3.4-VTL Server Management and 3.5-IBM i System Integration for a refresher on these activities if 

necessary. 

Media transfers/recoveries can be performed in two ways: 

• The “Unmanaged” method, in which entire inventories for stand-alone or for BRMS-network 

environments are to be migrated in one job.   In this case, all media to be migrated will be 

queued on the VTL at the start of the transfer process.  Using this method will use any available 

resources on the target server, which may impact the target server’s deduplication processes by 

limiting the resources available to those processes.   This option is best considered when it is 

desired to migrate an entire inventory in one job and the target VTL is not ingesting large 

backup loads while media is being replicated. 

 

• The “Managed” method, where Conductor controls the replication processing directly and 

reserves some targeted-VTL resources for use by the targeted VTL.  Using the managed method 

gives the user the choice between migrating an entire inventory in one job or breaking the 

migration up by LPAR.  This method would be most appropriate when the targeted VTL will be 

performing backups/dedupe/replication while the transfer activity into the VTL is happening.   In 

this method, Conductor will manage the queueing of media for replication in real time.  

 

How to configure for managed or unmanaged migrations/recoveries is discussed in the following 

sections. 

Service Managed Clients:  The *TRANSFER functions must be enabled by the Service Management 

provider before a managed client can create the configurations required for transfers and to execute the 

transfers.    

Note:  ALL media to be migrated must be in a virtual library.   Conductor cannot manage migration of 

tapes in the Virtual Vault. 

Note:  Conductor will ignore any volume serial numbers that already exist in the target VTL server, 

regardless of the library the volumes may be found in.  These tapes will be considered duplicates and 

ignored.  This allows for iterative runs of migrations when migrating from live environments. 
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Note:  DVMM should be disabled when running migration or recovery transfers.   

Note:  The Primary VTL server in a migration or recovery scenario must have encrypted passwords for 

user ID “root” for each relevant server stored in the Agent filesystem in order to complete some transfer 

tasks.  See the VTL-Agent release notes or contact DSI support on how to setup these stored, encrypted 

credentials.  The instructions below will identify which servers are relevant in the various *TRANSFER 

scenarios.   

In the following sections the steps required to perform each type of migration or recovery are outlined.   

 

3.8.9.1 Media Transfers or Recoveries – Conductor Configurations  

 

This section describes the configuration steps required to migrate an inventory from a primary or replica 

VTL inventory to a new DSI virtual library on a new DSI virtual library server, or to recover replica media 

back to an existing server in case of recovery needs.   Some of the below steps may have been 

completed in advance of undertaking the transfer activity, for example when Conductor was in use prior 

to the migration effort.   

Ensure each of the following activities has been completed before attempting to run a media transfer. 

1. Complete any pending or active deduplication or replication activity for tapes to be migrated.   

 

2. Ensure the following actions have occurred for the primary VTL Server;  if not, execute these 

actions now: 

 

a. Register the Primary Library server and where applicable its EVD nodes with the 

Conductor software via Conductor menu option 3-VTL Server Management. 

 

b. Enable the primary media’s virtual library via Conductor and provide the local device 

name for the library via option 6-Virtual Libraries from the server list, then option 2 on 

the source library.   

 

c. Use Conductor option 6-IBM i System Integration to access and execute the F6=Auto 

Configure option to create relationships for each LPAR in the network (or for the single 

LPAR in non-network BRMS cases). 

 

d. Upon auto-config completion one relationship for each LPAR in the network should have 

been created for the virtual library, along with an *ALL-LPAR relationship.   If the local 

BRMS instance is not integrated into a network, only the local LPAR should have been 

configured. 
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3. If performing a migration, ensure the following items have been completed on the new target 

VTL server and in Conductor: 

 

a. Using the VTL Console software, create the new virtual resources and assign them to the 

Conductor host LPAR’s fibre channel client(s) or iSCSI client.   

 

b. Create the new deduplication/replication policy to be used for the incoming media. 

 

c. On the IBM Conductor host, create the necessary IBM device(s) to support the new 

library and add the new device(s) to the BRMS system (INZBRM *DEVICE). 

 

i. The IBM library device name for the new library on the new server should use a 

new device name for the new virtual library.   It should not match the name of 

the device from which media will be migrated or any other device name in use 

by BRMS. 

 

d. From Conductor main menu option 3-VTL Server Maintenance, use the ‘1-Add’ option to 

register the new target VTL server with Conductor, and register any *SIR/dedupe nodes 

(EVDs) to this VTL. 

 

e. Upon registration, use option 6-Virtual Libraries to locate the new virtual library.   Use 

option ‘2-Enable’ and provide the new library device name for the library. 

 

f. From Conductor main menu option 6-IBM i System Integration, use the F6=Auto 

Configure option to create new LPAR relationships for the new virtual library.    

 

4. If the media migration will be sourced from the primary server, follow the steps below. 

 

a. End the DSISYS subsystem *CNTRLD.  Wait for it to end before proceeding. 

 

b. From a putty or other similar session, login to the primary VTL server (EV0 or appliance) 

and use the “agent stop” command to shut down the VTL Agent software.   

 

c. Use Conductor option 3=VTL Server Management to locate the primary VTL server and 

then use option 6-Virtual Libraries to locate the primary virtual library for the migration. 
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d. Once the list of virtual libraries is presented, use option 9-Reset Event Log Clock on the 

primary virtual library.  This library should have been enabled and a device name 

provided in an earlier step if not already done.   This action prevents Conductor from 

looking at any messages that may have been generated since the subsystem has been 

last ended and can save considerable time when the subsystem is restarted. 

 

e. Use the VTL console to edit the to-be-migrated media’s current 

deduplication/replication policy to remove the replication option from the policy 

configuration.   This will remove the replica resources from any replica target servers 

and remove the current replication configuration from the tapes to be migrated. 

 

f. Remove the to-be-migrated media from its current deduplication policy. 

 

g. Create a new deduplication policy to replicate media into the new library on the new 

VTL server.   This policy must target the new virtual library, not the virtual vault. 

 

h. If the “Unmanaged” migration approach is to be taken, add all of the media to the new 

deduplication policy created in the previous step. 

 

i. If the “managed” approach is to be taken, leave the media as is, with no deduplication 

policy assignment. 

 

5. If the media migration or recovery will be sourced from a replica server, follow the sub-steps 

here: 

 

a. Confirm that all primary tapes have been replicated to the replica server.  If necessary, 

run replication for any tapes not yet having been replicated to the replica server. 

 

b. Create a deduplication/replication policy on the replica server that will replicate the 

replica media to the new target VTL’s desired library.  The policy MUST target a virtual 

library on the new server.  The Virtual Vault is not a valid target for Conductor-managed 

migrations. 

 

c. End the DSISYS subsystem *CNTRLD.  Wait for it to end before proceeding. 

 

d. From a putty or other similar session, login to the replica VTL server (EV0 or appliance) 

and use the “agent stop” command to shut down the VTL Agent software.   

 

e. If the replica media to be migrated is located in the Virtual Vault on the replica server, it 

will need to be moved into a virtual library.   If necessary, create a new virtual library 
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with the same properties as the replica media and move all media to be migrated into 

this or a pre-existing library. 

 

f. If necessary, register the replica VTL server and where applicable its EVD nodes with 

Conductor. 

 

g. If necessary, use Conductor to enable the virtual library from which the transfer will 

source media.  No device name is required here. 

 

h. Use option 9-Reset Event Log Clock on the identified virtual library.  This action prevents 

Conductor from looking at any messages that may have been generated since the 

subsystem has been last ended and can prevent considerable startup delays when the 

subsystem is restarted. 

 

i. (Optional) Add all of the replica media to be migrated to the new server to the new  

deduplication policy identified or created in step 5b. 

 

i. If this step is completed, Conductor will use the “Unmanaged” approach. 

 

ii. If this step is not completed, Conductor will use the “Managed” approach. 

 

6. If the VTL Agent software was ended in any step above, restart it now using the “agent start” 

command. 

 

7. If running, end the Conductor DSISYS subsystem, then restart it.  If not running, start the DSISYS 

subsystem. 

 

8. Wait five minutes for Conductor to refresh its VTL and media inventory database. 

 

9. Continue to the “3.8.9.3-Starting the Transfer Process”  section below. 

 

 

3.8.9.2 Starting the Transfer Process 

 

Having confirmed and/or executed the checklist from the above section and after the DSISYS subsystem 

has been started or restarted follow the steps below to execute the migration of media from one VTL 

server to another.  Differences in the various approaches will be indicated where necessary in the 

following sections. 
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Note:  Transfers cannot be initiated until the DSISYS subsystem has been started and has had enough 

time to complete its startup activities.   If a transfer job has been submitted before this milestone, the job 

will fail and issue a message to the requesting user’s *MSGQ indicating that the Conductor system is not 

yet in a state that will allow the transfer request to execute.   In this case, wait a minute or two and re-

submit the *TRANSFER request.  Repeat until successful. 

 

3.8.9.3 Initiating a Migration from the Primary VTL Server  

 

The following image presents the server configuration in place for this type of migration.   In this 

example, the roles are as follows: 

VTL ID 1:  DSI-EV0-A represents the VTL server for the primary media.    This being a node VTL system, 

the two EVD/*SIR nodes available to the EV0 (DSI-EVD-A and DSI-EVD-B) have been registered to the 

DSI-EVO-A VTL.  

VTL ID 4:  DSI-FSVTLVA-2TB is acting as the replica server for DSI-EV0-A.   It is not relevant to this 

example. 

VTL ID 6: DSI540-DEV-DJ1182-MC is the VTL server that will be receiving the migrated media.  This is a 

VTL appliance so no “nodes” exist to be registered. 

Ensure that the stored, encrypted password for the ‘root’ user for the target server is available to the 

Agent filesystem on the primary media server (using the “agentPWD” command on the primary media  

server).  See the VTL Agent release notes or contact DSI support for information on how to use this 

command to capture, encrypt and store passwords. 
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Figure 33:  Transfer Example 1 Server Configuration 

In the image that follows, the relationships required for Conductor to complete the *TRANSFER process 

are presented.   One relationship exists for the primary VTL (TAPMLB01), and another relationship exists 

for the new Target VTL server (TAPMLB03).   

Note:  If Conductor will be asked to convert BRMS locations in real time and replicate migrated media to 

a new replica VTL server, the TAPMLB03 device should be varied on.  

Note:  The example presented here is for a stand-alone BRMS instance.  If this were a BRMS network, 

each network LPAR would have a relationship to each virtual library/device.  In addition, an *ALL-LPAR 

relationship will be presented for each virtual library.  The *ALL relationships are used to perform 

unmanaged or managed network-level migrations (all tapes in the inventory regardless of who owns 

them), whereas using a named LPAR relationship will limit the media qualification to volumes owned by 

that LPAR. 
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Figure 34: Conductor Relationships required for a primary transfer 

 

To initiate the *TRANSFER, use option 8-Transfer Inventory on the relationship entry from which the 

media will be migrated.  This may be an *ALL-LPAR relationship to migrate all network media in one job, 

or a named LPAR relationship, which will limit qualification to the tapes owned by the selected LPAR.   

In this example, the source is the TAPMLB01 relationship.  Media will be migrated to the library 

associated with the TAPMLB03 relationship.    

Upon entering the ‘8’ option and pressing Enter, the following window will be presented.   The 

parameters are discussed following the image. 
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Figure 35: *TRANSFER job qualification, Example 1 

The selected LPAR (or the *ALL LPAR, when applicable) and the library device name from which media 

will be migrated appear on the first data line.   

Note: The *ALL LPAR relationship for the source library MUST be used to trigger the migration if running 

in “Unmanaged” mode.  Conductor will only qualify media owned by the selected LPAR if a named LPAR 

relationship is selected.   While all of the tapes will be replicated to the target server, only the tapes 

qualified by Conductor will be processed via the *TRANSFER job(s), leaving the user to perform the 

closing activities for the unqualified tapes. 

From Media Class:  This value allows the user to qualify media by BRMS media class.   *ALL will qualify 

media of any class.  Use F4 to select from available classes or manually enter the media class name 

when class qualification is desired.  Class qualification should not be used when running unmanaged 

migrations. 
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Source Server ID:  This value represents the Conductor-assigned ID for the VTL server from which media 

will be migrated.  In this example we are migrating from the primary media server (DSI-EV0-A), so “1” 

will be provided here (the default).  

Source Dedupe Policy ID: this value represents the virtual ID of the deduplication/replication policy to 

be used to transfer the media.  In this “Unmanaged” example, the to-be-migrated media should already 

have been added to this policy.   This may require disabling replication for the dedupe policy the tapes 

belong to.  A tape cannot be added to a deduplication policy when that tape is already associated with a 

replication configuration. 

Target Server ID:  This value represents the Conductor-assigned ID for the target VTL Server.   In this 

example, that is ‘6’, as the target server for this activity is the DSI540-DEV-DJL1182-MC Server. 

Target Library VID:  This value represents the Virtual ID of the virtual library target for the replication.   

This value may be obtained using option 6-Virtual Libraries from the Target Server entry shown in figure 

33.   Tapes may not be delivered into the virtual vault.  A valid virtual library with the same media 

emulation as the source library must be the replica target. 

Target Dedupe Policy ID:  This value represents the virtual ID of the deduplication/replication policy that 

media will be assigned to upon replication completion. Use F4 to select from a list of policies. 

Active Media Only:  This value allows the user to select whether to migrate active media only or all 

media.   Media is qualified for transfer at job submit time.  Depending on the environment, media 

inventory levels and the size of the virtual tape data, transfers may be run iteratively, ensuring all 

*ACTIVE media has been migrated before migrating *EXPIRED media.   Note that expired media may be 

recreated on the VTL by Conductor and DVMM as an alternative to using the *TRANSFER function for 

that media. 

 This value MUST be set to “N” for “Unmanaged” transfers.   

Min. Expire Date:  Provide the minimum expiration date to be used for the transfer.  If expired media 

will be transferred, use value 000000 to ensure that all media that may exist but not have yet been used 

is migrated. 

 This value MUST be set to “000000” for “Unmanaged” transfers. 

Max SIR Drives (TGT):  This value identifies the maximum number of SIR drives to use for “Managed” 

approach transfers.   It is ignored when running “Unmanaged” approaches.  As each replication process 

will require two SIR drives on the target server, this value / 2 represents the maximum number of replica 

jobs that will be executing at one time when using the managed approach. 

Change BRMS Location:  If “Y” is provided, Conductor will perform the migration in real time, updating 

BRMS as media replications complete.   If “N” is provided, Conductor will not load tapes into library slots 
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on the target VTL.   The ADDMLMBRM or ADDMEDBRM commands must be used to transfer the BRMS 

media inventory information to the new target device. 

Set Media as replica: This value indicates to Conductor which version of the tape is to be the replica – 

the primary version (source) or the newly replicated version (target).   If the Change BRMS Location 

setting is “Y”, this value must be 1=Target.   If the Change BRMS Location setting is “N”, the user may 

choose either option. 

Note:  When leaving the target media marked as a replica, additional steps will be required for 

Conductor to automatically maintain its understanding of which tape is the primary and which is the 

replica.   Contact DSI support for information on how to manage this situation. 

The following image represents the selections required for this example, having been properly provided 

and having pressed Enter.  Should any parameters be entered in error, an appropriate message will be 

presented, and corrections must be made before the following panel will appear.  From this panel a pre-

qualification report may be generated to review before submitting the transfer;  if the Submit option is 

taken, the pre-qualification report will be generated as part of the transfer process.  An example of this 

report is presented in a later section. 
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Figure 36:  Transfer Job Submission, Unmanaged Example 

Once the *TRANSFER job has been submitted, use the Conductor menu option 8-Job Management to 

monitor job progress and locate any exceptions that may require human interaction to complete 

processing for a particular tape.  Handling TRANSFER exceptions will be discussed in more detail below 

in section 3.8.9.9-Transfer Process Troubleshooting. 

Shortly after submission, the job qualification report will be available.  See section 3.4.9.8 Media 

Transfer Qualification Report section for an example of this output. 

Note: When running in “Unmanaged” mode, the transfer process will create a unique job for each tape 

to be migrated at the beginning of the process.   This will load up the Job Management application *LIVE 

view with a lot of job data at once.  Use the filter options to look for *TRANSFER jobs in *USRACTION  

status.  These jobs will require human intervention to complete.       

When running in “Managed” mode, jobs will be added to the Conductor Job Management database as 

media is submitted for transfers. 
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3.8.9.4 Initiating a Migration from the Replica VTL Server  

 

The following image presents the server configuration in place for this type of migration.   In this 

example, the roles are as follows: 

VTL ID 1:  DSI-EV0-A represents the VTL server for the primary media (backup VTL server).    This being a 

node VTL system, the two EVD nodes available to the EV0 (DSI-EVD-A and DSI-EVD-B) have been 

registered to the DSI-EVO-A VTL.  

VTL ID 4:  DSI-FSVTLVA-2TB is acting as the replica server for DSI-EV0-A.   This will be the server from 

which the migration will occur, using the media inventory from BRMS to qualify replica tapes. 

VTL ID 6: DSI540-DEV-DJ1182-MC is the VTL server that will be receiving the migrated media.  This is a 

VTL appliance so no “nodes” exist to be registered. 

Ensure that the stored, encrypted password for the ‘root’ user for the replica and target servers are 

available to the Agent filesystem on the primary media server (using the “agentPWD” command on the 

primary media  server).  See the VTL Agent release notes or contact DSI support for information on how 

to use this command to capture, encrypt and store passwords. 
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Figure 37: Transfer Example 1 Server Configuration 

 

In the image that follows, the relationships required for Conductor to complete the *TRANSFER process 

are presented.   One relationship exists for the primary VTL (TAPMLB01), and another relationship exists 

for the new Target VTL server (TAPMLB03).    Although the migration will occur from a replica server, 

that server does not require a relationship configuration.    

The replica server and any applicable EVDs must be registered with Conductor, and the virtual library 

containing the replica tapes should be enabled in Conductor. 
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Figure 38: Transfer Example 2 Relationships 

Note:  If Conductor will be asked to convert BRMS locations in real time and replicate migrated media to 

a new replica VTL server, the TAPMLB03 device should be varied on.  

Note:  The example presented here is for a stand-alone BRMS instance.  If this were a BRMS network, 

each network LPAR would have a relationship to each virtual library/device.  In addition, an *ALL-LPAR 

relationship will be presented for each virtual library.  The *ALL relationships are used to perform 

network-level migrations (all tapes in the inventory regardless of who owns them), whereas using a 

named LPAR relationship will limit the media qualification to volumes owned by that LPAR. 

To initiate the *TRANSFER, use option 8-Transfer Inventory on the relationship entry to which the 

primary media belongs.  This may be an *ALL-LPAR relationship to migrate all network media in one job, 

or a named LPAR relationship, which will limit qualification to the tapes owned by the selected LPAR.   

In this example, the primary media belongs to the TAPMLB01 relationship.  Media will be migrated to 

the library associated with the TAPMLB03 relationship.    
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Upon entering the ‘8’ option and pressing Enter, the following window will be presented.   The 

parameters are discussed following the image. 

 

  

Figure 39: *TRANSFER job qualification, Example 1 

The selected LPAR (or the *ALL LPAR, when applicable) and the library device name from which media 

will be migrated appear on the first data line.   

Note: The *ALL LPAR relationship for the source library MUST be used to trigger the migration if running 

in “Unmanaged” mode.  Conductor will only qualify media owned by the selected LPAR if a named LPAR 

relationship is selected.   While all of the tapes will be replicated to the target server, only the tapes 

qualified by Conductor will be processed via the *TRANSFER job(s), leaving the user to perform the 

closing activities for the unqualified tapes. 

From Media Class:  This value allows the user to qualify media by BRMS media class.   *ALL will qualify 

media of any class.  Use F4 to select from available classes or manually enter the media class name 
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when class qualification is desired.  Class qualification must not be used when running unmanaged 

migrations. 

Source Server ID:  This value represents the Conductor-assigned ID for the VTL server from which media 

will be migrated.  In this example we are migrating from the replica media server (DSI-FSVTLVA-2TB), so 

“4” will be provided here (the Conductor ID for the DSI-FSVTLVA-2TB server).  

Source Dedupe Policy ID: this value represents the virtual ID of the deduplication/replication policy to 

be used to transfer the media.  Use F4 to select the transfer policy created for the transfer. 

Target Server ID:  This value represents the Conductor-assigned ID for the target VTL Server.   In this 

example, that is ‘6’, as the target server for this activity is the DSI540-DEV-DJL1182-MC Server. 

Target Library VID:  This value represents the Virtual ID of the virtual library target for the replication.   

This value may be obtained using option 6-Virtual Libraries from the Target Server entry shown in figure 

33.    

Target Dedupe Policy ID:  This value represents the virtual ID of the deduplication/replication policy that 

the target server media will be assigned to upon replication completion. 

Active Media Only:  This value allows the user to select whether to migrate active media only or all 

media.   Media is qualified for transfer at job submit time.  Depending on the environment, media 

inventory levels and the size of the virtual tape data, transfers may be run iteratively, ensuring all 

*ACTIVE media has been migrated before migrating *EXPIRED media.   Note that expired media may be 

recreated on the VTL by Conductor and DVMM as an alternative to using the *TRANSFER function for 

that media. 

 This value MUST be set to “N” for “Unmanaged” transfers. 

Min. Expire Date:  Provide the minimum expiration date to be used for the transfer.  If expired media 

will be transferred, use value 000000 to ensure that all media that may exist but not have yet been used 

is migrated. 

 This value MUST be set to “000000” for “Unmanaged” transfers. 

Max SIR Drives (TGT):  This value identifies the maximum number of SIR drives to use for “Managed” 

approach transfers.   It is ignored when running “Unmanaged” approaches.  As each replication process 

will require two SIR drives on the target server, this value / 2 represents the maximum number of replica 

jobs that will be executing at one time. 

Change BRMS Location:  If “Y” is provided, Conductor will perform the migration in real time, updating 

BRMS as media replications complete.   If “N” is provided, Conductor will not load tapes into library slots 

on the target VTL.   The ADDMLMBRM or ADDMEDBRM commands must be used to transfer the BRMS 

media inventory information to the new target device. 
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Set Media as replica: This value indicates to Conductor which version of the tape is to be the replica – 

the primary version (source) or the newly replicated version (target).   If the Change BRMS Location 

setting is “Y”, this value must be 1=Target.   If the Change BRMS Location setting is “N”, the user may 

choose either option. 

Note:  When leaving the target media marked as a replica, additional steps will be required for 

Conductor to automatically maintain its understanding of which tape is the primary and which is the 

replica.   Contact DSI support for information on how to manage this situation. 

The following image represents the selections required for this example, having been properly provided 

and pressed Enter. Should any parameters be entered in error, an appropriate message will be 

presented, and corrections must be made before the following panel will appear.   

From this panel a pre-qualification report may be generated to review before submitting the transfer;  if 

the Submit option is taken, the pre-qualification report will be generated as part of the transfer process.  

An example of this report is presented in a later section. 
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Figure 40:  Transfer Job Submission, Example 2 – Migrating from a replica server 

Once the *TRANSFER job has been submitted, use the Conductor menu option 8-Job Management to 

monitor job progress and locate any exceptions that may require human interaction to complete 

processing for a particular tape.  Handling TRANSFER exceptions will be discussed in more detail below 

in section 3.8.9.9-Transfer Process Troubleshooting. 

Shortly after submission, the job qualification report will be available.  See section 3.4.9.8 Media 

Transfer Qualification Report section for an example of this output. 

Note: When running in “Unmanaged” mode, the transfer process will create a unique job for each tape 

to be migrated at the beginning of the process.   This will load up the Job Management application *LIVE 

view with a lot of job data at once.  Use the filter options to look for *TRANSFER jobs in *USRACTION  

status.  These jobs will require human intervention to complete.       

When running in “Managed” mode, jobs will be added to the Conductor Job Management database as 

media is submitted for transfers. 
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3.8.9.5 Initiating a Recovery from the Replica VTL Server  

 

Recovering an inventory from a replica server back to a primary server being reconstructed or replaced 

is basically the same operation as doing a primary server migration.  This type of migration requires a  

slightly different configuration for the replica server, as discussed below. 

Confirm the following before initiating a media recovery back into a primary server: 

1. Using Conductor menu option 3-VTL Server Management, ensure the primary VTL server and 

any associated EVD/*SIR servers have been registered with Conductor. 

 

2. From the list presented in step 1, use option 6-Virtual Libraries to review the virtual library list 

for the server. 

 

3. If the original primary library has been lost or deleted, and that library is presented in the library 

list, ensure the IBM Device name is removed and the library is disabled.   

 

4. Use Conductor menu option 6-IBM i System Relationships to delete any relationships that may 

exist for the disabled library. 

 

5. If a new virtual library was created, return to the list from step 3, locate the new primary virtual 

library in the list.   If it is not presented, use F6=Refresh to update Conductor’s VTL configuration 

data.   Once located, enable the new primary virtual library and assign it the correct IBM device 

name. 

 

6. Using Conductor menu option 6-IBM i System Integration, use the F6=Auto Config option to 

build relationships for the new virtual library. 

 

7. If the replica media to be recovered back to the primary server is not in a virtual library on the 

replica server, move the media into a virtual library on the replica server.   It may be necessary 

to create this library; if so, use the same library and drive configuration used by the primary VTL 

server library. 

 

8. Create a deduplication policy on the replica server that replicates tapes back to the primary 

virtual library media will be recovered into.   

 

9. Using Conductor menu option 3-VTL Server Management, confirm the replica VTL server and 

any associated EVD/*SIR servers are registered with Conductor. 
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10. After using option 6-Virtual Libraries to view the list of libraries on the replica server, press the 

F6=Refresh key to have Conductor refresh its VTL configuration.  This will ensure the replica 

library and the new deduplication policy are available to Conductor. 

 

11. From the virtual library list, use option 2-Enable on the virtual library from which media will be 

replicated.  Apply the same IBM device name as was referenced for the primary library.  The 

device name will be required for Conductor to perform the next step. 

 

12. Using Conductor menu option 6-IBM i System Integration, use the F6=Auto Config option to 

build relationships for the replica virtual library.  Note this will result in apparently identical 

relationships in the list.   To determine which relationship applies to which VTL, use option 5-

View on the relationship to see the VTL properties. 

 

13. If the recovery is to be run in “Unmanaged” mode:   

 

a. If running, shut down the DSISYS subsystem. 

 

b. Using Putty or another session tool, log into the replica VTL server. 

 

c. Issue an “agent stop” command to shut down agent processing on the replica server. 

 

d. Add all of the replica media to the deduplication policy created in step 7.   

 

e. Using Conductor option 3-VTL Server Management, use option 6-Virtual Libraries on the 

replica server entry. 

 

f. Locate the virtual library that contains the media to be replicated. 

 

g. Use option 9-Reset Event Log Clock on the replica library entry. 

 

h. From putty or another session tool, issue the “agent start” command to restart Agent 

processing on the replica server. 

 

i. Start the DSISYS subsystem. 

 

14. If the migration is to be run in “Managed” mode, leave the replica media as is (no deduplication 

policy assignment). 
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15. If the DSISYS subsystem was not ended and restarted as part of the above, cycle or start the 

subsystem now.  Wait five minutes for the Conductor system to refresh its VTL configuration 

database.  

 

Once the above has been confirmed or executed, the Conductor system is ready to perform the media 

recovery migration. 

 

The following image presents the server configuration in place for this type of migration.   In this 

example, the roles are as follows: 

VTL ID 1:  DSI-EV0-A represents the VTL server for the primary media.  This being a node VTL system, the 

two EVD nodes available to the EV0 (DSI-EVD-A and DSI-EVD-B) have been registered to the DSI-EVO-A 

VTL.   This server is the server into which the recovery will be made. 

VTL ID 4:  DSI-FSVTLVA-2TB is the original replica server for DSI-EV0-A.   This will be the server from 

which the recovery will occur, using the media inventory from BRMS to qualify replica tapes.   

None of the other VTLs in this configuration are relevant to this operation.  

Ensure that the stored, encrypted password for the ‘root’ user for the primary and replica servers are 

available to the Agent filesystem on the primary media server (using the “agentPWD” command on the 

primary media  server).  See the VTL Agent release notes or contact DSI support for information on how 

to use this command to capture, encrypt and store passwords. 
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Figure 41: Transfer Example 1 Server Configuration 

 

In the image that follows, the relationships required for Conductor to complete the *TRANSFER process 

are presented.   The only applicable relationships here are for the primary VTL (TAPMLB01) and the 

replica VTL (also TAPMLB01 in this case!).   To check which of the ‘duplicate’ relationships is for the 

replica VTL, use option 5-View to see which VTL server is associated to each relationship.    
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Figure 42: Transfer Example 2 Relationships 

Note:  If Conductor will be asked to convert BRMS locations in real time and replicate migrated media to 

a new replica VTL server, the TAPMLB03 device should be varied on.  

Note:  The example presented here is for a stand-alone BRMS instance.  If this were a BRMS network, 

each network LPAR would have a relationship to each virtual library/device.  In addition, an *ALL-LPAR 

relationship will be presented for each virtual library.  The *ALL relationships are used to perform 

network-level migrations (all tapes in the inventory regardless of who owns them), whereas using a 

named LPAR relationship will limit the media qualification to volumes owned by that LPAR. 

To initiate the recovery, use option 8-Transfer Inventory on the relationship for the replica server 

TAPMLB01 relationship entry.  This may be an *ALL-LPAR relationship when using the unmanaged 

approach or to migrate all network media in one job, or a named LPAR relationship, which will limit 

qualification to the tapes owned by the selected LPAR.   

Upon entering the ‘8’ option and pressing Enter, the following window will be presented.   The 

parameters for this example are discussed following the image. 
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Figure 43: *TRANSFER job qualification, Example 1 

The selected LPAR (or the *ALL LPAR, when applicable) and the library device name from which media 

will be migrated appear on the first data line.   In a recovery scenario, the primary media library remains 

the library from which media will be migrated, albeit via the replica server in this case. 

Note: The *ALL LPAR relationship for the source library MUST be used to trigger the migration if running 

in “Unmanaged” mode.  Conductor will only qualify media owned by the selected LPAR if a named LPAR 

relationship is selected.   While all of the tapes will be replicated to the target server, only the tapes 

qualified by Conductor will be processed via the *TRANSFER job(s), leaving the user to perform the 

closing activities for the unqualified tapes. 

From Media Class:  This value allows the user to qualify media by BRMS media class.   *ALL will qualify 

media of any class.  Use F4 to select from available classes or manually enter the media class name 

when class qualification is desired.  Class qualification must not be used when running unmanaged 

migrations. 
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Source Server ID:  This value represents the Conductor-assigned ID for the VTL server from which media 

will be migrated.  In this example we are migrating from the replica media server (DSI-FSVTLVA-2TB), so 

“4” will be provided here (the Conductor ID for the DSI-FSVTLVA-2TB server).  

Source Dedupe Policy ID: this value represents the virtual ID of the deduplication/replication policy to 

be used to transfer the media.  Use F4 to select the transfer policy created for the transfer. 

Target Server ID:  This value represents the Conductor-assigned ID for the target VTL Server.   In this 

recovery case, the target VTL server is the same as the migration VTL server, so this value will be set to 1 

to indicate the DSI-EV0-A is the transfer target VTL 

Target Library VID:  This value represents the Virtual ID of the virtual library target for the replication.   

Use F4 to review and select the desired target library from a list.  This will be the primary virtual library 

into which media is to be recovered. 

Target Dedupe Policy ID:  This value represents the virtual ID of the deduplication/replication policy that 

media will be assigned to upon replication completion.   

Active Media Only:  This value allows the user to select whether to migrate active media only or all 

media.   Media is qualified for transfer at job submit time.  Depending on the environment, media 

inventory levels and the size of the virtual tape data, transfers may be run iteratively, ensuring all 

*ACTIVE media has been migrated before migrating *EXPIRED media.   Note that expired media may be 

recreated on the VTL by Conductor and DVMM as an alternative to using the *TRANSFER function for 

that media. 

 This value MUST be set to “N” for “Unmanaged” transfers. 

Min. Expire Date:  Provide the minimum expiration date to be used for the transfer.  If expired media 

will be transferred, use value 000000 to ensure that all media that may exist but not have yet been used 

is migrated. 

 This value MUST be set to “000000” for “Unmanaged” transfers. 

Max SIR Drives (TGT):  This value identifies the maximum number of SIR drives to use for “Managed” 

approach transfers.   It is ignored when running “Unmanaged” approaches. 

Change BRMS Location:  If “Y” is provided, Conductor will perform the migration in real time, updating 

BRMS as media replications complete.   If “N” is provided, Conductor will not load tapes into library slots 

on the target VTL.   The ADDMLMBRM or ADDMEDBRM commands must be used to transfer the BRMS 

media inventory information to the new target device. 

Set Media as replica: This value indicates to Conductor which version of the tape is to be the replica – 

the primary version (source) or the newly replicated version (target).   If the Change BRMS Location 
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setting is “Y”, this value must be 0=SRC.   If the Change BRMS Location setting is “N”, the user may 

choose either option. 

Note:  When leaving the target media marked as a replica, additional steps will be required for 

Conductor to automatically maintain its understanding of which tape is the primary and which is the 

replica.   Contact DSI support for information on how to manage this situation. 

The following image represents the selections required for this example, having been properly provided 

and pressed Enter. Should any parameters be entered in error, an appropriate message will be 

presented, and corrections must be made before the following panel will appear.   

Note in this recovery case, the target VTL Server ID is the same as the primary VTL server ID.  

From this panel a pre-qualification report may be generated to review before submitting the transfer;  if 

the Submit option is taken, the pre-qualification report will be generated as part of the transfer process.  

An example of this report is presented in a later section. 
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Figure 44:  Transfer Job Submission, Example 2 – Migrating from a replica server 

 

Once the *TRANSFER job has been submitted, use the Conductor menu option 8-Job Management to 

monitor job progress and locate any exceptions that may require human interaction to complete 

processing for a particular tape.  Handling TRANSFER exceptions will be discussed in more detail below 

in section 3.8.9.9-Transfer Process Troubleshooting. 

Shortly after submission, the job qualification report will be available.  See section 3.4.9.8 Media 

Transfer Qualification Report section for an example of this output. 

When the recovery effort is completed (there are no pending *TRANSFER jobs in the Job Management 

application), perform the following actions: 

• Using Conductor menu option 6, delete the relationship created for the replica server. 

• Use Conductor option 3, then use option 6 on the replica server to list the replica libraries.   

Remove the IBM device name from the replica library.   The library should remain enabled. 
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Note: When running in “Unmanaged” mode, the transfer process will create a unique job for each tape 

to be migrated at the beginning of the process.   This will load up the Job Management application *LIVE 

view with a lot of job data at once.  Use the filter options to look for *TRANSFER jobs in *USRACTION  

status.  These jobs will require human intervention to complete.       

When running in “Managed” mode, jobs will be added to the Conductor Job Management database as 

media is submitted for transfers. 

 

 

3.8.9.6 Media Transfer Activities Undertaken during the *TRANSFER process 

 

The following steps will be performed by Conductor for each qualified tape as part of the *TRANSFER job 

activity: 

• If the source virtual tape is associated with a deduplication policy other than the transfer policy, 

Conductor will remove the source tape from its current policy.   

 

• If the source virtual tape is not associated to the transfer policy and has active replication 

configurations, Conductor will remove those replication configurations, as that is required to 

add the tape to the new replication configuration.  

 

If this step fails (e.g., the current replica server is offline) the *TRANSFER job for this tape will go 

into *USRACTION status, awaiting human intervention as described in the job detail panel of the 

Job Management application.  The user must remove the current replica configuration before 

the transfer may proceed for a tape in this circumstance. Once completed, the automation will 

continue normally. 

 

• If the source virtual tape is not associated with the new transfer policy, Conductor will add the 

tape to that policy.  This indicates to Conductor that is to run a managed transfer process for the 

tape.  

 

• Conductor will create a job for each tape that it qualifies.   When using the “Unmanaged” 

approach, jobs for all qualified tapes will be added to Conductor at the beginning of the job.  

When using the “Managed” approach, jobs will be added as they are queued for replication. 

 

• At the appropriate time(s) Conductor will run the transfer deduplication policy. 
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• When the source server reports the outgoing replication for a volume has completed, the source 

tape will be removed from the transfer replication policy and left without a policy assignment. 

 

• When the target server reports it has received the replica from the source server, and the 

source server has reported the outgoing replication has completed, Conductor will: 

 

• Remove the replica configuration from the source tape. This will also remove the replica 

resource from the target server, leaving the replica tape in the virtual library into which it 

was targeted. 

 

• Remove the write protection from the target server’s tape replica, now a real tape. 

 

• Add the new target server tape to the applicable target server deduplication policy. 

 

• If the migration is coded to update BRMS in real time, Conductor will add the tape to a 

library slot on the target server.  This will update the BRMS location automatically.   

Depending on the properties of the deduplication policy used on the target server, the tape 

may or may not be replicated to a new target replica server at this time. 

 

• Conductor will update its understanding as to which of the two tapes is the primary tape based 

on the job parameter provided when submitting the job. 

 

3.8.9.7 Media Transfer Qualification Report 

 

The following image presents an example of a *TRANSFER job media qualification report: 
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3.8.9.8 Transfer Process Troubleshooting 

 

*TRANSFER jobs may fail prior to replication completion or subsequent to replication completion.    

When a pre-replication error is encountered the job status value for the *SUBMITTED *TRANSFER job 

will indicate *USRACTION. These jobs may be viewed from the *LIVE view of the Conductor Job 

Management application.  This state indicates the job is awaiting the user to take the corrective action 

indicated in the job details.  Once the indicated actions have been taken, and assuming all Conductor 

communications are up and running, the *USRACTION job should continue on its own, returning to 

*NORMAL status. 

When a post-replication error is encountered, the *TRANSFER job will be marked as *COMPLETED, with 

a job status of *USRACTION.   This indicates that while the replication completed, some other job 

activities may have failed, for example removing write protection, adding the new tape to the desired 
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replication policy, and/or not updating the BRMS media location.  These steps will have to be performed 

manually. 

Use the Conductor Job Management application to review and check for *TRANSFER jobs in 

*USRACTION status in both the *LIVE and *ARCHIVE views job detail panel to identify media requiring 

manual intervention.   

The Job Management application has the ability to produce a *SPLF of the current view of the Job 

Management application, including corrective action details for *FAILED or *USRACTION jobs.  

See section 5-Reviewing/Managing Conductor/VTL Job Activity for more information on job review and 

management. 

 

4. Automated Media Duplication Management 
 

Service Managed LPARs:  Media duplication may be inhibited by your service provider. 

The Media Duplication Management section of the Conductor System Management menu contains the 

applications discussed below. 

4.1 Duplication Policy Maintenance 

As you create system relationships (see the prior section) Conductor automatically creates applicable 

“Policy Groups” for those relationships.   The image below presents the policy groups enabled by the 

relationship created for a sample configuration shown in the previous section. 

 

SERVICE-MANAGED LPARs:  The availability policy groups are determined by the Service Configuration; 

not all groups presented below may be available to Service-Managed instances. 
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Figure 45: Available Policy Groups 

 
 
In the example configuration, media created via the B LPAR/TAPMLB01 device  can use BRMS-style 

duplications to copy or consolidate media to a compatible *DEV.   This is allowed as the Conductor host 

has a device mapped to this virtual library.   

 

In all configurations with a back-end physical library available, the *ARCHIVE and *STACK policy groups 

are made available. 

 

 

“Policy Items” (specific policy-based actions to take for specific media classes) are created/maintained 

within these groups.   The groups’ default setting is “inactive”.  While inactive, none of the items defined 

within the group will be processed.  Items defined within each group may be switched on and off via the 

item configuration. 
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The F4 key can be used to select an LPAR used to limit the list display to policies for that LPAR. 

 

4.1.1 Dynamic Storage Management and Media Replication/Archival 

 

When using *ARCHIVE policies, Conductor offers the option to delete a source virtual volume in advance 

of expiration.  This may be acceptable after some period for rarely- or unlikely-to-be-required primary 

backup media when replica copies of that media exist.   

 

This ability, if used for volumes that are being replicated, will orphan replica resources and replicas on 

the replica VTL.  Its use is not recommended and is left intact for legacy purposes.  If it is used, it is up to 

the end user to perform the maintenance required to remove the replica resources and replicas from 

replica target VTLs at the appropriate time. 

 

For example, if matched volume *ARCHIVE policies are used to export virtual media to physical tape for 

long-term archival, the Administrator may not want the local virtual copy taking up valuable VTL storage  

for the entirety of the media archival retention period.  Conductor policies allow for the removal of the 

local virtual volume while leaving the media manager database intact, allowing for simple BRMS/Tracker 

restores from the physical volume via import/link to virtual or from a physical drive/library. 

 

There are four restrictions to this capability:   

 

1. Conductor requires the scheduled delete date selections evaluate to a date less than the source 

virtual volume expiration.   At job-creation time, if the desired delete date falls on or after the 

volume’s expiration date, the cancel job will not be created, and a message will be issued to 

QSYSOPR explaining why not. 

 

2. When the scheduled delete job’s time comes to run, Conductor will ensure that a backup of the 

media remains available via replica or physical/virtual tape before issuing the delete command.   

Should Conductor determine that a source virtual volume intended for delete no longer has any 

backup media available it will cancel the source delete job and issue a QSYSOPR message 

indicating why the cancelation occurred.   

 

3. Should the source virtual volume become expired prior to the execution date of scheduled 

delete jobs, Conductor will cancel all pending delete jobs for the volume. 

 

4. Media classes for which advanced deletes are desired must be configured for DVMM under the 

applicable named relationship.  Conductor will not allow advanced deletes of non-managed 

classes.   

 

5. Scheduled source deletes are not allowed for duplication groups with *ALL as the LPAR name. 
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When the media manager expires the now-deleted virtual volume and indicates the volume is domiciled 

in the home location of any library on the device, DVMM will automatically re-create the media into the 

indicated device, ensuring the library matches the media manager’s available media inventory.   

 

Note:  When creating multiple *ARCHIVE policy items for the same system/media class (or for all media 

classes in BRMS environments), only one policy item per class (or one policy item per server when using 

BRMS and all class policies) should be selected to create the scheduled delete job.    If deletes are 

scheduled by different types managing the same media class(es), the first policy to execute will create 

the delete job.  

 

4.1.2 Policy Group Types 

 

Varying with specific relationship configurations, one or more of the following Policy Groups will be 

enabled for a relationship.  Each group type is discussed below.   

Note that policy executions can be “stacked”;  for example, using a *DUPLICATE policy to consolidate 

weekly save data onto fewer virtual tapes, then utilizing a weekly-scheduled *ARCHIVE policy to export 

the consolidation media to physical media via a VTL-attached library.  Then delete the virtual 

consolidation work media, recreating it upon expiration.  All automatically. 

 

4.1.2.1 *ARCHIVE 

 

The “*ARCHIVE” type performs a direct copy of the contents of a virtual volume to a physical volume via 

a VTL-attached physical media library.   This export type may be configured to run from a local VTL or 

from a replica VTL at a remote site. 

 

There are two different approaches that can be utilized: 

 

Matched Exports:   Matched-export activities require that a volume-serial-matched media 

cartridge be loaded into the physical library in order to complete the export.   Conductor will 

only export to a physical volume matching the volume serial number of the applicable source 

virtual volume when “Match Virtual/Physical Volumes” is set to “Y.”   Physical media policy 

(BRMS) settings are ignored for matched volume exports, as the physical media may be of any 

class so long as it shares the virtual volume ID. 

 

When using matched exports in a BRMS environment, both the virtual and physical tapes are 

represented by one BRMS media record.  This implies the virtual and physical volumes share the 

same creation, retention, and tape content history information.  This model is generally 

applicable to the use of physical media to back up a virtual volume or where long-term archival 
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of matched physical media is desired without the overhead of retaining the virtual volume for 

the entire retention period.   

 

Non-matched exports:   When using the non-matched approach, the export is done to a 

physical volume serial number that does not match the volume serial number of the virtual 

tape.  Note this produces tapes that are not BRMS-compatible.  Restores must be performed 

using IBM RST* commands. 

 

BRMS: Only physical volume serial numbers that do not fall into any defined virtual library 

barcode range will be considered for qualifying as non-matched export media. 

 

Tracker: Only physical media that does not match any known virtual media cartridge ids will be 

considered for qualifying as non-matched export media. 

 

Using non-matched exports enables different retention periods for the virtual media and 

physical volume copies.  This is helpful in long-term archival situations as fewer virtual tapes 

(e.g. a smaller VTL) can be used to manage long-retained backup data across a large number of 

physical volumes. 

 

When using non-matched exports, media data is automatically added and/or maintained in the 

BRMS media tables to allow BRMS to continue to manage both creation, retention and move 

information for these physical volumes.  Tape content history for non-matched physical media is 

kept in and is available from the Conductor database.   

 

When restoring from non-matched exports, physical media should be imported back to its 

virtual volume with restorations then performed from the virtual volume.  The physical volume 

may also be “linked’ to an imported virtual volume if full importation is not desired (see the VTL 

Console documentation).   

 

If restoring from a physical device is desired for non-matched media, use IBM restore 

commands via a *TAP device and make sure that any virtual volume sharing the barcode of the 

magnetic label of the physical tape has been moved into the virtual vault before issuing the RST* 

command.  It may be advantageous to temporarily disable BRMS’ media monitoring while 

performing the restore.   

 

 

 

4.1.2.2 *CONSOL (BRMS)   
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The *CONSOL policy is a periodically executed policy item where multiple source virtual volumes are 

combined onto fewer media in batch mode.  The target may be virtual media to be loaded in 

preparation for a subsequent export to physical tape or may be physical media in a device-attached 

physical library.   When using virtual media as consolidation media, DSI recommends using a different 

target media class within the same library in order to be able to then *ARCHIVE that class. 

 

This policy type uses BRMS’ DUPMEDBRM command from within Conductor; unlike *ARCHIVE and  

*STACK policy types, it requires IBM cycles to complete the duplications. 

 

Note:  Should Conductor be relocated (HA/DR) to a server/partition that does not enable a device 

description for the library being configured, *CONSOL policy execution will be suspended until either a 

device is made available, or Conductor returns to a host with a device connection. 

 

 

 

4.1.2.3 *DUPLICATE (BRMS/Tracker)  

 

The *DUPLICATE policy duplicates virtual media to other virtual media, to physical media in a device-

attached physical library or to another compatible output device (e.g., a tape drive or optical library) 

where the target appliance has a device description on the Conductor host server.   When using virtual 

media as consolidation media, DSI recommends using a different media class within the same library. 

 

For BRMS, this policy type uses BRMS’ DUPMEDBRM command from within Conductor; unlike 

*ARCHIVE, *STACK and *REMCOPY policy types, it requires IBM cycles to complete the duplications. 

For BRMS, *DUPLICATE policies can be executed with “APPEND” set “on”, meaning data is “stacked” 

onto *ACTIVE media of the target class (when available) or with “APPEND” set “off”, which equates to a 

tape-to-tape duplication. 

 

For Tracker, this policy type uses IBM’s DUPTAP command to duplicate to either a library or a stand-

alone drive target. 

 

*DUPLICATE policies are run “on-the-fly” as per scheduling and can consolidate data onto media with 

each media qualification/execution of the policy item.    

 

When the target of a *DUPLICATE execution is a virtual volume, that virtual media may then be 

automatically processed via an *ARCHIVE policy that runs on a schedule to migrate consolidated virtual 

data to physical media.    
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Note:  Should Conductor be relocated (HA/DR) to a server/partition that does not enable a device 

description for the library being configured, *DUPLICATE policy execution will be suspended until either a 

device is made available, or Conductor returns to a host with a device connection. 

 

 

4.1.2.4 *STACK   

 

The *STACK archival group allows the system to periodically, upon a user-defined schedule, export 

virtual volumes onto a non-matched tape “stack”, where multiple virtual volumes are stored on fewer 

physical volumes.  This policy type is recommended for archival uses when virtual tapes created by 

BRMS backups are often less than 50% of the capacity of the virtual tape or when the physical tape 

density far exceeds the virtual tape maximum storage capacities. 

 

Use of *STACK, *DUPLICATE and/or *CONSOL policies can greatly reduce the media required to archive 

data. 

 

Note:  When Conductor is in “enterprise mode”, this policy group allows consolidation of volumes from 

shared libraries written from different servers/partitions onto the same physical media stack (this type of 

“mixed” consolidation is not yet possible using device-attached *DUPLICATE or *CONSOL policies). 

 

4.1.3 Creating Automation Policy Items 

 

The steps for creating policy items are identical for each type of policy group.  Only the properties of the 

various item types change.  Each type is discussed below.  Differences between Media Management 

System selections are presented where relevant. 

Conductor incorporates scheduling capabilities for each of the available policy items.   Policy item 

templates offer different scheduling options depending on the activity being scheduled.   

The following rules apply to the job scheduling options: 

• When using the *DELAY option, Conductor will schedule a job to run after the configured period 

expires, based on the qualificaiton time of the volume.    For example, if using *DELAY with an 

interval of 400 (4 hours), and the tape was qualified at midnight, the appliacble job will be 

scheduled to run at 4am.  

 

• When using the *IMMED option, newly created jobs will be executed immediately upon source 

volume qualification unless there are jobs already running for the source volume.   When 

*SUBMITTED jobs are utilizing the source volume, Conductor will queue the new job(s) and 

release *QUEUED job(s) as their source volume(s) become available.    
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• Other scheduling options can be used to realize job prioritization.   For example, if a media class 

has multiple post-processing activities to execute,  configure the activity with the highest 

priority as an *IMMED execution.   Use the *TODAY, *TOMRW or the *SUN-*MON options along 

with a time value to ensure lower priority jobs run after *IMMED jobs. 

 

• If a *SCHEDULED job is released and its source media is in use, the *SCHEDULED job will be 

*QUEUED until the source volume becomes available. 

 

• If a virtual volume qualifies for two or more job executions and each of those policy items is 

defined with *IMMED scheduling or are scheduled to run at the same time the jobs created will 

run in an unpredictable order. 

 

• When scheduling source virtual volume deletes for virtual media on jobs that are themselves 

scheduled, be sure to account for the delay before the primary job will execute and schedule the 

delete appropriately. 

 

o For example, if you are creating an *ARCHIVE job to be *SCHEDULED for *TOMRW at 

2:00am, configure the delete of the source volume such that the delete does not occur 

until after the primary job is expected to complete.   In such a case scheduling the delete 

for 2 days hence would be appropriate.  

 

 

4.1.4 Creating an *ARCHIVE (virtual media to physical media) Policy Item 

 

There are two types of *ARCHIVE policies:  Matched (virtual/physical volumes are the same) and non-

matched (virtual volumes are written to physical volumes with a non-matched volume serial number).   

Options vary slightly for each type.  

When using deduplication VTLs with replication, *ARCHIVE policies can be run from the production VTL 

and/or run from the replica VTL, assuming each has a back-end library available. 

The applicable panel as shown in the next image appears  (Tracker usage will appear slightly differently): 
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Figure 46: *ARCHIVE polity item template - BRMS 

  
Field Descriptions/Values:  

Note:  Fields containing the ‘*’ indicator can be prompted via F4: 

 

Sequence Number:  A system-designated value created at save time. 

 

Policy Description:   A brief description of what the policy item does. 

 

Policy Active (Y/N):  This field indicates whether volumes matching this policy are processed. 

 

Export from VTL ID/ Lib ID:  These fields identify the VTL device and logical library from which the 

export will be executed.   The values default to the local VTL/library.   If local tapes are replicated to 

another library and that VTL/library is Conductor-managed, these values can be changed to point to the 
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remote VTL/Library.   The replication policy creating the replica copy must deliver the tape to the virtual 

vault on the target VTL and the target library identified above must be Conductor-managed. 

 

Media Class/Media Category:  The BRMS media class  or IBM media Category (Tracker) to be 

processed by this policy item. If left blank (BRMS), all media classes found marked for duplication in the 

library’s home location will qualify for processing.  When using Tracker, a value is required. 

 

 

Virtual ID of Physical Library*:  The ID of the virtual library to utilize.  If a default value was 

provided when configuring this relationship that value will be presented as a default. 

 

MedPcy/New Vol MedCls/MovePcy:  For non-matched exports, enter the Media Policy to use to 

identify target media or the properties that will be used to create new BRMS media data when 

Conductor identifies and uses new media (BRMS). 

 

For Tracker, different labels will be presented to identify the media category to assign to the physical 

media. 

 

Match Vol Ser Number:  When set to “Y”, Conductor will only export virtual media to a physical 

volume with the same serial number as the source volume.  When set to “N”, Conductor will only export 

to a physical volume that does not match the virtual volume serial number (or any other virtual volume). 

 

When using non-matched policy types, the MedPcy/MedClas/MovePcy values determine which class of 

physical tape to use (or to create, when necessary) and qualifies the expiration/move information for 

the physical media. 

 

Eject Tape after Export:  This setting can be used to eject the physical tape from a library after the 

job completes.    

 

Report physical media usage:  If selected, information about the job’s physical media can be 

emailed or printed.  Use “Y” here to enable this policy to create this data. 

 

Save BRMS History:  When VTL-attached libraries using non-matched exports are in use, Conductor 

always saves File-level history to support tape content searches from within Conductor.   If your BRMS 

backup is saving object-level data, Conductor can extract that information from the source tape history 

and make it available to the Conductor tape search function to support searching down to the 

object/member level. 

 

Schedule Job to Run:  The user has these options: 
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• *DELAY – the job will be scheduled to run after the associated duration has passed, based on 

the qualification time of the volume. 

 

• *IMMED – the job will be sent the VTL as soon as the volume has been identified as requiring 

processing.  If another job is already using the source volume, the new job will be *QUEUED and 

released when the source volume becomes available. 

 

• *TODAY – used in conjunction with a time entry, this allows the user to dictate the time at which 

the job is to be run.    

o Be sure to use a time value that is beyond the normal restart-after-backup time for your 

system to prevent confusion (if a job is scheduled for 0100 (1:00AM), and the 

subsystems restart at 2am, it’s effectively the same as using the  *IMMED setting). 

 

• *TOMRW – used in conjunction with a time entry, this allows the user to dictate the time at 

which the job is to be run on the next calendar day. 

o Be sure to use a time value that is beyond the normal restart-after-backup time for your 

system to prevent confusion (if a job is scheduled for 0100 (1:00AM), and the 

subsystems restart at 2am, it’s effectively the same as using the  *IMMED setting). 

 

• *MON-*SUN:  Used in conjunction with a time entry, the job will run on the next *MON, *TUE, 

etc.    

 

Schedule Source Volume Delete:  This value is used with a period units qualifier (number of *DAYS, 

*MONTHS, *YEARS) to schedule a delete of the source virtual volume in order to free VTL space in 

advance of virtual volume expiration.   This requires the source media class be configured for DVMM 

under the appropriate relationship.   Note deleting media that has been replicated may result in leaving 

orphaned replica resources and tapes on the target VTL servers. 

 

Encryption Key Name :  Provide values if encryption is desired.  Leave blank otherwise.   

 

Note: in order to export to physical tapes with encryption, the “agentPWD” command must be used to 

store the “passcode” for the Encryption key file in encrypted form for Conductor use.  See the VTL-Agent 

Design doc or release notes, or contact DSI support for assistance. 

 

The image below presents an example of an *ARCHIVE policy item that will: 

 

• process qualified volumes of class MLB04_DLY written by E*******to TAMLB04. 

• export virtual media content to a physical tape via the local VTL. 
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• use a non-matched physical volume,  selecting media from class ARCHIVAL, or if no expired 

media exists and new physical media is loaded, the Media Class/Move Policy to apply when 

creating the BRMS media information for the new volume.  

• create physical media usage data upon job completion (replacement movement report). 

• save object-level history into the DSI Conductor search tables (if present in BRMS). 

• eject the physical media upon completion. 

• runs the job immediately upon qualification (or is queued until the source volume is available). 

• No source volume deletes will occur. 

• Encryption to the target volume will occur using the VTL’s “PTL Encryption Key” file. 

 

 

Figure 47: *ARCHIVE policy item, completed (BRMS) 

 
To alter this policy item to utilize a matched export volume, the “Match Vol Ser Number” value would be 

set to “Y”.  In this case, Conductor would only select a physical volume matching the serial number of 

the virtual volume and saving BRMS history is disabled. 
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4.1.5 Creating a *CONSOL (device-to-device) Policy Item (BRMS) 

 

*CONSOL policy items allow for scheduled automation of device-to-device tape consolidations in batch 

mode.   Two or more virtual tapes can be consolidated onto fewer media.  BRMS will use *ACTIVE media 

of the appropriate target class (as identified through the Media Policy), when available.   Media targets 

can be physical media or can be virtual media (perhaps in preparation for a later export policy 

execution).     

A good use for a *CONSOL policy would be to compress multiple drive save media onto fewer physical 

media for daily off-site export. 

Follow the same steps for creating an Archive policy item, instead using option “5-Policy Items” on the 

*CONSOL policy group for the applicable system.  The UI presented in the next image appears: 
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Figure 48: *CONSOL policy item template 

 
Field Descriptions/Values:  

Note:  Fields containing the ‘*’ indicator can be prompted via F4: 

 

Sequence Number:  A system-designated value created at save time. 

 

Policy Description:   A brief description of what the policy item does. 

 

Policy Active (Y/N):  Whether or not volumes matching this policy are processed. 

 

Source Media Class*:  The BRMS media class to be processed by this policy item.  If left blank, all 

media classes found marked for duplication in the library’s home location will qualify for processing 

(BRMS).  Tracker requires a value. 
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Target Library Device:   The IBM device name for the target of the duplication.   

 

Target Media Policy:  The properties of the target media to utilize when selecting target media.    

 

Save Media Information::  Whether to write the changes to BRMS tables after this duplication 

completes.  Values may be *BKUPCY, *LIB, *OBJ or *NONE.   Note this value must be set to *NONE if 

performing consolidations for remote LPARs. 

 

Schedule Job:  The user has these options: 

 

• *DoM – day of month.   Used with the units qualifier, this determines which day of the month to 

run the stack job on. 

 

• *DAYS, *MONTHS, *YEARS – used with the units qualifier, the number of days, months or years 

into the future to schedule the job; based on the initial volume qualification time (the date/time 

the first volume qualifies for the policy item execution).  A units qualifier of 0 (zero) and a period 

selection of *DAYS as shown in the example indicates to run the job “today” at the time 

provided. 

 

• *MON-*SUN:  Used in conjunction with a time entry, the job will run on the next *MON, *TUE, 

etc.    

 

A *CONSOLINI job for the qualifying policy item will be scheduled using these values based on the date 

the first qualifying volume is identified and the scheduled time setting; subsequent qualifying volumes  

will append to the job’s media list until the job’s scheduled time at which point all queued volumes will 

be consolidated.    

 

The image below presents an example of a *CONSOL policy item that will: 

 

• qualify volumes of class MLB03_DLY written by TAPMLB03 from system S212B8DV. 

• consolidate the qualified source media to a volume or volumes on device TAPMLB02. 

• use the attributes of media policy FULL to ID the target media and qualify the duplication. 

• schedule the job to run seven days after the first virtual media is qualified. 

• execute the job at 09:00 AM on the scheduled date.  

 

When consolidating to virtual tape, this target virtual media class could then be exported to physical 

media via a back-end library via an *ARCHIVE policy coded to process media class FULL from TAPMLB02 

and LPAR S****** and scheduled at a time later than the *CONSOL is expected to finish. 
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Alternatively, the target device could be a physical library. 

 

 
Figure 49: *CONSOL template, completed 

  

4.1.7 Creating a *DUPLICATE (device-to-device) Policy Item (BRMS/Tracker) 

 

*DUPLICATE policy items allow for scheduled automation of device-to-device duplications.   Virtual 

tapes can be duplicated to any compatible target library device (BRMS/Tracker) or to a stand-alone drive 

(Tracker).   This can include copying a virtual tape from library A to another virtual tape in Library A, to a 

virtual tape in another virtual library, to a physical tape in a device-configured physical library or any 

other compatible target library device. 

The *DUPLICATE policy can be utilized in two ways:   The “Append” option determines whether to add 

the data from the source tape to an *ACTIVE target volume (Append = “Y”) or to do a discrete media-to-

media copy (Append = “N”). 
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Use option “5-Policy Items” on the *DUPLICATE policy group for the applicable system.  The UI 

presented below appears: 

 

 
Figure 50: *DUPLICATE policy item template (BRMS) 

 
Field Descriptions/Values:  

Note:  Fields containing the ‘*’ indicator can be prompted via F4: 

 

Sequence Number:  A system-designated value created at save time. 

 

Policy Description:   A brief description of what the policy item does. 

 

Policy Active (Y/N):  Whether or not volumes matching this policy are processed. 
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Source Media Class*:  The BRMS media class to be processed by this policy item.  If left blank, all 

media classes found marked for duplication in the library’s home location will qualify for processing.   

 

If using Tracker, this label will read “Media Category” and identify the retained category to process. 

 

Target Library Device:   The IBM library device name for the target of the duplication.   If using 

Tracker, this may be a stand-alone drive. 

 

Target Scratch Category (Tracker):  The name of the scratch category from which to pull the 

duplicate media.   This value is only applicable when targeting a library device.  Normally this will be 

*NOSHARE. 

 

Target Retention Category (Tracker):  The media category to assign to the target media.  This 

value is only valid when selecting a library device. 

 

Target Media Policy* (BRMS):  The properties of the target media to utilize when selecting target 

media.    

 

APPEND to *ACTIVE volumes (BRMS): When “Y”, Conductor will instruct BRMS to try and append 

source data to an existing, *ACTIVE volume.  When “N”, Conductor instructs BRMS to do discrete tape 

duplication. 

 

Save Media Information* (BRMS):   Conductor will instruct BRMS to append media information to 

the end of the volume.   See the BRMS documentation for more information. 

 

Schedule Job to Run*:  The user has the following options: 

• *DELAY – the job will be scheduled to run after the delay period indicated in the ‘time” value. 

 

• *IMMED – the job will be sent the VTL as soon as the volume has been identified as requiring 

processing.  If another job is already using the source volume, the new job will be *QUEUED and 

released when the source volume becomes available. 

 

• *TODAY – used in conjunction with a time entry, this allows the user to dictate the time at which 

the job is to be run.    

o Be sure to use a time value that is beyond the normal restart-after-backup time for your 

system to prevent confusion (if a job is scheduled for 0100 (1:00AM), and the 

subsystems restart at 2am, it’s effectively the same as using the  *IMMED setting). 

 

• *TOMRW – used in conjunction with a time entry, this allows the user to dictate the time at 

which the job is to be run on the next calendar day. 
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o Be sure to use a time value that is beyond the normal restart-after-backup time for your 

system to prevent confusion (if a job is scheduled for 0100 (1:00AM), and the 

subsystems restart at 2am, it’s effectively the same as using the  *IMMED setting). 

 

• *MON-*SUN:  Used in conjunction with a time entry, the job will run on the next *MON, *TUE, 

etc.    

 

Below is an example of a *DUPLICATION policy item that will: 

 

• process qualified volumes of class FULL written to TAPMLB01 from system C*******. 

• duplicate the source media to a volume on device TAPMLB01.  

• use the attributes of media policy FULLCPY to id the target media.  

• will select an active volume, if available, as the append option is set to “N”. 

• will use the *BKUPCY default  for the SAVMEDINF value, and 

• will schedule the job to run 1 hour after the tape was qualified.  
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Figure 51: *DUPLICATE template, completed 

 
   

4.1.8 Creating a *STACK (virtual media consolidation to physical media) Policy Item 

 

Follow the same steps for creating an Archive policy item, instead using option “5-Policy Items” on the 

*STACK  policy group for the applicable system.  The applicable UI appears: 

 

Figure 52: *STACK policy item template (BRMS) 

Field Descriptions/Values:  

Note:  Fields containing the ‘*’ indicator can be prompted via F4: 

 

Sequence Number:  A system-designated value created at save time. 
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Policy Description:  A brief description of what the policy item does. 

Policy Active:  Whether or not volumes matching this policy are processed. 

 

Source Media Class (BRMS):  The BRMS media class to be processed by this policy item.  If left 

blank, all media classes found marked for duplication in the library’s home location will qualify for 

processing.   

 

Virtual Media Source Category (Tracker):  The IBM category this policy item will process (Tracker). 

 

Virtual ID of Physical Library:  the ID of the target physical library to perform the export to.  If a 

default value was provided when configuring this relationship that value will be presented as a default. 

 

Phy Media Policy/Class/Move Pcy (BRMS):  Identifies the media policy and class to use when 

selecting existing expired media and/or the values to use when creating new media (when applicable).  

If default values were provided when configuring this relationship those values will be presented by 

default. 

 

Physical Media Target Category: the IBM category to assign to physical media (Tracker). 

 

Eject Tape after Export:  If your library supports direct ejecting of tapes or has multiple I/O slots, this 

setting can be used to move the physical tape accordingly after the job completes. 

 

Save Object History (BRMS):  If the original BRMS backup saved object history, this setting enables 

Conductor to copy out  very thin view of that history to support object/member level physical media  

content searches. 

 

Report Physical Tape Usage: If this option is selected, upon successful job completion the 

volume(s) used will be reported on the Physical Media Usage Report. 

 

Schedule Job to Run:  The user has three options: 

 

• *DoM – day of month.   Used with the units qualifier, this determines which day of the month to 

run the stack job on. 

 

• *DAYS, *MONTHS, *YEARS – used with the units qualifier, the number of days, months or years 

into the future to schedule the job.  The use of a qualifier of 0 (zero) and period of *DAYS as 

shown in the example indicates the job will be scheduled “today” at time provided. 

 

• *MON-*SUN:  Used with a time entry, the job will run on the next *MON, *TUE, etc.    
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Encryption Key Name :  Use the encryption key file name defined on the VTL to produce encrypted 

physical media.  Leave blank if encryption is not desired.    

 

Note:  When using export encryption, a locally encrypted password file must be created.  See the VTL-

Agent release notes, design documentation or contact DSI support for assistance. 

 

A *STACKINIT job for the qualifying policy item will be scheduled using these values based on the date 

the first qualifying volume is identified and the scheduled time setting; subsequent qualifying volumes  

will append to the job’s media list until the job’s scheduled time at which point all queued volumes will 

be stacked.    

 

Note:  When using *STACK policies, ensure the virtual media expiration extends beyond the expected 

schedule date of the stack job execution if history retention via Conductor is desired. 

 

Below is presented an example *STACK policy item that will: 

 

• Qualify media class FULL written to TAPMLB02 from server E********. 

o Note:  Tracker requires a specific category. 

• not eject physical media upon stack job completion. 

• extract content info to support stacked media content searches. 

• report media usage for Conductor move reporting. 

• use the attributes of the ARCHIVAL media policy when selecting target tapes and use the 

indicated class/move policy when creating new physical media information in BRMS.  

• be scheduled to run on the same date as the first tape was qualified at 4:00am.    

• encrypt tapes using the VTL’s “PTL_Encyrption_Key” file. 

    

Note:  when using encryption for exports, the password for the encryption key file must be stored in an 

encrypted form on the VTL server.   See VTL-Agent release notes or design documentation or contact DSI 

support for assistance. 
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Figure 53: *STACK template, completed (BRMS) 

 
If preferred, media of the same class can be stacked together.  Provide a media class value and create 

multiple policy items, one per each class, to keep class-related data together on stacks. 

 

Finding Your Recovery Data in the *Stacked World 

 

Using Conductor’s simple but powerful Physical Media Search option can zero you right in onto the 

physical media containing the objects you need and the date your need them from.   In addition, if non-

matched exports are being utilized, a “virtual-to-physical’ volume serial cross-reference table can be 

downloaded.   See section 6.1 below for more information. 
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5. Reviewing/Managing Conductor/VTL Job Activity 
 

Use option “8-Job Management” to review and/or manage your Conductor or VTL jobs.  The initial view 

is of all *SUBMITTED jobs.   Use the filter entries at the top of the panel to change the default view to 

*QUEUED, *SCHEDULED or *ALL jobs.   Job types and results can also be filtered. 

 

*COMPLETED jobs are available for review in the archival view (F11).   

 

The image below shows an example Job Inquiry and Maintenance UI displaying  the ARCHIVE view and 

*COMPLETED jobs: 

 

 
Figure 54: Reviewing Conductor Job Activity 

 
Use the F11 key to swap between *LIVE and *ARCHIVE job views.    

 

Jobs may have “Run Status” values of: 
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• *QUEUED – the job is awaiting volumes to free from other jobs before it can run 

• *SCHEDULED – the job has been scheduled for a specific date/time 

• *SUBMITTED – the job has been submitted to the VTL and is executing or awaiting execution 

• *COMPLETED – the job has completed (ARCHIVE view only) 

 

These status values have potential “Job Result” values of: 

 

• *NORMAL – the job has been processed normally to the reported point 

• *FAILED – an error was detected, and the job has been shut down.  Jobs with *FAILED states can 

be restarted using option “9-Resubmit Failed Job”  upon corrective action having been taken 

(archival view only). 

• *CANCELED – the job was canceled, either by using option “7-Cancel *QUEUED/*SCHEDULED 

Job”  from the Job Management UI or by using the cancel option from the VTL Console.   

 

Note:  The list entries can be filtered by changing one or more of the filter criteria at the top of the UI and 

pressing ENTER or F5. 

 

5.1 Viewing Job Details 

 

To view job details, including the volume(s) in use by their job and current status, use option “5-View” 

on the applicable job entry.   Unless your backups are generating tape sets or the job being reviewed is a 

*STACK or *CONSOL  job, most jobs will only have one volume. 
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Figure 55: Job Management Detail/Media View 

   
The panel presented above displays the job media in use by the job, the current state of the job media 

as well as the internal VTL job number for each volume (N/A for *REMCOPY, *CONSOL or *DUPLICATE 

jobs), allowing for audits of Conductor activity against VTL job activity.   Various pieces of information 

are available for various job types. 

 

4.3.1.1 Job Media Status values and their meanings:  

 

*COMPLETED  the media was processed successfully. 

*PNDLIBRARY the applicable volume is pending move to the virtual library. 

*PNDVAULT the applicable volume is pending move to the virtual vault. 

*PNDIMPEXP the import or export step for the job is running or awaiting execution. 

*PNDDUP A tape duplication step is underway.  See the system job fields above for job details. 

*PNDDELETE  the applicable virtual volume is pending a delete action. 

*PNDDEDUPE the applicate virtual volume is awaiting a deduplication step to complete. 
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*FAILED the expected result was not achieved; the job either failed or was canceled. 

 

4.3.2 Canceling *QUEUED or *SCHEDULED Jobs 

 

To cancel a queued or scheduled job, follow these instructions: 

 

For *SCHEDUELD or *QUEUED *REMCOPY/*ARCHIVE jobs with a *SCHEDULED *DLTVOLUME job 

associated, use option “7-Cancel Queued/Schd Job” on the *REMCOPY/*ARCHIVE job ONLY.   This will 

cancel both the *REMCOPY*ARCHIVE job and the associated * DLTVOLUME job(s). 

 

For *DLTVOLUME jobs, use option 7 on the *DLTREMVOL job ONLY.  Any associated 

*REMCOPY/*ARCHIVE job will not be canceled. 

 

Use option 7 for any other *QUEUED or *SCHEDULED job type.    

 

Jobs canceled from this application will go to *CANCELED status briefly before they system moves them 

to the job archive. 

 

4.3.3 Releasing a *SCHEDULED Job 

  

*SCHEDULED jobs may be released upon demand by using option 8-Release *SCHEDULED Job.  Should 

another *SUBMITTED or *QUEUED job exist that is utilizing the *SCHEDULED job volume(s), the job will 

be released to *QUEUED status.  If the source volume(s) can be used directly, the job will execute  

immediately upon release. 

 

4.3.4 Restarting a *FAILED Job 

  

Jobs in *FAILED status can be resubmitted by using option “9 – Resubmit failed job” from the ARCHIVE 

view of the Job Management application (*FAILED jobs will always be in the ARCHIVE view).  This option 

is limited to jobs in *FAILED status.   This option should only be used once the corrective action for the 

original failure has taken place. 
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6. Physical Media Inquiries/Reports 
 

Option 9. Physical Media Inquiries/Reports from the Conductor main menu presents the Physical Tape 

Reports/Inquiries menu and options presented below.    

 

 
Figure 56: Physical Media Inquiries/Reports 

 

6.1 Search DSI non-matched physical media 

 

Each time Conductor executes a VTL-attached non-matched tape export policy it saves just enough data 

from each virtual tape exported to enable an efficient search of physical media content.   

 

Use Option 1. – Search non-matched physical media  to access the UI presented in the next image.  

Shown are the physical media returned from a search beginning in July 2016 and looking for a library 

called “DSIV1R1M0P”: 
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Figure 57: Searching non-matched media content 

 
The following search qualifiers are required: 

 

• A system designator. 

• The starting date for the search. 

• A Library Name or Control Group Item Name (e.g. *SAVSYS or QGPL). 

 

Searches can be done at the object/member level if: 

 

• The library name is entered. 

• BRMS is saving/providing media information to that level. 

• Conductor export policy items indicate “Save History = Y”. 

 

Note:  In order to extract media information for tapes written from non-local libraries, be sure to follow 

the instruction in section 1.3.6 – Remote duplication/non-matched physical export requirements. 
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6.2 Virtual/Physical Non-Matched Cross-Reference 

 

For data security strategies that utilize non-matched *ARCHIVE exports and/or *STACKs, Conductor 

offers the ability to create a downloadable table containing a current map of virtual volumes and their 

host physical volumes.    

 

Use Option “2 – Virtual Physical Media X-Ref” to create the downloadable table.  The message response 

will indicate the name of the table available for download, as shown in this image: 

 

 
Figure 58: Virtual/Physical Cross Reference File Identification 

 

An example of this data presented in Excel (having used the EXCEL data tab to download): 

 

IBM_I 
MEDIA_MGMT_SYS
TEM 

VIRTUAL_TAPE_LIB
RARY 

VIRTUAL_LIBRARY_
NAME 

JOB_TY
PE 

VRT_VOL_
SER 

PHY_VOL_
SER 

SAVED_TIMEST
AMP 

S212B8
DV *BRMS iSeries-DEV TAPMLB12 *STACK ADW600 SIT030 

3/22/2016 
10:02 

S212B8
DV *BRMS iSeries-DEV TAPMLB12 *STACK ADW602 SIT030 

3/22/2016 
10:02 
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S212B8
DV *BRMS iSeries-DEV TAPMLB12 *STACK ADW611 SIT030 

3/22/2016 
10:02 

S212B8
DV *BRMS iSeries-DEV TAPMLB12 *STACK ADW600 SIT032 

3/22/2016 
10:57 

S212B8
DV *BRMS iSeries-DEV TAPMLB12 *STACK ADW602 SIT032 

3/22/2016 
10:57 

S212B8
DV *BRMS iSeries-DEV TAPMLB12 *STACK ADW611 SIT032 

3/22/2016 
10:57 

S212B8
DV *BRMS iSeries-DEV TAPMLB12 

*ARCHI
VE ADW600 ADW600 

3/22/2016 
13:18 

S212B8
DV *BRMS iSeries-DEV TAPMLB12 

*ARCHI
VE ADW602 ADW602 

3/22/2016 
13:18 

 

6.3 Physical Media Activity Report 

 

When automated policy exports or ad hoc exports are executed with the “Report Physical Tape Usage” 

option set to “Y” (yes), Conductor keeps a log of tapes successfully written.   The contents of that log can 

be: 

 

• printed (via the PHYUSGRPT command or Menu Option 3);  

• emailed and a printed report generated by executing the MOVRPTDSI command (see the 

“Commands” section).   

• Either option requires media reporting be enabled via Conductor configuration. 

 

An example report follows. 

 

PHYUSGRPT                     CONDUCTOR for IBM i                  DATE:  3/22/2016 

                                            PHYSICAL MEDIA USAGE REPORT               TIME: 15:09:33 

                                                                         PAGE: 0001    

SYSTEM   VOLUME MEDIA CLASS  DATE CREATED  DATE EXPIRES   MOVE LOCATION        

  

S212B8DV SIT030  FMT3592A2P     16/03/22          16/04/26          VAULT                 

S212B8DV SIT032  FMT3592A2P     16/03/22          16/04/26          VAULT                 

 

                               *** END OF REPORT ***         

                     

6.4 Media Pending Stacking/Consolidation Report 

 

Each time a policy-driven *STACK job completes it will produce this report   This report will help guide 

the user to manually *STACK pending virtual media when desired or necessary.  This report can be run 

from Main Menu option 4 on demand. 
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PNDSTKRPT                   CONDUCTOR for IBM i                        DATE:  7/23/16 

                            VIRTUAL VOLUMES PENDING STACKING            TIME: 18:24:21 

                              VIRTUAL VOLUMES PENDING CONSOL             PAGE: 0001   

 

SYSTEM   VOLUME MEDIA CLASS  DATE CREATED  DATE EXPIRES  PCY SYSTEM  PCY SEQ   

 

S212B8DV ADW600 DEDUPE             16/04/06            16/05/11        S212B8DV      01      

S212B8DV ADW601 DEDUPE             16/04/06            16/05/11        S212B8DV      01      

 

                                *** END OF REPORT *** 

 

6.5 Import/Unstack Physical Media 

 

Option “6 – Import/Unstack Physical Media” allows the user to bring back into the virtual world tapes 

previously exported by Conductor as well as tapes from the outside world.   As shown in the image 

below, the UI will present a list of all physical media it knows to be loaded in the physical library 

identified at the top of the panel and the virtual volume serial information on the virtual tapes 

contained within, where known.   If this list does not match the volume serial number that are believed 

to be loaded into the physical library, use the F15=Refresh Physical Inventory command to update the 

current physical library inventory and this list. 

 

Note:  when importing or unstacking tapes, at completion the user must manually add the imported 

media to the appropraite deduplication policy and execute deduplication. 
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Figure 59: Import Physical Media - tape selection 

 

6.5.1 BRMS Media Import Considerations 

 

BRMS is very particular about matching external cartridge labels with internal volume IDs.  For this 

reason, it is recommended that Conductor-produced physical media be imported to the original virtual 

barcode.  When that original barcode is active and contains data that does not match what is being 

imported, it is recommended that the virtual volume be duplicated and expired before import.  Media 

information can then be extracted via BRMS command, if necessary. 

Conductor can manage this pre-replacement duplication/expiration where a device name for the library 

is known to the Conductor host.   

 

6.5.2 Tracker Media Import Considerations 
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If media must be imported to a virtual barcode that does not match the internal volume label, this 

volume should only be used for input operations in a stand-alone drive.  The imported magnetic volume 

ID should not be a part of the BRMS inventory (or the volume should be in the virtual vault);  IBM 

commands must be used to restore content from these tapes.   Disabling BRMS’ media monitoring 

during the restoration may prove time-saving. 

 

6.5.3 Importing a physically stored volume to a volume serial number known to BRMS 

 

To import a physical volume over a known virtual volume, use option 3 on the line representing the 

physical and virtual volumes from which the import will occur.  Generally, this action would be taken to 

restore the previous content of the virtual volume from the physical volume. 

 

Our example will perform an import of the content of physical volume serial number ADW607 back to 

virtual volume ADW607.  Assume that BRMS indicates the ADW607 volume is currently *EXPIRED.   

 

Having pressed ENTER on the display above after having made the ‘3’ selection on physical volume 

ADW607, the import details UI is presented as shown in the next image: 
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Figure 60: Importing Physical Media 

 
Conductor will default the “To Virtual Volume serial” value to the physical barcode and provide a default 

“To Virtual Library ID” value.  These values should be confirmed before pressing the ENTER key. 

 

In this case, since the to-volume serial number is known to BRMS and the volume is *EXPIRED, there is 

no additional information required to import the volume.  Upon pressing ENTER a job would be created 

to import the physical ADW607 volume to the indicated virtual library (any existing virtual volume in 

virtual library ID 721 with barcode ADW607 would be deleted before the import of the new ADW607 is 

initiated). 

 

In the next example we’ll assume that at Conductor knows the device name of the virtual library, the 

virtual ADW607 volume is *ACTIVE and the virtual volume exists on the VTL in a BRMS environment.  In 

this scenario a modified UI will be presented upon pressing ENTER, as shown below: 
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Figure 61: Pre-import target volume duplication option 

 
In this case it must be decided what to do with the data that currently resides on the *ACTIVE virtual 

volume to be replaced.    

 

If the physical tape contains an exact replica of the virtual volume (matched export), then pre-

duplication of the existing virtual volume is not necessary.  This action would normally be taken to 

recover a virtual tape that has been damaged or otherwise requires restoration.    

 

If the data on the virtual volume to be replaced is *ACTIVE, does not match the data on the physical 

volume and requires retention before the virtual volume is replaced, Conductor offers the ability to 

automatically duplicate the virtual volume for you before replacing it with the contents of the physical 

volume.   The Media Policy entry is required for the BRMS system to select the appropriate media for 

the duplication target. 

 

In addition, an option to schedule a delete of the imported virtual volume is presented.  If the tape 

imported is intended for temporary usage, this option can be used to ensure the tape is automatically 

purged and its space recovered when no longer necessary. 
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If the physical media was exported using encryption, the correct encryption key name and password will 

be required to decrypt the physical media content. 

 

Upon pressing Enter, the job requirements will be evaluated, and a job created. 

 

Note:   If the virtual volume has been determined to be *ACTIVE in BRMS but does not exist on the virtual 

library (e.g. removed after the matched export job to preserve VTL space) the import UI will not present 

duplication options.  Restoration of the current virtual volume data is assumed. 

 

Note:   When importing non-matching data over an *ACTIVE BRMS volume, it is the user’s responsibility 

to *EXPIRE the BRMS media and re-import (ADDMEDIBRM/EXTMEDIBRM) the media contents as 

necessary. 

 

Note:  If no local device description exists for the target virtual device or Tracker is in use, the duplication 

options will not be presented; instead, the message indicating manual duplication of the target media 

may be required.  If pre-duplication of the target volume is desired, it is the responsibility of the user to 

perform that activity manually for the server owning the volume prior to running the import. 

 

 

6.5.4 Importing a physical volume to a virtual volume not known to BRMS 

 

When importing external physical media to your library/BRMS inventory, it is recommended you always 

import using the volume ID of the magnetic label on the tape, should It differ from the external barcode. 

 

Conductor, when importing to unknown volume serial numbers, does the work for you, including the 

creation of BRMS media information when indicated.  Just load your tape into the physical library and 

use option ‘3’ to identify the volume you wish to import.   After pressing Enter to accept the default 

target volume (SIT030), the UI displayed in the image below will appear: 
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Figure 62: Importing External Media 

 
In this case physical volume SIT030 with an unknown volume id is being imported to virtual volume 

SIT030, where SIT030 is not currently registered with BRMS.   

 

If it is desired to have this volume added to the BRMS media database, provide a “Y” (yes) to the “add 

media” prompt and enter the System identifier and the MMS code (BRMS) to apply when adding the 

new media.  The Media Policy entry will allow Conductor to properly configure the new media entry. 

 

Note:  When using Tracker to manage media, there is no requirement to add media to the database.  

Media is managed automatically.  The “add media” fields will not be presented. 

 

The user is also presented the option to automatically delete the imported volume after some period of 

time.   To delete an imported volume: 

 

• Enter “Y” in the “schedule import volume delete” field. 

• Select (F4=Prompt) or enter the time value (*TODAY, *MON-*SUN) (can schedule the delete up 

to week after the import) 

• Enter the time to perform the delete (24-hour clock). 
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Press Enter to submit the job.   A completed UI appears below.   This request will import the volume to 

the physical barcode, does not indicate the media needs to be registered with BRMS and will schedule a 

delete of the imported volume “tomorrow” at 23:45 (11:45PM). 

 

If this volume is to be retained, the preferred settings should be set as Add Media = “Y” (yes, with the 

system/mms qualifier) and Schedule Delete = “N” (no). 

 

 
Figure 63: Importing External Media - BRMS 

 

6.5.5 Importing from Stacked Tapes 

 

The process for importing from *STACK media is identical to the process described for importing from 

traditional physical media.  The stacked media will appear in the media list just as do the traditional 

types with the exception that one or more virtual tapes will share the physical tape volume serial 

number.   There is no procedural difference to the user when importing from stacked or non-stacked 

tapes.   The import panel will default the to-volume to match the virtual volume being unstacked.  If 

BRMS is managing this virtual volume, be sure to import to the original virtual volume. 
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In the image below find an import UI showing volume SIT032 as a stacked tape source. Note the physical 

volume repeats and the “Stacked Content” field indicates “TRUE” for stacked volumes. 

 

Note:   Using option 6-Stacked Tape Report will produce a hardcopy of the results of the job that stacked 

the selected physical tape.   The selection is only required on one of the applicable stacked list entries for 

each tape for which this reporting Is desired. 

 

 
Figure 64: Importing from a *STACK tape - selection 
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7. Support Options 
 

7.1 X-Ray 

 

Should Conductor fail to operate as expected and as directed by DSI Support staff, Conductor 

configuration data can be captured in an “X-RAY”.    DSI Support will provide the command required to 

generate this *SAVF. 

 

This *SAVF can then be delivered to the DSI Support FTP server using your preferred upload/delivery 

mechanism.   

 

 

7.2 Troubleshooting 

 

7.2.1 Communications Troubleshooting 

 

Conductor utilizes the host LPAR’s BRMS network configuration to navigate the BRMS network when 

working with non-shared media or with libraries not device configured to the Conductor host.   So long 

as the DSIUSER ID has been propagated to each applicable LPAR in the network as per section 1.3.4 – 

Conductor Software BRMS Networking User ID Requirements Conductor should have no trouble with 

LPAR communications.    

 

Should communications failures occur with either AutoConfig or media management service processing, 

confirm the DSIUSER ID on the Conductor host LPAR and node LPARs meet the requirements as defined 

in your CHGDDMTCPA configuration and that the remote LPAR in question is available.  

 

7.2.2 Duplication Policy Troubleshooting 

 

If it appears policy items are not qualifying virtual media and creating jobs as expected, one or more of 

the following conditions/solutions may apply. 

• Ensure that the applicable VTL is TCP/IP-available by logging in via the VTL Console.   Ensure that 

COMMSVC, JOBSVC, MEDSVC and MSGSVC jobs are running in the DSISYS subsystem, that the 

TRIGSVC service is running in the DSIMON subsystem. 

 

• Confirm no *QSYSOPR messages indicating communications trouble with VTLs have been issued. 
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• BRMS:  Ensure the Media Policy or override used by the applicable control group is set to “Mark 

volume for duplication” = *YES.  Virtual volumes must be marked for duplication in order to be 

qualified by Conductor.  Confirm the volume is marked on the Conductor host LPAR. 

 

• Ensure virtual tapes are not moved to the virtual vault before the DSIMON subsystem is 

restarted, where applicable.  Conductor requires virtual volumes remain in the logical library 

until it has completed post-save processing activities. 

 

• Once a virtual tape is qualified for a job or a set of jobs, that same tape cannot be qualified again 

until all Conductor jobs have completed for that volume.   Ensure no *SCHEDULED jobs for the 

volume exist using the Job Management UI; if found, use option 7-Cancel *QUEUED/*SCHEDULE 

job to cancel the pending job(s) or await their execution.  Either way, once the pending jobs 

have *COMPLETED the triggering mechanism will create new jobs for the volume. 

 

• Confirm new media has been *UNLOADED from the virtual drive(s).  If a *REMCOPY job is 

expected but not being created, ensure any remote version of the volume is dismounted. 

 

• If the expected-but-missing job is an *EXPORT or *STACK job, check the *SYSOPR message 

queue for *INQ messages indicating Conductor requires physical media be loaded to complete 

processing.  

 

• Confirm other policy item attributes are set as desired/correctly.  

 

• There are four distinct “active” flags that will need to be reviewed to ensure each applicable 

entity is set to “Y” (active, enabled). 

 

• Use option 2-Media Mgmt System Selections from the main menu to confirm the media 

management system is enabled. 

• Use option 4-IBM I System Integration to ensure the relationship applicable to the 

library containing the troubled volume is marked active (“Act” column = ‘Y’). 

• Use option 6-Duplicaiton Policy Maintenance to confirm the relevant policy groups for 

the applicable library are enabled. 

• From within the policy group application, use option 5-Policy Items to confirm each  

policy item(s) qualifying the volume’s class are marked active. 

If none of the above items solves your issue, please use option 21-Create X-RAY *SAVF from the 

Conductor System Management menu to take a system snapshot and send the file along with a problem 

description to DSI support. 
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7.2.3 VTL “Agent” Software Troubleshooting 

 

Conductor is dependent on the VTL Agent software;  should Conductor detect that the Agent software is 

not functioning normally, Conductor will perform a self-shutdown and issue an *INQUIRY message to 

QSYSOPR.   This message will include the recovery steps necessary to attempt restarting both systems 

and direct you to DSI support should those steps not remediate the Agent situation. 

If Conductor’s SMTP options are enabled, these notifications will also be directed to the email addresses 

known to Conductor.  
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8. Conductor Commands 
 

Note:  If the Conductor library is not part of your system or user library lists, qualify the commands with 

the Conductor library name (DSISYS). 

ADDMLMDSI (Add Media Library Media using DSI) : This command is used to move 

physical tapes from library IE slots to library slots in VTL-attached physical library configurations where 

the physical device is not device-configured on the IBM host.   

This command helps keep move management processes flowing normally by ensuring newly loaded 

physical media move into library slots without human intervention.  This command replaces the BRMS 

“ADDMLMBRM” command in these cases. 

If you share your physical library with your IBM host and the VTL device, use of this command is not 

required; continued us of the ADDMLMBRM command with the *INSERT option is recommended. 

This command uses the following form: 

ADDMLMDSI LOCATION(<BRMS Location Name>) LIBID(<physical library virtual ID>)  IESLOTS(x) 

Where each of the parameters are required: 

• LOCATION identifies the home location of the physical media library to load.  This will be the 

home location of the virtual library for which physical volumes are being loaded. 

 

• LIBID identifies the virtual library ID of the physical media library to load.  VTL devices may have 

multiple physical libraries configured.  This value identifies the library to manage. 

 

• IESLOTS identifies either the maximum number of IE slots in the library or the largest numbered 

slot to check for move processing. 

Note:   When using move management for non-matched physical volumes this command should be 

added to your current move process, positioned after having executed BRMS movement activities for the 

indicated location and after replacement physical media has been loaded into the physical library. 

ADDMLMDSI Escape Messages: 

DSI0013 – The Physical Library Virtual ID is required.  

This *ESCAPE message will be issued If the physical library virtual ID parameter value is not 

provided. 

DSI0023 – Library ID *N is not found on the specified device.  
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This *ESCAPE message will be issued If the physical library ID value is not found on the virtual 

device associated with the home location provided in the LOCATION parameter. 

DSI0024 – Unable to communicate with device *N via TCP/IP.  

This *ESCAPE message will be issued If the virtual device associated to the home location 

provided in the LOCATION parameter is not responding to TCP/IP requests. 

DSI0025 – The Location entry is required.  

This *ESCAPE message will be issued If the home location parameter value is not provided. 

DSI0026 – The IESLOTs value is required.  

This *ESCAPE message will be issued If the IESLOTS parameter value is not provided. 

DSI0027 – No active Conductor relationship/device found for location *N.  

This *ESCAPE message will be issued If no active Conductor relationship exists for the LOCATION 

provided, or relationships exist but are not active for physical export operations. 

 

CRTNETDSI (Create Network Access for DSI):   Use this command to create the 

DSIUSER ID on node LPARS and/or to change the password for existing DSIUSER IDs on the BRMS 

network. It accepts one parameter (password), up to 128 bytes.  The parameter defaults to *NONE if not 

provided. 

 

IMPMEDDSI (Import Media using DSI):   This command is a shortcut to main menu option 

“9.->6. Import/Unstack Physical Media”.   It accepts no parameters. 

 

MOVRPTDSI (Physical Media Usage Report; email option):   This command will 

execute the SMTP movement report (if configured) and produce a hardcopy of the Physical Media Usage 

Report.  Upon completion it clears the usage log data. 

 

PHYUSGRPT (Physical Media Usage Report):   This COMMAND generates  a *SPLF of 

the Physical Media Usage Report without clearing the usage log data. 
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PNDSTKPRT (Virtual Tapes Pending Stacking Report):   Use this command to 

create a copy of this report on demand to review currently pending *STACK/*CONSOL policy volumes. 

 

WRKCFGDSI (Work with DSI Configuration):   This command is a shortcut to main menu 

option “1.  Conductor Configuration”. 

 

WRKDEVDSI (Work with Devices using DSI):   This command is a shortcut to main 

menu option “3.  Virtual Device Management”.  It accepts no parameters. 

 

WRKHSTDSI (Work with Physical Media History using DSI):   This command is a 

shortcut to menu option “9.->1. Search non-matched physical media”.  It accepts no parameters. 

 

WRKJOBDSI (Work with VTL Jobs using DSI):   This command is a shortcut to menu 

option “8.  Job Management”.  It accepts no parameters. 

 

WRKMMSDSI (Work with Media Management Systems using DSI):   This 

command is a shortcut to the main menu option “2.  Media Management Integration”.  It accepts no 

parameters. 

 

WRKPCYGDSI (Work with Policy Groups using DSI):   This command is a shortcut to 

main menu option “6.  Duplication Policy Maintenance”.  It accepts no parameters. 

 

WRKSYSDSI (Work with system relationships using DSI):   This command is a 

shortcut to main menu option “4.  IBM i System Integration”.  It accepts no parameters.  
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